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i

:n

conformity with

its

title,

this

volume,

lave for the earlier chapters, is history rather

ihan biography,

is

of the day,

more than

of the

The aim has been to review the more
events and tendencies in the recent
)olitical life of Canada,
In a later and larger
lyork it is hoped to present a more personal
nan.

;ignificant

ind intimate

biography of Sir Wilfrid Laurier.
O. D,

Kingston,

1915.
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i

THE MAKING OF A CANADIAN
Wilfrid Laurier was born at St Lin, Quebec,
His ancestral roots
i^n November 20, 1841.
were sunk deep in Canadian soil. For six
generations Quebec had been the home of
Laurier after Laurier.
His kinsmen traced
;i:heir origin to Anjou, a province that ever
bred shrewd and thrifty men. The family
jiame was originally Cottineau.
In a marriage
povenant entered into at Montreal in 1666 the
representative of the family in Canada
Is
styled ‘ Francois Cottineau dit Champiauriet.^
Evidently some ancestral field or
garden of lauriers or oleanders gave the descriptive title which in time, as was common,
The Lauriers
Jjecame the sole family name.
pame to Canada shortly after Louis XIV
took the colony under his royal wing in 1663,
}n the first era of real settlement, and hewed
put homes for themselves in the forest, first
pn the island of Jesus, at the mouth of the
lirst

2
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Ottawa, and later in the parish of Lachenah
on the north bank of the same river, whei
they grew in numbers until Lauriers, wit
Rochons and Matthieus, made up nearly a
the parish.
Charles Laurier,
Laurier,

marked

was a man
ability.

grandfather of Wilfri
of strong character an

In face of

many

difficulti(

he mastered mathematics and became a sel
taught land surveyor, so that he was able

1

make

the surveys of the great Pangma
seigneury at Lachenaie. Early in the nin
teenth century he settled his son Carolus on
farm just hewn out of the forest, near the litt
village of St Lin, a frontier settlement nestlir
at the foot of the Laurentian hills north
Montreal. He himself continued to reside
Lachenaie until far on in years, when he we;
to live with his son at St Lin.
Carolus Laurier followed in his fathei
footsteps, surveying and farming by tur
as opportunity offered.
He had not f
.

rugged individuality, but his han
some figure, his alert wit, and his amiat
and generous nature made him a welcor
guest through all the French and Scotti
settlements in the north country.
That
had something of his father’s progress^
father’s

;

EARLY DAYS AT ST LIN

3

he was the
liess is
|rst farmer in the neighbourhood to set up
threshing machine in his barn, to take

shown by the

fact that

I

It was his
place of the old-time flail.
views that gave the first bent to his
pn’s sympathies ; and he was, as we shall
jee, progressive enough to give the brill iant
ad the education n eeded for professional suc-

jhe

i|beral

and far-seeing’anSTBroad-minded enough
thoroughnEnow5TeaTSeTiTrw*grei^
edge of English speech and Engh
jess,

^

Yet

it

^

mother that Wilfrid
notable men, owed
temperament.^ M

was rather to

Laurier, like so

aWlities

m^

and

his

his

^rtineau, kin to the mother”^ of the poet
jlricchetTe, was a woman of much strength of
[

iHaHHer^ o1 fine mind a,nd artistic talents.
|he lived only five years after her son was

but in those few years she had so knit
into his being that the warm and tender
laemory of her never faded from his impressionable mind.
The only other child of
)jhis marriage, a daughter, Malvina, died in
Carolus Laurier married again, his
ipfancy.
jjecond wife being Adeline Ethier.
She was
ihuch attached to his children and they tp her.
i)f this second marriage three sons were born :
[iorn,

ilerself

]

]

j
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Ubalde,

who became a

physician and died

Charlemagne, a me
chant in St Lin and later member for t;
county at Ottawa, who lived until 1907 ai
Henri, the prothonotary at Arthabaska, wl
Carolus Laurier hir
passed away in 1906,

Arthabaska

in

1898

;

,

;

self lived

on

in his little village

home

j

^

for

j

years after the birth of his eldest son, and 1
wife lived nearly twenty years longer.
It was a quiet, strength-shaping count
home in which the future statesman’s boyho<
was cast. The little village was off the beat
track of travel not yet had the railway join
There were few distra
it to the river front.
tions to excite or dissipate youthful energii
Roaming amid the brooding silence of t
hills, fishing for trout, hunting partridges ai
rabbits, and joining in the simple villa
games, the boy took his boyish pleasures ai
built for his manhood’s calm and power,
t

^

^

^

!

|
i

;

home had an

atmosphere qui
out of the ordinary, and it enjoyed a fi
measure of that grace or native courtesy whi

^
f

|

i

|

}

}

j

^

i

^
\

,,

intellectual

not least among Quebec’s contributions
the common Canadian stock.
He had his first schooling in the elementa
parish school of St Lin, where the boys learn
their A-j5 -C, their two-times~twOj and th

is

^

i

j

I

\
^

|

j

’

I

^

r

j

EARLY DAYS AT ST LIN
Then his father determined to
him a broader outlook by enabling him to
something of the way of life and to learn
tongue of his English-speaking com-

atechism.
ive

ee
|he

Some eight miles west of St Lin
the Achigan river lay the village of New
It had been settled about 1820
plasgow.
Protestants belonging to variipy Scottish
Carolus Laurier had
ous British regiments.
(arried on surveys there, knew the people
Ivell, and was thoroughly at home with them.
The affinity so often noted between Scottish
’^ijnd French has doubtless more than a mere
patriots.

‘‘Jin

^nlistorical basis.
’^lioon

At any

rate, son, like father,

found a place in the intimate

life

of the

Guthries, the Macleans, the
n^ennetts and other families of the settlement.
^^Ijlis experience was further varied by board^jpg for a time in the home of an Irish Catholic
qiamily named Kirk.
Later, he lived with the
'j^ijilurrays, and often helped behind the counter
jn John Murray’s general store.
The school which he attended for two years,
^jjjlurrays,

the

^‘'1

and 1853-54, was a mixed school, for
boys and girls, taught by a rapidly shiftNbg succession of schoolmasters, often of very
^|1[852-53
|i)oth

'’]

^

Unconventional training.
In the first session
Ihe school came to an abrupt close in April,

6

1

\
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owing to the sudden departure of Thompsc
the teacher in charge. A man of much greai
ability, Sandy Maclean, took his place t
following term.
He had read widely, and v,
almost as fond of poetry as of his glass. I
young French pupil, who was picking
English in the playground and in the hoi
as well as in the school, long cherished t
memory of the man who first opened to hin
vista of the great treasures of English lettei
The experience, though brief, had a lasti
effec^t."” Perhaps the English speech becai
rusty in the years of college life that follow
at L’Assomption, but the understanding, a
the tolerance and goodwill which understar
ing brings, were destined to abide for life."^
was not without reason that the ruling moti
of the young schoolboy’s future career was
be the awakening of sympathy and harmo
between the two races. It would be fortunj
for Canada if more experiments like tl
which Carolus Laurier tried were even to-d
to be attempted, not only by French but
English families.
In September 1854, when well on in
thirteenth year, Wilfrid Laurier returned
the normal path prescribed for the keei
boys of the province. He entered the colic
;

SEVEN YEARS OF COLLEGE

7

I

opr secondary school of L’Assomption, maint|:ained by secular priests, and the chief seat of
Education in the country north of Montreal,
vjthe course was a thorough one, extending
through seven closely filled years. It followed
laying chief
i^he customary classical lines,
stress on Latin, and next on French literature,
t

[i

1

r

t

0

(Greek was taught less thoroughly; a still briefer
English, mathematics, scholastic
of

study

and geography completed
Judged by its fruits, it was a
retraining admirably adapted, in the hands of
rkood teachers such as the fathers at L’Assompriphilosophy, history,

iihe course.

(bion were, to give men destined for the learned
professions a good grounding, to impart to
Ihem a glimpse of culture, a sympathy with
he world beyond, a bent to eloquence and
iterary style.
It was perhaps not so well
idapted to train men for success in business
!
aiperhaps this literary and classical training is
^largely responsible for the fact that until of
iiate the French-speaking youth of Quebec
pave not taken the place in commercial and
jindustrial life that their numbers and ability
[

n

ijwarrant.

i|

s

The

at L’Assomption was one of strict
The boys rose at 5.30, and every
(hour until evening had its task, or was assigned
life

[

discipline.

I
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8
for

mealtime or playtime.

Once a week,

<

afternoon, came a glorious ha
day excursion to the country. There w
ample provision for play. But the you:
student from St Lin was little able to take p£
in rough and ready sports.
His health w
extremely delicate, and violent exertion w
forbidden.
His recreations took other forn
The work of the course of study itself appeal
to him, particularly the glories of the liter
tures of Rome and France and Englan
While somewhat reserved and retiring, he to(
delight in vying with his companions in deba

Wednesday

and

in forming

a

circle of chosen spirits
the courage and fervour
youth, the questions of their little world,
the echoes that reached them of the politic
tempests without. Occasionally the out
world came to the little village. Assize coui
were held twice a year, and more rarely t
sembUes contradictoires were held in whi
fiery politicians roundly denounced each oth<
The appeal was strong to the boys of keen
mind and political yearnings
and w
disciplined as he usually was, young Lauri
more than once broke bounds to hear t
eloquence of advocate or candidate, w
content to bear the punishment that followe

discuss,

with

all

^

i

;

I

SEVEN YEARS OF COLLEGE
reserved, he was not in the least
express strong convictions and to
He entered
|efend them when challenged.
u’Assomption with the bias towards Liberal-

Though

I

{fraid to

fern

which

his father’s inclinations

and

his

)wn training and reading had developed. A
Touth of less sturdy temper would, however,
The atmosphere of
|oon have lost this bias.
L’Assomption was intensely conservative, and
t)oth priests and fellow-pupils were inclined
io give short shrift to the dangerous radicalism
|)f
the brilliant young student from St Lin.
\ debating society had been formed, largely at
!iis insistence.
One of the subjects debated
|Vas the audacious theme,
Resolved, that
n the interests of Canada the French Kings
Should have permitted Huguenots to settle
;iere.’
Wilfrid Laurier took the affirmative and
urged his points strongly, but the scandalized
*

orefet d'etudes

intervened,

and there was no

nore debating at L’Assomption. The boy
studgj^Jhis Liberal guns^ a nd s o on triumphed
jver jprejudices, becoming easily the most

most distinguished

gopular^^aj? Jhe

oL his d^y and the recognized

orator
addresses for state occasions.
Of the twenty-six students who entered
L’Assomption in his year, only nine graduated.
itudfiiiL

liajLwriter- of

,

10
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Of these, five entered the priesthood. Sy
pathetic as Wilfrid Laurier was in many we
with the Church of his fathers, he did not f
called to its professional service.
He had lo
since made up his mind as to his future care
and in i86i, when scarcely twenty, he went
Montreal to study law.
By this time the paternal purse was lei
for the demands of a growing family and
own generous disposition helped to reduce i
surveyor’s means, which never had been t
abundant. The young student, thrown
his own resources, secured a post in the h
!

office

of

Laflamme

and

Laflamme whi

enabled him to undertake the law course
M‘Gill University.
Rodolphe Laflamme, t
of the firm, one of the leaders of the t
in Montreal, was active in the interests of t
radical wing of the Liberal party, known
h the Rouges.
The lectures in M'Gill were given in Englh
^ Thanks to his experience at New Glasgc
and his later reading, the young stude
found little difficulty in following the;
Harder to understand at first were the Lai
phrases in Mr, afterwards Judge, Torrano
lectures on Roman law, for at that time t
absurd English pronunciation of Latin w

head

•

i

I

j

>

>

STUDENT AT LAW
the

universal

rule

among

II

English-speaking

Most helpful were the lectures of
Carter in criminal law, admirably prepared
iind well delivered.
J. J. C. Abbott, a sound
ind eminent practitioner, and a future prime
jninister of Canada, taught commercial law.
Laflamme had charge of civil law. Young
Laurier made the most of the opportunities
While carrying on the routine work
Offered.
[)f the office, joining in the political and social
tictivities of his circle, and reading widely
:n both French and English, he succeeded
admirably in his law studies. H. L. Desaulaiers, a brilliant student whose career came
to an untimely close, and H. Welsh, shared
with him the honours of the class.
In other
classes at the same time were Melbourne Tait,
C. P. Davidson, and J. J. Curran, all destined
to high judicial rank.
The young student’s
success was crowned by his being chosen to
scholars.

jive

the

tiaving

^outh,

valedictory.

His

statement

of

policy

:

the

harmony, the true meaning of
for

address,

while

somewhat of the flowery rhetoric of
was a remarkably broad and sane
need

of

racial

liberty, the call

straightforward justice, and the lawyer’s
were discussed with

part in all these objects,
prophetic eloquence.

12
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But even the most eloquent of valedictori
not a very marketable commodity. It w.
necessary to get rapidly to work to earn
living.
Full of high hopes, he joined wil
two of his classmates in October 1864
organize the firm of Laurier, Archambault ar
Desaulniers.
The partners hung out the
shingle in Montreal.
But clients were slo
in coming, for the city was honeycombed wi1
established offices.
The young partners four
difficulty in tiding over the waiting time, ar
so in the following April the firm was dissolve
and Wilfrid Laurier became a partner
Mederic Lanctot, one of the most brilliant ar
impetuous writers and speakers of a time whe
brilliancy and passion seem to have bee
scattered with lavish hand, a man of amazir
energy and resource, but fated by his ui
balanced judgment utterly to wreck his ov.
Lanctot was too busy at this tin
career.
with the political campaign he was carrying c
in the press and on the platform again
Cartier’s Confederation policy to look after h
clients, and the office work fell mainly to h
junior partner.
It was a curiously assorte
partnership Lanctot with his headlong an
reckless passion, Laurier with his cool, di
criminating moderation but it lasted a yea
is

,

‘

>

:

:

1

i

|

1
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ANTOINE AIME DORION
From

a photograph

ARTHABASKA DAYS

13

luring this time Mr Laurier was in but not
the group of eager spirits who made Lancf
et’s

le

His moderkept him
joining in the revels of some and the
office their

headquarters.

temperament and

|lom

his ill-heaith

I seem to
at that time,’ wrote his
ill, sad, his air
lose friend, L. O. David,
rave, indifferent, to all the tmmofl"TaisFd
round him ; he passed through the midst of
lik e'a "^shndow and seemed to say to us,
^
^
Brother, we all ”must Biel

Iplitical
l^e

dissipations of others.

Laurier as he

‘

was

*

(

^

1

Vt
waS the
"tr
jurce o f very serious concern7^^®^i:rmible

•

a speedy end to ms career, unless
change came. Just at this time the chief
rTns^party and his most respected friend,
mtoine Dorion, suggested that he should go
rireateni ng

,

.

I

^ the

new

settlement of Arthabaskaville in

he Eastern Townships, to practise law and
hitherto published at
Ip edit Le DefricheuVy
^’Avenir and controlled by Dorion’s younger

who had recently died. Largely
the hope that the country life would restore
ns health, he agreed, and late in 1866 left
Montreal for the backwoods village.
|rother Eric,
ti

^
I

Mes Contemporains,

p. 85.

14
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The founder of Le Defricheur, Eric DoriciJ
nicknamed
Enfant Terrible for his enerll
and fearlessness, was not the least able ||

U

member

of a remarkatjl
been one of the origiiil
members of the Rouge party and, as editor II
Avenir a vehement exponent of the prill
ciples of that party, but had later sober!
down, determined to devote himself to co
He had taken an active pa
structive work.
in a colonization campaign and had bp
preached and practised improved farmr
methods. He had founded the village
L’Avenir in Durham township, had built
church for the settlers there to show that Y
quarrel was with ecclesiastical pretensior
not with religion, and for a dozen years he
proved a sound and stimulating influence
the growing settlement.
When Mr Laurier decided to open his la

attractive
family.
He had
least

U

office in

Arthabaskaville, the seat of the

formed

judicial

new

Arthabaska, 1
moved Le Defricheur to the same villag
Lack of capital and poor health hampered h
newspaper activities, and, as will be seen late
the journal incurred the displeasure of tl
Its ligl
religious authorities of the district.
lasted barely six months and then flickerc
district

of

ARTHABASKA DAYS
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left the young lawyer free to devote
to his practice, which grew rapidly
the beginning, for the district was fast

This

riollit.

erjimself

pm

e

or

The court went on
settlers.
to Danville and Drummondville and
iiverness, and soon, both at home and in these

)ri

^ighbouring towns,

at

ling

up with

;injrcuit

enjjpular or

more

no

lawyer was more
The neighbour-

successful.

counties contained many Scottish, Irish,
English settlers, who were soon enrolled
ranks of the young advocate’s staunch
the
|
The tiding injhe court, the preiii|ipporters.
straighten
jaratiptuQl bijtpfs, rft
|;it ta nglps ip the affairs of helpless clients, all
coig

pajid
)o

It

lijie
or

Is

interests of

a lawyer deeply absorbed in

prbfessionjTImade these early ypars

among

happiest of his career. Arthabaska was,
ven then, no mean centre of intellectual and
lirtistic life, and a close and congenial circle of
fiends
more than made up for the lost attracj
Aons of the metropolis.
But neither work nor social intercourse
^g^led all the young lawyer’s nights and days.
was in this period that he laid the foundahis wide knowledge of the history
tgjlon of
ttlpd the literature of Canada and of the two
rjjipuntries from which Canada has sprung.
rj|ossuet and Moliere, Hugo and Racine, Burke
hire
j

1

} j

ji|l:

i6
'
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and Sheridan, Macaulay and Bright, Shah
speare and Burns, all were equally devoure
Perhaps because of his grandfather’s associ
tion with the Pangman seigneury (the proper
of the fur trader Peter Pangman), his intere
was early turned to the great fur trade
Canada, and he delved deep into its recorc

The life and words of Lincoln provided anoth
study of perpetual interest. Though Montre
was intensely Southern in sympathy duri;
the Civil War, Mr Laurier, from his days as
student, had been strongly attracted by t
rugged personality of the Union leader, a:
had pierced below caricature and calumny
the tender strength, the magnanimous patien<
the man. A large niche in his growi:

foi

library

was

therefore devoted to

memoirs

Lincoln and his period.
Congenial work, loyal friends, the compa:
these wc
of the great spirits of the past
much, but not all. The crowning happint
came with his marriage. May 13, 1868,
Miss Zoe Lafontaine of Montreal. To bot
the marriage brought ideal companions!
and fulfilment. To the husband especially
brought a watchfulness that at last conquer
the illness that had threatened, a devoti
which never flagged for Lady Laurier is si

—

—

ARTHABASKA DAYS
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^ l-day much more a Laurierite than is Sir
and a stimulus that never permitted
hlfrid
ntentment with second best.
The years of preparation were nearly over,
r^he call to wider service was soon to come,
and not least Quebec,
fie new Dominion,
ced many difficult political problems. Aidg in their solution, the young lawyer in the
reliiet village of Arthabaska was to find full
*

’

—

rijiope
as

t)ise

tlad

and all the
temper which the years

for all the strength of brain

and balance

of

brought him.

m)

ai

re

i

I

aSi

at

y
If

ti(

st

D.W.L.
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CHAPTER
POLITICS IN

II

THE SIXTIES

year 1841, when Wilfrid Laurier w
was the year of the Union of Upper ai
^
Lower Canada as a single province. The
followed, as he came to manhood, a time
intense political activity, of bitter party a]
personal rivalry, of constant shift in the Hr
of political groups and parties.
The stage w
being set and many of the players were bei
trained for the greater drama which was
open with Confederation.

The

born,

Canadian political parties had origina!
been formed on the plain issue whether or n
the majority of the people were to be allow
In Upper Canada the govern!
to rule.
party, known as the
Family Compac
composed chiefly of representatives of t
Crown and men who had inherited position
caste from their Loyalist fathers, had be
‘

attacked by a motley and shifting oppositic
sober Whig and fiery Radical, newcomc
from Britain or from the States, and nath

PARTIES IN FLUX
united mainly by their common

>rn,

19

anta-

In Lower Canada the
to clique rule.
me contest, on account of the monopoly of
[ministration held by the English-speakBureaucrats or the
g minority, dubbed

mism

‘

’

'hateau Clique,^ had taken on the aspect of
racial struggle.

When

at last self-government in essentials
been won, the old dividing lines began to
lefjelt away.
All but a small knot of Tory
H ireconcilables now agreed that the majority
id

ail

and that this would neither smash
Empire nor make an end of order and
But who were
stice in the province itself.
un ite, to form that majority andT whal was
t heir platf orm ?
In the Reform party

just rule,
le

,

"KiHTieeri

1n^

likvative mind,

men

men

of essentially con-

such as John

Redmond

the winning of Irish Home Rule, who on
v(|tie point had been forced into hostility to an
i|i:der of society with which, on other points,
ky were in almost complete sympathy.
|articularly in Quebec, as John A. Macdonald
ii||as quick to see, there were many such, quite
ei^ady to rally to authority now that opporolfinity was open to all.
Other factors hastened
leftie breakdown of the old
groupings.
EconoHic interests came to the fore. In the disnjj^fore
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cussion of canal and railway projects, banki
and currency, trade and tariffs, new person]
class, or sectional interests arose.
Once, t
that the machinery of responsible governmi

had been installed, differences in politi'
aptitude, in tactics and ideals, developed, a
personal rivalries sharpened.
As a result of this unsettling and readju
ment, a new party developed in the ea:
fifties, composed of the moderate sections
both the older parties, and calling its
Liberal- Conservative. It took over the poli
of the Reformers, on self-government, on t
clergy reserves, on seigneurial tenure. T
old Tory party dwindled and its platfoi
disappeared.
Yet a strong Opposition
essential to the proper working of the Briti
system of parliamentary government
if
did not exist, it would have to be created,
artificial effort, however, was now needed
produce it. A Liberalism or a Liberal-Co
servatism which stood still as time march
by soon ceased to be true Liberalism an
new groups sprang up, eager to press forwa
at a swifter pace.
part
Clear Grit
In Canada West the
Radicals
Rolp
such
as
by
founded
John
(
Peter Perry, and William M‘Dougall, and lat
;

;

‘

*
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pder the leadership of George Brown, delared war to the knife on all forms of special
Denominational privilege, whether
pvilege.
le claim of Anglicans to clergy reserves, or
f

Roman

Catholics to separate schools in
to ecclesiastical supremacy

anada West and
bove the
rivilege,

civil

law in Canada East

like the

;

class

claim of the seigneurs to

and powers sectional privilege,
was asserted Canada East enjoyed
having half the members in the Union
lijlarliament though her population had ceased
?udal dues

;

jjach as it
sj|i

—

be anything like half all these Brown
with tremendous energy, if not always
3[^kth fairness and judgment.
In Canada East the Rouges carried on a
far more hopeless fight.
The
tijimilar but
[|!rilliant group of young men who formed the
[^lucleus of this party, Dorion, Doutre, Daoust,
ifapin, Fournier, Laberge, Letellier, Laflamme,
Qjireoffrion, found a stimulus in the struggle
h(i/hich democratic Europe was waging in 1848,
jJnd a leader in Papineau.
The great agitator
gijad come back from exile in Paris to find a
[ountry that knew not Joseph, to find former
.fijeutenants who now thought they could lead,
pj|nd a province where the majority had wearied
^j)f the old cries of New France and were sust)b

jljttacked
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picious of the new doctrines of Old Fran<
He threw himself into violent but fut
opposition to LaFontaine and rallied the
fiery young crusaders about him. In
Avert
and later in Le Paysj they tilted against n

U

and imaginary ogres, and the hustings
Quebec rang with their eloquence. Th
demands were most sweeping and heterogei
ous.
They called for a vigorous policy
colonization and of instruction and experime
in agriculture
for simplification of judic
;

procedure and the forms of governmer
for the election, on the American plan,
administrative as well as legislative authc
for increas
ties ; for annual parliaments
powers of local government
for univer
suffrage
for the abolition of clergy reserv
seigneurial tenure, and church tithes
a
for the repeal of the Union.
They joined 1
disgruntled Tories of their province in
manding, for very different reasons, anne3
tion to the United States.
Many of th
demands have been approved, some have be
disapproved, by time. Right or wrong, tt
were too advanced for their day and pla
The country as a whole wanted, and doubtl
needed, a period of noncontentious politics,
recuperation after long agitation, of constri
;

;

;

;

<
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administration, and this the Liberal-Con-

trvative majority was for the time better able
k p give, even though corruption was soon to
^tiate its powers for good.
iit

’f!

The

Rouges with the Clear
denouncing French
special privileges,* was a great
anada*s
jurce of weakness to them in their own proIt was, however, the hostility of a
Mince.
action of the Catholic hierarchy which was
icjiost effective in keeping these agitators long
powerless minority.
In the early days of
^ a
lie party this hostility was not unwarranted,
If

I

frits,*

i

alliance of the

who were

*

ever

‘

hj

eij

ift

11^

,
j

the young crusaders had definitely
the fold of the Church to criticize it from
Without, to demand the abolition of the Pope*s
emporal power in Europe and of the Church*s
aj^thing privileges in Canada, and to express
ieterodox doubts on matters of doctrine. This
jeriod soon passed, and the radical leaders
jonfined themselves to demanding freedom of
thought and expression and political activity
Almost inevitably
fl|ut the conflict went on.
li|he conflict was waged in both the political
!(^nd the religious field.
Where the chief
question at issue was the relation of church
j^nd state, it was difficult to keep politics out
j)f religion or religion out of politics.
It was
lorlany of
ift

r<

vf

tj

j

iji

;

iJ

^

^
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|!|

to be one of the signal services of Wilfll
Laurier, in his speech on Political Liberalis||
to make clear the dividing line.
|l
The conflict in Canada was in large pli

an echo of European struggles. In the p<
Canada had taken little notice of wor!
movements. The Reform agitation in Upi
Canada had been, indeed, influenced by t
struggle for parliamentary reform in Grc
Britain ; but the French-speaking half
Canada, carefully sheltered in the quiet
Lawrence valley, a bit of seventeenth-centi;
Normandy and Brittany preserved to 1
nineteenth, had known little and cared 1(
for the storms without.
But now questio
were raised which were world-questions, a
in the endeavour to adjust satisfactorily t
relations of church and state both ulti

montanes and liberals became involved
the quarrels which were rending France a
Italy, and Canada felt the influence of 1
European stream of thought or passion. Wh
in 1868 five hundred young Canadians, enroll
as Papal Zouaves, sailed from Quebec to Ron
to support with their bayonets the totteri
temporal power of the Pope, it was made cle
that the moving forces of Europe had tak

firm hold on the

mind and heart

of Quebec.

’

i

;

I

•

i

I

i

'

1

,

;
’

i
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In Old France there had been much strife
Pope and King. The Pope had claimed
LUthority over the Church in France, and the
ight to intervene in all state matters which
ouched morals or religion. King after king
diad sought to build up a national or Gallican
ppthurch, with the king at its head, controlled
its own bishops or by royal or parliamentauthority.
Then had come the Revolu1, making war on all privilege, overturning
once king and noble and prelate who had
ved faithless to their high tasks. But in
nineteenth century, after the storm had
nt itself, the Church, purified of internal
mies, had risen to her former position.
Vithin the Church itself widely different
vs were urged as to the attitude to be
en towards the new world that was rising
the ruins of the old order, towards the
aijLiberty, Equality, and Fraternity and other

i

(Ideas of ’89.

One wing
an

called for relentless

and throne to
Het up authority once more on its pedestal and
]|:o oppose at once the anarchy of democratic
k'ule and the scepticism of free-thought.
This
ultramontane attitude ^this looking beyond
!<the mountains
to a supreme authority in
Rome to give stability in a shifting world
li<iiostility,

for

alliance of altar

3

—

ej

^

‘
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found able and aggressive exponents, ll
Maistre denied the right of individual ju(m
ment in politics any more than in religicll
insisting on the divine source of kingly povil
and the duty of the Pope to oversee the exJI
Lamennais brought ll
cise of this power.
Maistre’s opinions into practical politics,
insisted with burning eloquence

ai

on the ne

mankind

to the Poj
mankind,’ throu
whom alone individual reason receives t
truth.
Veuillot continued the crusade wi
unpitying logic and unquenchable zeal,
this era the disputes turned most significant
for the submission of all

the

‘

living tradition

of

on control of press and school, for, as the
volution progressed, it gave the masses poli
cal power and made control of the means
shaping popular opinion as important
control of feudal fiefs or episcopal allegian
had been in earlier days. Opposed to tl
school stood men like Montalembert, Lacoi
i

aire,

and Bishop Dupanloup

—men who clu

to the old Gallican liberties, or

make peace with

who wished

to set up
Catholic liberalism, frankly accepting the n<
order, the right of the people to rule the:
selves, and seeking to show that by liberty
thought and discussion the true interests
liberalism,

1
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he Church would be advanced and its power
broadest based. Now one wing, now the
ither won, but in the main the current flowed
Pius IX,
trongly towards ultramontanism.
beral in sympathies up to 1848, completely
In the
eversed his position after that date.
lyllabus which he issued in 1864 he gave no
Quarter to modern tendencies.
The doctrines
hat every man is free to embrace the reigion which his reason assures him to be true,^
in certain Catholic countries immigrant
bn-Catholics should have the free exercise of
heir religion,’ and that
the Roman Pontiff

^'jfe

‘

II

M

‘

‘

and ought to be reconciled with progress,
“^liberalism, and modern civism,’ he explicitly
ondemned as false and heretical.
In Canada these successive conflicts had
ij'ound many echoes.
During the French
Ji’^I’egime Gallican principles of the power of the
ing over the Church had been frequently
sserted
governor or intendant had, in a few
luibotable instances, endeavoured to bridle the
Church authorities. When the English came,
the Church lost its place as the state church,
but it consolidated its power, and soon was
freer from intervention than it had been under
jthe Most Christian King of France.
During
y
'the French Revolution Canada was
kept
»

:an

;
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from contact with France, but af
the Restoration, with ultramontanism in 1
ascendant, intercourse was favoured
and t
most thoroughgoing principles of cleri
supremacy, with the most militant methods
controversy, found lodgment here.
In be
private and public life, among clergy as w
as laity, each of the opposing tendencies -w
stoutly championed.
When Wilfrid Laurier went to Montreal
/i86i, the leaders of the Liberal or Rouge pai
/ had sobered down from the fiery radicalii
of their youth, and were content to leave t
authorities of the Church alone.
But leadi
authorities of the Church remained suspicio
of that party.
Bishop Bourget of Montre
one of the most pious and energetic of eccle
astics, firm to the point of obstinacy, seem
determined to crush it out. And thou
many eminent churchmen held out for
broader and more tolerant policy, the ulti
montanes, by reason of their crusading ze
isolated

;

steadily gained the ascendancy.’
The issues raised in Quebec were manifo!
Among them were the right of private juc
ment, the authority of canon law in the pi
vince, civil or ecclesiastical control o^
marriage, clerical immunity from the jur

THE WAR ON THE INSTITUTE
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ction of civil courts, and the degree of interwhich was permissible to the clergy in

sntion

actions.

The first question, that of the right of
ivate judgment, concerned the future leader
Canadian Liberalism and became acute in
with the Institut Canadien of
This was a literary and scientific
some members of
^ciety, founded in 1844
le same group who later organized the Rouge
It supplied the want of a public library
ir krty.
(id reading-room in Montreal, and a hundred
ranches sprang up throughout the province,
he Institut soon fell under the suspicion of
It was declared by
section of the clergy.
jishop Bourget that immoral or heretical
lejboks which had been put on the Index were
Rival societies were
intained in the library.
punded under the auspices of the Church and
riany of the members of the Institut were
>nnection
ontreal.

ig

t)

uj

tI^ljlduced

to secede.

Nevertheless young Laurier joined the
esl
hstitut shortly after coming to Montreal.
In
otp63 he was one of a committee of four who
lijndeavoured in vain to induce Bishop Bourget
specify what books were under the ban,
i^pd in 1865 and 1866 he was a vice-president
the society. Like his associates, he was
11(1^
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^

placed in a difficult position by the bishop
unyielding attitude, for he did not wish
quarrel with his Church. So far as he w
concerned, however, his removal to Arth
baskaville in 1866 ended the episode.
The remaining members of the Instil
struggled on until 1868, when they publish^
a Year-Book containing an address by Mr L.
Dessaules, president of the Instituty commen
ing toleration.^ A nice question of interpret
tion followed.
Mr Dessaules asserted that
meant to urge personal toleration and goo
will.
Bishop Bourget contended that t
address meant dogmatic toleration or indiffe
ence, the attitude that one creed was as go
In spite of an appeal to Ror
as another.
by Joseph Doutre the work was placed on t
IndeXy and the announcement followed th
members who persisted in adhering to t
Institut would be refused the sacraments
the Church. After this blow the Instil

Mr

^
‘Is it not permissible,’
Dessaules asked, ‘when P
testants and Catholics are placed side by side in a country, i
city, for them to join in the pursuit of knowledg-e ? . . .
is toleration ?
It is reciprocal indulgence, sympathy, Christ

W

charity.

...

...

It is fraternity, the spirit

of religion well unc

bottom humility, the idea that others are
worthless, that others are as good as ourselves.
Intolera
is pride; it is the idea that we are better than others; i
stood.

It is at

.

egotism, the idea that

we owe others nothing.*

.

.

:

5

J

LE DEFRICHEUR
'“fih^indled

away and

in

time
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disappeared

itirely.

Meanwhile Mr Laurier’s weekly newspaper
Arthabaskaville, Le Defricheury had come
ider the ban of Bishop Lafleche of Three
ivers, in whose diocese the little village lay.
^tfibscribers refused to take their copies from

tlijl

e postmaster, or quietly called at the office
announce that, in spite of their personal

mpathy, they were too much afraid of the
res—or of their own wives to continue

—

tli:

The editor warmly prosubscriptions.
tllsted against the arbitrary action, which
reatened at once to throttle his freedom of
eech and to wipe out his saved and borrowed
pital.
But the forces arrayed against him
pre too strong, and some six months after

)oj|eir

^e

first

jpeared,

number under his management
Le Defricheur went the way of many

It was not
her Liberal journals in Quebec.
ely that Mr Laurier’s growing law practice
pbuld have long permitted him to edit the
iper, but at the moment the blow was none
4

^
A\
•ti'\

raJ

e

less felt.

CHAPTER

III

FIRST YEARS IN PARLIAMENT

Less than five years had passed after Wilfi
Laurier came to Arthabaskaville, a boyis
unknown lawyer-editor, when he was chos
by an overwhelming majority as member
Drummond- Arthabaska in the provincial leg
i

His firmly based Liberalism,
lature.
power as a speaker, his widespread populari
had very early marked him out as the logi
candidate of his party. On many grounds
was prepared to listen to the urging of

]

His interest in politics was oi
second it was, to his interest in
The ambition to hold a place
profession.
parliament was one which appealed to prac
ally every able young lawyer of his time
Quebec, and, thanks to the short sessions
the provincial assembly and the nearness
Arthabaska to Quebec, membership in
legislature would not greatly interfere w
friends.

second,

his

if

work at home.

Yet

his health

was

s

THE PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURE
Bcarious,

and

it
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was with much hesitation

d reluctance that he finally consented to
ind for the county in 1871^ at the second
neral election since Confederation.

Though

throughout the campaign, he was able to
^ke a few speeches, and the loyal support
His opponent,
his friends did the rest.
Iward Hemming, a barrister of Drummondle, had been the previous member for the
At the close of the polls those were
iing.
it was found
11 the days of open voting
at, while the Liberal party in the province
LS once more badly defeated, Wilfrid Laurier
d won his seat by over one thousand

—

—

,)hjority.

When

the legislature met at Quebec in
)vember, there was a lively interest on both
les of the chamber in the young man of
irty who had scored such a notable victory,
that time the legislature had an unusually
•ge number of men of first rank in eloquence
d parliamentary ability, including Cartier,
All
iapleau, Cauchon, Holton, and Irvine.
ese except Chapleau were also members of
e House of Commons, since at that time
law forbade dual representation, and the

mdards were

relatively high.

ent under Chauveau,
D.W.L.

c

The Govern-

the prime minister,
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was too firmly entrenched to be shaken
any assaults from the Opposition leader, Her
Joly de Lotbiniere, and his scanty followir

1

In the criticism, however, the

member

f

Arthabaska took a notable part. He did n
speak often, but when he did his remarks we
In the debate on t
fresh and constructive.
Address he scored the Government for its bac

ward educational

policy, urged active steps
check the exodus of French Canadians to t
mills of New England, praised the ideals
British Liberalism, and called for a truce
racial and religious quarrels.
In a la
speech he presented the keenest constitutioi
criticism yet made of the system of dual
presentation, showing that it tended to bri
the provinces too completely within the or
of the central power and confuse local w
Three years later, it may
federal issues.
noted, the system was abolished.
The vigour and yet moderation of th
first efforts, so aptly phrased and so admira
fitted to the peculiar requirements of par

mentary speaking, the grace and flair of
orator, gave the member for Arthabaska a
stroke high rank in the party. He was v
soon urged to seek the wider opportunities
Ottawa, it was clear, wo
federal politics.

IN

FEDERAL POLITICS
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much greater demands upon his time
Quebec, yet his health was now improvAccordingly he determined to make the
g.
ange, and in the general federal elections of
I74 he was returned for Drummond-ArthaI
iska by a majority of two hundred and
lake

fan

irty-eight.
I

'Hin 1874 the Liberal Government at Ottawa,
ider Alexander Mackenzie, seemed assured
’

a long term of office. It had been given an
jerwhelming majority in the election just
its leaders were able and aggresI ncluded
and the Opposition was still crushed by
re
je indignation which followed on the exil

1

;

'!

;

lisure of the Pacific Scandal.
'I

l
'i

Yet there were many weaknesses in its
uation, which time was to make clear,
ae

Government’s forces were not closely

the only bond holding together
the groups which made up the
^iiijority was that of common opposition to
^1*10 late administration.
Many stragglers on
iited

:

I

Weral

*'|e

Ho

of

flanks were waylaid and brought back
their old camp by that arch-strategist,

John Macdonald. The question of leaderwas not fully determined. In Ontario
^Hward Blake divided allegiance with Alex-

''H

^ jip

i

!

1
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ander Mackenzie, and Blake’s inability ||
make up his mind definitely to serve uncH
Mackenzie greatly weakened the party.
Quebec the situation was even more serioi
Dorion was the man whose construct!
ability, admirable temper, and long years
fighting against heavy odds marked him c
as chief, but family and health consideratic
determined him to retire to the quieter if i
Fourn
less heavy labours of the bench.
soon followed. Laflamme, in whose off
Laurier had studied, was hardly a man
sufficient weight.
Holton, leader of the sm
group of English Liberals in Quebec, was a
in very poor health.
To fill the gap Macken
summoned Joseph Cauchon, a former C(
servative who had left his party on the Pac
Scandal ; a man of great ability, active in
campaign for Confederation, but weaker
by an unfortunate record of corruption
earlier

days,

opponents
startling

These

of

a record which his Libe
those days had painted

and unforgettable

colours.

were, however, not
superable ; and doubtless the party wo
have drilled into working cohesion un
difficulties

definitely acknowledged leaders, had it
been for two more serious sources of we

PRIME MINISTERS OF CANADA,

li

Alexander Mackenzie, 1873-78
Sir John Abbott, 1891-92
Sir John Thompson, 1892-94

6.

Sir Wilfrid Laurier, 1896-1911

8.

5.

7.

1867-1915

Sir John Macdonald, 1867-73, 187S-91
Sir Mackenzie Bowell, 1894-96
Sir Charles Tupper, 1896
Sir Robert Borden, 1911-

THE MACKENZIE GOVERNMENT
bss.

The

first

of these
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was the commercial

epression which fell upon Canada, in common
tith the rest of the world, in 1873, and made
possible for an Opposition, itself most
Durageous in promises, to hold the Govern-

responsible for all the country’s ills,
he other was Mr Mackenzie’s high-minded
Somewhat
bt mistaken idea of his duty.
Lcking in imagination though he was, Alexbder Mackenzie had in him the stuff out of
He was a man
[hich party leaders are made.
t vigour and ability, a hard-hitting debater,
thoroughgoing democrat, and he had a
rell-earned reputation for downright frankpss and unswerving honesty which could
^sily have rallied the country’s trust and
Ffection.
But while prime minister he gave
) the details of departmental administration
le care and thought and time which should
jave gone in part to his other duties as leader
policy and chieftain of the
^ constructive
|arty.
He failed to keep in touch with public
pinion, and so was caught unawares.
In spite of these drawbacks the Mackenzie
dministration left a notable record.
It
(assed the law which introduced voting by
allot and required all elections, in a general
bntest, to be held on one day.
It brought
lent

!

[

'

i

i
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forth the Scott Act, which proved a useful
not a final measure of temperance reform,
established the Royal Military College an

the Supreme Court of Canada. It pushe
the Pacific Railway forward steadily, if som^
what slowly, as a government work. Ha
the stars been favourable, the Governmei
might well have thought itself secure on i
record of legislative progress and administn
tive efficiency.

The questions which roused most deba
both in parliament and in the country wei
the Riel Amnesty, the National Policy, an
in Quebec, the perennial issue of the relatioi
of church and state.
These may be noted
:

turn, particularly in so far as
part in the discussions.

Mr

Laurier toe

twenty years the Riel questic
^in For nearly
various phases bedevilled Canadif
its

and set race against race and provin(
against province.
Had it been only the r
sistance offered by the Red River settlers
Canadian authority which was in question
the seventies, time would soon have brougl
politics

i

understanding and forgetfulness.

That

tl

half-breed settlers had just grievances, thi
the Canadian authorities bungled badly the
first experiment in national expansion, t

THE RIEL QUESTION
^ould
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But the shooting
Thomas Scott, an Orangeman

have admitted.

old blood of
Ontario,

by the order

of Louis Riel,

lit

in
of

fires

passion that would not easily die. And
fanned the flames for party ends,
At the outset in
either party was guiltless.
ntario the Liberals played to the Orange
allery, while in Quebec they appealed to
rench prejudices. Sir John Macdonald could
ttack Blake for frightening Riel out of the
)untry and beyond the reach of justice, by
tiers of reward for his arrest, at the very
ime that Macdonald himself was paying Riel
^t of the secret service funds to keep away

^

bliticians

om

Canada,
During the Mackenzie administration the
bestion twice gave rise to full-dress debates.
;arly in 1874 Mackenzie Bowell moved that
who had been elected a member for
iiel,
irovencher, should be expelled from the
Holton moved an amendment that
louse
:tion be deferred until the committee, then
Squiring into the whole matter, reported
fhile Mousseau demanded immediate and unpnditional amnesty.
In the debate that
i

;

Allowed Mr Laurier made his first parlialentary speech in English.
He supported
[olton’s amendment, while making it clear
i
i

-y
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that in his view of the evidence the count]
had been pledged to amnesty by the acti(
It was a fore
of the former Government.
ful and well-reasoned argument, in both i
felicitous phrasing and its moderate tone
appropriate introduction to the parliamenta;
career which was just beginning. Again
1875, when Mr Mackenzie moved that fi
amnesty be given to all concerned in the 1
bellion save Riel, Lepine, and O’Donoghv
and that the former two be pardoned, subje
to five years^ banishment, Mr Laurier c
r fended this reasonable compromise agair
both the Quebec extremists who demand
immediate pardon and the Ontario opponer
of any clemency whatever.
Protection was an even more fertile toj
of debate in these and following years. It w
only recently that it had become a party issi
Both parties had hitherto been content wi
the compromise of tariff for revenue, wi
incidental protection,’ though in the ranks
both were advocates of out-and-out prot(
tion. In Ontario the Canada First movemei
which looked to Blake as its leader, h
strong protectionist leanings, and in Quet
the Parti National^ under which name i
Rouges had been reorganized and made ult
i

i

1

1

‘

i

i

I

i

i
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But
^spectable, were of the same tendency.
:i([ackenzie was a staunch free-trader, while
le Liberals from the maritime provinces were
Imposed to any increase in the tariff on the
[any things they consumed but did not proit^

[|

anljuce.

Accordingly, after

much hesitation, the

iberals in 1876 declined to raise the tariff

the existing average of seventeen and
At once the Conservatives,
ho, it was alleged, had been prepared to
(fjdvocate freer trade, came out for protection,
d fn this question Laurier was more in agreeIn
lent with Blake than with Mackenzie.
K^rly years he had been influenced by Papieau’s crusade for protection, and believed that
1 the existing crisis an increase in the tariff
twenty per cent would aid the revenue and
ould avert a demand for more extreme duties.
j|'ime proved, however, that the appetites of
frotectionists could not so easily be appeased
nd all wings of the party presently found
emselves in harmony, in resisting the proosals to set up extremely high barriers.
But it was on the vexed question of the relations of church and state, and particularly
^f the Catholic hierarchy and the Liberal party
(in Quebec, that Mr Laurier gave the most distinctive service.
This question had become
[jjeyond

half per cent.

ij

ii
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more acute than ever. In 1870 the ultrl
montane element in the Roman Catho!
Church had won a sweeping victory by
i:

ducing a majority of the Vatican Council
promulgate the doctrine of Papal Infallibili
There followed a wave of ultramonta
activity throughout the world, and not lea
Bishop Bourget’s hands we
in Quebec.
strengthened by Bishop Lafleche of Thr

and by other prelates and priests
while a coho
less relentless temper
of journalists, in Le Nouveau Monde^ La Verii
Le Journal de Trois Rivieres^ and other paper
Rivers,

perhaps

;

devoted themselves whole-heartedly to tl
ultramontane cause. On the other ham
Archbishop Baillargeon of Quebec and h
successor. Archbishop Taschereau, the pries
of the Quebec Seminary and of Laval Ur

and the Sulpicians at Montreal, we
disposed to live at peace. They would £
have denied sympathy either with Gallica
ism or with Catholic Liberalism, but they we
men of tolerance and breadth of sympath
very doubtful whether such militant activil
would advance the permanent interests
their Church.
There broke out a violent struggle betwet
the two political parties in 1871, with the issi

versity,

THE CATHOLIC PROGRAMME
j
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This famous
ojjfcument was a manifesto prepared by a

ti^l

the

|oup

m

i

1

Programme.

Catholic

of

editors

words,

‘

and lawyers, who,

in their

belonged heart and soul to the

tramontane school’

—

Trudel, Desjardins,
Leod, Renault, Beausoleil, and others and
IS drawn up by A. B. Routhier, then a lawyer
Kamouraska. It sought to lay down a
dicy to govern all good Catholics in the
The doctrine of the separai ming elections.
pn of church and state, the document deOn the
jfared, was impious and absurd.
fntrary, the authorities of the state, and the
actors who chose them, must act in perfect
fcord with the teachings of the Church, and
I ^deavour to safeguard its interests by making
tch changes in the laws as the bishops might
„;Bmand.
To secure this end the Conservative
When two Confli|irty must be supported.
(rvatives or two Liberals were running, the
lie who accepted the Programme was to be
where a Conservative and a Liberal
5ijected
3„iere opposed, the former would be supported ;
it happened that a Conservative who opi;iDsed the Programme was running against a
the situation would
liberal who accepted it,
and Catholics should not
p more delicate
I

03

t|i

(ii;

3,

3-

;

jjl

‘

’

,;,

;

pte at

all.

—

—
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This frank declaration of war on the Libe
party, this attempt to throw the solid Cath(
vote to the Conservatives, at once arouj
violent controversy.
Bishops Bourget a
Lafleche announced that they approved ijl
manifesto in every point, while Archbishll
Taschereau and the bishops of St Hyacinijl
and Rimouski declared that it had not thjl
authorization,
||
The Liberal party was sorely pressed.

||

the emergency some of its moderate membil
determined to throw off the incubus of thll
anti-clerical

traditions

by reorganizing

a||

renaming the party. So in 1871 Louis Jell
and other leading Quebec Liberals undertolj
to secure a fresh start by organizing the PcH
National^ and the result of the following elH
TI
tions gave some ground for hope.
‘

evolution of the Liberal party,’ declai
Bishop Lafleche later in a memorial to 1
Cardinals of the Sacred Congregation, ‘ h
it made
the success expected from it
number of dupes not only among our go
Catholics but even in the ranks of the cleq
who had hitherto been united against t
Liberal party. ... It is from this devek
ment that there dates the division in the rar
of the clergy on the question of politics.’
"

j

\

I

i

;

I

,

i

5
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prudent step did not avert the
the now dominant ultramontane
In 1873 a brief pastoral was issued
the bishops condemning Catholic
all
liberalism in vague but sweeping terms,
isjivo years later another joint pastoral, that
September 22, 1875, went into the whole
Catholic Liberalism,
xestion elaborately.
serpent, was again denounced,
jiiat subtle
he right of the clergy to intervene in politics
^s again upheld, whether in neutral matters
which they, like all other citizens, should
J
] =Lve a voice, or in matters affecting faith or
In
Jiorals or the interests of the Church.
jie latter case the clergy should declare with
i^thority that to vote in this or that way is a
n, exposing the offender to the penalties of
In a letter issued a year later
e Church.
rchbishop Taschereau modified these prejfensions, but the assault went on.
Regardig the identity of the Catholic Liberals in
i|)|[But

I rath
Iction.

this

of

j

j„.

II

,1,

i

^1

uestion both pastorals were silent, but not
were many of the clergy who interpreted them to their flocks. The cap fitted
party and its chiefs, they averred,
! he Liberal
?pd good Catholics must govern themselves
;

,

Silent

Lccordingly.

This determined attempt of a section of the
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clergy to use the influence they possessed
spiritual guides to crush one political pa:
aroused the most moderate sections of t|
The electi
Liberals to counter-attacks.
law of Canada, copied from that of Engla:
forbade the use of undue influence in electioi
and undue influence had been said to inclu
use by ecclesiastics of their powers to exci
Bar
superstitious fears or pious hopes.
Fitzgerald had declared in the Mayo case
Ireland, in 1857, that the priest must not u
threats of punishment here or hereafter, mu
not threaten to withhold the sacraments I
denounce voting for any particular candidal^
as a sin. The Liberals of Quebec had no desij
to deny the priest the same rights as oth
citizens enjoyed, of taking part in the di
cussion of any political question whatevc
and using all the powers of persuasion
But, they insisted, for
secure this end.
priest to threaten eternal punishment was
much a case of undue influence as for
employer to threaten to dismiss a workman
he would not vote for a certain candidate, ar
as just a ground for voiding an election. T1
matter was pressed to a decision in appea
against candidates returned in two feder
by-elections, in Chambly and Charlevoix, an
<

THE CLERGY
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one provincial election, in Bonaventure.
these instances the proof of open partisanlip and open use of ecclesiastical pressure
i

j

i

3;

J

The candidate who
overwhelming.
Jioke last Sunday,’ declared one priest in
fiambly, called himself a moderate Liberal,
you
s Catholics you cannot vote for him
innot vote for a Liberal, nor for a moderate
i
Jberal, for moderate is only another term for
‘The Church has condemned Liberal,|ir.’
|m, and to vote against the direction of the
[shops would be sin,’ declared another.
The sky of heaven is 6/ew, the fire of hell is
)uge,’ another more pointedly urged.
I
that if I
ras afraid,’ one witness testified,
oted for Tremblay I should be damned.’ In
tefence it was urged that, in the first place,
le civil courts had no authority over ecclesi‘

|as

ti

‘

;

f!i

^

^

‘

ji)

‘

ji

I

at least for acts done in their spiritual
the second place, that the
.thurch had a right to defend its interests
(Ifgainst attack, and that in using to this end all
i^e powers at its disposal it was employing no
Indue influence. Judge Routhier, the author
if the Catholic Programme, upheld these con,

^tics,

I

lapacity, and, in

I

ijentions in

the

first

trial of

the Charlevoix

but the Supreme Court, in judgments
delivered by Mr Justice Taschereau, brother of
|ase,
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the Archbishop, and by Mr Justice Ritch:
denied the existence of any clerical immuni
from civil jurisdiction, and found that t’
threats which had been made from the pulj
constituted undue influence of the cleare
kind.
Accordingly they voided the electio
Their action met with violent protests fro
some of the bishops, who, when Judj
Casault in the Bonaventure case followed th
precedent, sought, but in vain, to have hi
removed by the Sacred Congregation from h
But in spi
chair in the law faculty of Laval.
of protests the lesson had been learned, ar
the sturdy fight of the Liberals of Quebec f
the most elementary rights of a free people he
its effect.

It was when matters were at this acute staj
That Wilfrid Laurier came forward to do f<
his province and his country a service whic
could be accomplished only by a man of rare
balanced judgment, of firm grasp of essenti
principles, of wide reading and familiaril
with the political ideals of other lands, am
above all, of matchless courage. Rarely,
ever, has there been delivered in Cana(^
speech" of such momentous importance,
one so firmly based on the first principle s Wit
which Canadian statesmen *Too rarely^ncei

(

10.
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3.
4.
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Lord Stanley, 1888-93
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emselv es. as that whic h he addresse d to
e Club Canadien, a group^f young Li^

[l

Quebec City^jbi ju
1877.
hThe subject of the address was
i

liberalism.

lisunderstandings.
atholic Liberalism

Political

cleared away
Liberalism did not

The speaker

many
mean

it had nothing to do
;
opinions on religion. Nor did it mean
iberalism of the type still prevalent on the
pntinent of Europe, revolutionary, semithe type which
i)cialist, openly anti-clerical
ihd been given brief currency by the young
len of twenty who thirty years before had
;nt the Liberal party an undeserved reputalon for anti-clericalism.
No, the Liberals of
lanada found their models and their inspiraon in the Liberalism of England, in the men
po had fought the battles of orderly freelorn and responsible self-government against
i

l^ith
I

I

I

;

i

rivilege

and

fhurch,_iio^^

selfish

interest.

As....t£L_.the

wished^,Jo.^deny its

the r ights which every*, citizem enj oyed
taking a part in his country’s politics ; they
|aH"~dpp^sed, and would continue to"^bppose,
fficers

f

of politicians_J ii

garb

p crush f re^bifi of Speech by spiritual terrorattr" "The'^frgKf oT ec clesia^^^^^
J^^litibs ceased where it encroached upon
^W.L.
P
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the elector’s independence. Any attempt t
found a Catholic party was not only a crim
against the country but was bound to injur
the Church itself it would lead inevitably t
the formation ot a Protestant party among th
majority. On individual freedom alone coul
;

a sound national political system be built uj
just as on colonial freedom alone had it bee
possible to build up a lasting imperial systen
The speech was received with enthusiasi
throughout the country. Its renunciation
once of anti-clericalism and of ultramontai
ism, its moderation and its fearlessness, rallic
Liberalism to its true standard and marke
out clearly the lines within which party ar
priest alike should act in the interests of churc
and of country. It was a master-stroke boi
for freedom and for harmony.
We are to-day sometimes prone to overlo(
the services of those who in England or
Canada fought for us the battles of politic
freedom. We tend to forget the services
i

the political leaders of the thirties and

who won freedom from

class

and

forti

raci

domination, the services of the leaders of t

and seventies who won freedom
thought and speech against heavy odds,
has taken a European war to make us reali

sixties

IN

THE ADMINISTRATION

low precious are those liberties,
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how many

peoples are still without them, and the
eight of our debt of gratitude alike to those
Amo won them for us in the past, and to those
!^ho preserve them for us in the present.

i|reat

A

mo nths after th is historic address
Laurier entered the^Eackenzie Cabinet
He had been
3 minister of Inland Revenue.
lought eligible for ministerial rank ever since
is first entry into the House, and might
ave had a portfolio in 1876 had it not been
;^[iat he objected to serve along with Cauchon.
he appointment of Cauchon as lieutenantbvernor of Manitoba now having cleared
^e way, Mr Laurier accepted the office and
oippealed to his constituents for re-election.
he tide of opinion had latterly been running
i|rong against the Government, but the great
'fersonal popularity of the new minister was
eemed an assurance of victory. The Conjrvatives, however, threw themselves strenuusly into the fight, and, much to their own
irprise, won the seat by a majority of
The result was due in part to
t|j^enty-nine.
lie
over-confidence and inactivity of the
[iberals, but on the whole it was the handTiting on the wall
a token of the prevailing
j:

few

ji/ilfrid

—
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sentiment against the Government which

wa

shortly to sweep all before it. Another sea
was speedily found for the new minister, ii
Quebec East, and he entered upon a brie
year’s tenure of office. Though under n
illusion as to the failing strength of the Govern
ment in the country, he loyally did his bes
both in the administration of his departmen
and in the campaigning for the party until th
debacle came in 1878.

CHAPTER

IV

IN OPPOSITION, 1878-1887
ei

I

N the general elec tion of September. xB78 Jhe
defeat but
iberal
11^
tter and overwhelming^jrcm
i§3Ttisas£l^Ii*i!s"^
earthquake. Only
ve years before, Mackenzie had been swept
ato_po25^_qE^^ wave of moral indignationo
TieC^servative leaders liad appeared_hopediscredited, and the rank and file
^sS[ y

ty l

Now

a wave; of ''economic despair
Liberals out of power. Their
[lajority of two to one in 1873 was reversed by
Conservative majority of over two to one in
The defeat was not local: every pro878.
rince except New Brunswick went against
/[ackenzie.
Edward Blake, Richard Cartwright, Alfred G. Jones, and other stalwarts
i^jrited.

^ept

the

pst their seats,

and though

Sir

John Mac-

lonald suffered the same fate in Kingston,
ind though seats were soon found for the

the blow greatly
the Liberal party.

jallen leaders,
ijrestige of

damaged the
53
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Mackenzie was stunned. To the last
had been confident of victory. In spite of t
warnings of Charlton, Cartwright, Laurie
and others, he had underestimated the i
pression which the campaign for protecti
its lavish promises of work and prosper!
for all, made even in old Liberal stronghol
He could not believe that the people of Cana
would take up the heresies and fallacies whi
the people of Great Britain had discarded!
generation earlier. He would not believe th
they were prepared to send back to power
found guilty of corruption only five years
For these illusions he paid the penall
fore.
in bitter regrets, in loss of touch with
party, in broken health, and at last, in Ap
1880, in resignation of the leadership. Ale
ander Mackenzie had deserved well of Cana
and of his party ; but, apparently, bo
wanted more than the dauntless courage a
the unyielding and stainless honour whi
were all he had to give them.
There was ' only one possible success
Edward Blake had for many years been t
choice of a large section of the party
Ontario, and he now became leader by
animous vote. The new chief was a
of great intellectual capacity, of constructi

with

m

m
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of untiring thoroughness and industry.
stood easily at the head of the bar in
anada. His short term of office as prime
ninister of Ontario had given proof of political
agacity and administrative power. He, if any
ne, it seemed, could retrieve the shattered
ortunes of the Liberal party.
Mr Laurier’s position as first lieutenant for
Quebec was now unquestioned. It was not a
The Liberal represental^holly enviable post.
ion from Quebec had fallen to twenty.
There
vere few able men in the ranks.
The Dorions
Soon to go too were Holton and
ere gone.
untington, the English leaders who formed
he connecting link between the Liberals of
[pntario and the French-speaking Liberals of
In the Eastern Townships John
[Quebec.
Eienry Pope, that shrewdest and most puglacious of Conservative politicians, was per“‘j"|ecting the organization which later made him
:he uncrowned king of several counties. True,
^^Sir George Cartier, who for nearly forty years
lad dominated Quebec politics, was gone,
>ut Langevin, his successor in the Conservative party, though not a strong man himself,
lad the clergy behind him
and Chapleau,
jvho entered federal politics in 1882, brought a
iliery eloquence to his party’s aid.
It was
l^ision,

;
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clear that the young Liberal leader would ha^
no easy task in winning his province.
Yet he was not content with provinci
aims.
Each year saw him more widely r
cognized as a man not of Quebec merely bi
The issues which arose in the
of all Canada.
trying years were such as to test to the utmo
men’s power to rise above local and section
prejudices and see Canada’s interest steadi
and see it whole. Mr Laurier did not spes

often in these early years, but when he d
wa.s~~^th increas ihg~pbwer and
co gni tion. And in the councils of his par!

speg3^

the~sbundness of his judgment became mo
fully appreciated as each of the great issu
of the eighties developed.
^
The chief of these issues were : the Tari
^the Pacific' Railway, 3 Provincial Rights, ai
ythe troubles which arose out of the secoi
Riel Rebellion. These may now be summari
reviewed.
Victorious on the issue of protection,
Government more than lived up to its promis
in the first tariffs framed.

you want,’

‘

Tell us

how mu

John Macdonald h
promised the manufacturers, and we sh
give you what you need.’ And whether
protection

Sir

‘
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cotton or sugar or furniture, needs and
were judged to lie not far apart. Purely
nc| ^enue duties on goods that continued to come
freely, purely protective duties on goods
bniich were practically shut out, and duties
:h|lich served both ends in some degree, all
m[| re advanced.
Liberals,
ioq The
that is, being out/
office, opposed these increases one andj
Neit her Blake nor Laur ier, however, was
out-and-out free-trader like Mackenzie,
1
iekiSiHFha^rre^n^ his point of view from
I
British upbringing
his colleagues had
ia|
noljen brought up on a continent where proBlake, after a session or two,
isiption ruled.
?med content to accept the country’s verdict
arild criticized chiefly the details of the N.P .,
the N ational Policy of Pro tection to
afi
hat is

ints

If

^il|

idill

:

i

i

;

I

i^e

aoii

Industries was affectionately called by
Laurier, while admitting that
theory it was possible to aid infant in-

su^fTdfTers^

ari|]
j

I

Istries

by

tariff

pap, criticized the indis-

and excessive rates of the new tariff,
Id the unfair burden it imposed upon the
its high specific rates on
iijf^jforer citizens by
eap goods. But in 1880, after a night of
flllminate
l

ai

ven years, prosperity dawned in America,
le revival of business in the United States
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proved as contagious in Canada as had b
its

slackening in the early seventies.

Canadian people gave the credit for the
provement in health to the well-advert
patent medicine they had taken just be:
the change set in
and for some years
criticisms of the N.P. were fated to fall
;

deaf ears.

Then came the contract for the buildinj
the Can adian Pacific Railway, and the__t<
question was sheTvMI Both parties were c
mitted tol&ufldnihe road to the coast,
had wavered between public and private (
struction.
But the Macdonald Governn
had now decided upon pushing the
through with all speed, regardless as
whether current revenues sufficed to buik
while the Opposition advocated a polic
gradual construction within the count
means, concurrent with a close and ste
settlement of the western plains. The Gov
/ment’s first plan of building the road ou
f the proceeds of the sale of a hundred mil iL
\acres of prairie lands proved a flat fail
Then in 1880 a contract for its construe
and operation was made with the fan
Canadian Pacific Syndicate, in which
)|

leading figures were a group of Canadians

i(
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dl

d just reaped a fortune out of the reconuction of a bankrupt Minnesota railway
orge Stephen, Richard B. Angus, James J.
11, and in the background, Donald A. Smith.^
tJnder Blake’s leadership instant and demined attack was made upon the bargain,
parliament, in the press, and on the platBlake himself moved against it a re"m,
^‘^jiution of over a hundred clauses, which, as
Lial, exhausted the subject and left little for
lieutenants to say. Mr Laurier particu1y criticized the large land-grant and the
emption from taxation. Had the policy
gradual construction been adopted, he contided, it would not have been necessary to
ke a leap in the dark and give the syndicate
power of a monopoly in the western
ntry :
there might have been fewer
llionaires in this country, but there would
ve been many more happy and contented
{

I

‘

mes.’
;The Government was, however, committed,
'’[tid a party
majority ratified the contract.
Jter events justified both the policy of the
pvernment and, to some extent, the criticism
the Opposition.
Great national interests
Nothing short of an all*

See The Railway

Builders, chap. viii.
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Canadian railway could bind together the
But the building of
flung Dominion.
railway, and still more its operation, would
a task to daunt all but the most fearless,
to those who undertook it generous terms w

II

necessity.
In their clear understanding
courageous grasp of the facts, and in their j
sistent support of the company through
the dark days until the railway was complel

a

i

Macdonald and Tupper and Pope deser
Yet it is equally c]
well of their country.
now that in many points the criticism of
Opposition was well founded. The land-gr

was

ivi

when m^t need ed in
The freedom
the comp

of least value

early years.

toT^lect land where th ey pleased gave tl
a mortgage on the'Y^est^and power to d(
possible rival roads.
The e xemp^ n fi
t axation of the company’s lands for twe
ye^s afteFThe issue of the patents, and oi
capital stock and equipment for ever, th
unfair burdens upon the straggling settl
Still more threatening to nation
unity

^

guaranteeing the c
pany for twenty years against the charter
either by the Dominion or by any provi
afterwards established, of any road enab k\
United States railways to tap western traftldei

li

(rts
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was decided, as to any immediate
by the success of the Conservatives
The country
the general elections of 1882.
tited the road, and as usual was not disposed
['he

issue

tcts,

isiread too closely the fine print in the con-

But the matter did not end there.
party had been led by attack and counter^ck to take a stronger stand of defence or
)osition than was reasonable.
For another
se|| years the
Canadian Pacific Railway reycj^ned, if not an issue in politics, itself an
ive participant in politics.
And its great
thrown against the Liberal party
If light
ned the scales more than once,
ct.

:h

-in

inp

nd
1

n every federal state the adjustment of the
and of the local authorigives occasion for much friction and

vers of the central

ii'l?

In Canada this adjustperhaps reached its
nax in the eighties, when question after
ettjipstion as to the rights of the provinces came

fi

do!

erence of opinion.

nt, though never-ending,

tl

for discussion.

Ne

are apt to forget how recent a developmodern federal state is. Save for
Latin-American countries, nominally
lOVt tain
labiieral, the Dominion of Canada is the third
traest of such states ; the United States and
diint the
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Switzerland

alone

are

of

longer

standin

The Austro-Hungarian Empire and the Nor
German Federation were formed in the sar
There were, therefore, f
models before the framers of the constituti(
of Canada, and the marvel is that they plann
so wisely and so enduringly.
In determining what powers should
fateful year, 1867.

assigned to the Dominion and what to t
provinces, the Fathers of Confederation W(
led, by the object-lesson which the Civil
in the United States afforded, to give
central government more authority.
To t
Dominion they assigned several fields
legislation which in the Republic fell to
respective states ; and the Dominion v
made residuary legatee of powers not specifii
The central government, too, was given
right of veto over all provincial laws and e
powered to appoint the lieutenant-govern
of the provinces.
Had Sir John Macdon.
had his way, centralization would have g
much further, for he would have abolished
provincial governments entirely and set uj
single parliament for the whole country,
tunately Cartier and Brown prevented

W

1

unwieldy experiment from being tried.
Experience has shown that the cenl|
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ernment should have full authority to
J with foreign affairs so far as they can be
prentiated, and should have a wide measure
ontrol over commerce and industry, which
e and more are nation-wide in scope.
this secured, it has been found equally
ntial that the provinces should be given
Fortunately
|e power and responsibility.
iada has only nine provinces, as against
iiy-eight states in the United States, so that
lority is less divided here than in the Relic.
In a country covering half a continent,
great diversity of climate and resources
,

industrial development, centralization of

iower would mean the neglect of local needs
the disregard of local differences. Parlarly where, as in Canada, thirty per cent
he people differ in race and language and
f|*^d from the majority, and are concentrated
nly in a single province, the need for local
pnomy as the surest means of harmony is

ndantly

was

clear.

Quebec that the first issue as
The Mackenzie
/ernment in 1876 had appointed Luc
ellier de St Just, one of their most steadin

provincial rights arose.

supporters, lieutenant-governor of that
It was not long before political and

itjjvince.
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personal antagonism strained to the brea
point the
relations between the Libe
Letellier and his Conservative ministers
Quebec. The neglect of the premier, M.
Boucherville, to consult Letellier before int
ducing some railway legislation proved
last straw, and in March 1878 Boucherville
dismissed and Henri Joly de Lotbiniere
This sud
called upon to form a Cabinet.
rupture raised a storm of protest in Queb
of which the echoes soon reached Ottai
Sir John Macdonald, then leader of the Opp(
tion, moved a vote of censure upon Letell
which was defeated on a party vote. A y
later, after the change of government
Ottawa, a Quebec ministerialist again mo
in the House of Commons the resolution
censure.
The Liberal leaders at Ottawa were inch
to agree that Letellier had been too sensil
about his dignity as governor, and Sir J
Macdonald on his part would have prefei
to let the matter rest, since the elections in
province had upheld Joly, had not his Que
supporters demanded their pound of fl<
But the constitutional issue was clear, and
this the Liberals rested their case.
It
for the people of Quebec, they contended
’

VICE-REGAL CONSORTS
Lady Monck
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whether or not the lieutenant-governor
d violated their liberties. If the lieutenantvernor could find ministers with a legislare majority
behind them to uphold his
I
tion, there was nothing more to be said : the
ctrine of ministerial responsibility covered
And this support he had found
his acts.
the Joly Government, on appealing to the
ople, had turned a minority of twenty into
The people of the promajority of one.
ice of Quebec,’ declared Mr Laurier in the
icide

;

1

:

‘

mmons,

‘

who

alone are interested in this

have decided that in their opinion,
^ether that be right or wrong, the act of
Letellier was just and constitutional.
What are you here for if you
)U say No.
No ? If your policy had been supported
the people of Quebec, you would not now
seeking vengeance at the hands of this
l)use.’
But logic was in vain. The vote of
isure carried, and 'Macdonald recommended
the governor-general, the Marquis of Lome,
kt Letellier should be dismissed.
Here
ain a nice question of responsibility arose,
rst the question had been whether the
lutenant-governor was to be guided by proSestion,

.

r

.

.

I

iicial

^nt
I

ministers or

by the

which appointed him.

D.W.L.

E

federal govern-

Now the problem
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was whether the governor-general shoulc
guided by his advisers in Canada, or by
British Government which had appointed
With the assent of the Canadian Cabinet
question was referred to the Colonial Oi
]

Mackenzie’s protest against this colo:
minded appeal was in vain, but the up
proved satisfactory to him. The coh
secretary replied that the lieutenant-gove
was undoubtedly responsible to the govei
general for any act, and that equally
doubtedly the governor-general must act \
the advice, in this as in other matters, o
responsible ministers. The governor-gei
suggested reconsideration, but the Macdo

Cabinet was obdurate and Letellier was
Fortunately the precedent thui
has not been followed. The principle is
established that a lieutenant-governor ma
dismissed only when he cannot find provi
ministers willing and able to support hin

missed.

The later constitutional issues were cl
disputes between the Dominion and the
vince of Ontario. They were not
differences of opinion on abstract cc
tutional points.
They were in large
struggles for power and patronage bet

m

two very shrewd

practical politicians, Sir

t
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and his one-time law-student at
Oliver Mowat, for many years
mier of Ontario,
l^irst came a struggle as to the western
The dividing line belindary of Ontario.
^en the old province of Canada and the
j.cdonald

igston,

jritories

purchased from the Hudson’s Bay

hpany had never been determined

After
years of negotiations a commission, con'ing of one representative of the Dominion
one of Ontario together with the British
bassador at Washington, gave a unanimous
^rd in 1878, an award which the Dominion
ased to carry into effect.
Other provinces
ife involved.
The Dominion had presented
hitoba with much of the territory in dispute,
li
the conflict as to jurisdiction between
t province and Ontario nearly led to bloodwhile Quebec was stirred up to protest
'd
!!inst the enlargement of Ontario, which
dd make Ontario, it was said, the pre‘‘derant power in the Dominion.
Mr
trier inveighed against what he termed
dishonourable course of the Dominion
Iternment. When negotiating with the
f

ll

;

1 1

Ison’s

Bay Company

for its lands,

it

had

^tended that the old province of Canada
mded far west and north, but now it took
.
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precisely the opposite stand.

As

for

Queb

he continued
I do not fear
appeal \:hat will be made against me in
own province. This award is binding on I
parties and should be carried out in good fc
interest,

:

‘

The consideration that the great provinc
Ontario may be made greater, I altogether
aside as unfair, unfriendly, and unjust.’
Government, however, persisted in rejec
the award, and forced an appeal to the P
Council, only to have Ontario’s claim f
substantiated, and the total area of the
vince confirmed as more than double whai

John Macdonald would have allowed it.
The next issue put to the test the powt
the Dominion to veto provincial laws. It
in form, merely a dispute between two lum
men, M‘Laren and Caldwell, as to whether
one higher up on the stream could use, i
paying tolls, timber-slides built by the o
lower down. But, as Edward Blake decl
in 1886, this was
of all the controve
between the Dominion and the provinces
far the most important from the constituti
‘

point of view, for

it

involved the

prin^

which must regulate the use by the Domi
Government of the power of disallowing
When in 1881 a cou:
vincial legislation.’
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in Ontario held that the lumberman
the lower reaches could prevent the one

'iftice
L

up from floating down his logs, Mowat
an act passed providing that all persons
l^sessed, and were thereby declared always
have possessed, the right denied by this
This measure was at once disijigment.
owed by the Dominion Government. Then
^her

m
\

I

Privy Council upheld the contention of the
Government as to what the law had
and,
5n even before the act was passed
hen in 1884 the provincial legislature again
^sed the same act, the Dominion conceded
point.
Thereafter the veto power has
’^n used only when Dominion or Imperial
herests were concerned, or when a statute
;^s claimed to be beyond the power of the
^

i

lltario

‘

;

The wisdom or justice of
h>vince to pass.
l^asures affecting only the local interests of
a province has been left to the
figment of its own people to determine.
frhe regulation of the liquor traffic provided
next battle-ground. In 1876 Ontario had
issed the Crooks Act, which took the power
granting licences from the municipalities
Two
id gave it to provincial commissioners.
^ars later the Dominion parliament passed
ile Scott Act, giving counties power to prob citizens of

j

*

'

5
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|

hibit the sale of liquor within their limits.

'
li

constitutionality of this act was upheld
1882 in the Russell case, and Sir John IV

donald concluded that if the Dominion
power to pass the Scott Act, the province
not the power to pass the Crooks Act.

]

1

‘

1

carry the country,’ he declared at a pul
meeting in 1882, ‘ as I will do, I will tell
Mowat, that little tyrant who has attemp
to control public opinion by getting hold
every office from that of a Division Co
bailiff to a tavern-keeper, that I will get a
passed at Ottawa returning to the mun
palities the power taken from them by
Licence Act.’
At the next session
McCarthy Act was passed, providing, not
municipal control, but for control by fede
commissioners. Here again the highest cou
held in 1883 and 1884 that the Onta
measure was within the power of the provin
but that the McCarthy Act was beyond tl
of the Dominion.
Once more
the lit
tyrant had scored !
The Dominion Franchise Act of 1885 v
the last important measure which need
noted in this connection. By the Brit
North America Act the Dominion was to adc
the provincial franchise lists for its electic
‘

’
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parliament should order otherwise. Sir
Macdonald decided, after eighteen years’
of the provincial lists and six half-hearted
empts to change this situation, that the
minion should set up its own standard,
order both to secure uniformity and to
itjjbserve
the property qualifications which
tario and the other provinces were throwoverboard. The Opposition contended
(i[|Lt this was an attack upon provincial rights,
there could be no
e argument was weak
ubt of the constitutional power of the
^minion in this matter.
Better founded
re the attacks of the Opposition upon
bcific clauses of the measure, such as the
bposal to enfranchise Indians living upon
til

hin

:

;

I

I

I

^ernment reserves and under government
mtrol, and the proposal to put the revision
the lists in the hands of partisan revising
rllrristers rather than of judges.
The Con[vatives
proposed, but did not press the
I
fnt, to give single women the franchise, and
Liberals
opposed it. After months of
$truction the proposal to enfranchise the
stern Indians was dropped,^ an appeal to

l^

‘

’

‘

Indians in the eastern provinces, however, were given a vote.
gave rise to one of the most artful, yet amusingly simple,
ttioneering documents on record. In the Haldimand, Ontario,
I

III

is
,

1(1

’
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judges was provided for the revision of
and the income and property stands
were reduced. Inconsistently, in some j
vinces a variation from the general stands
was permitted. The Franchise Act of i
remained in force until after the coming
the Liberals to power in 1896, when it
repealed without regret on either side.
lists,

^

Suddenly the scene shifted, and, instead
the dry and bloodless court battles of c
stitutional lawyers, the fire and passion
armed rebellion and bitter racial feud held
Canadian stage.

The

rebellion itself

was

election of 1891 the Conservative candidate, Dr W. H. Monta
afterwards minister Of Ag-riculture, had the following cir(
distributed on the Indian Reserve, with the royal coat of
at the top
i

FOR INDIANS ONLY

To the

Indians : The Queen has always loved her dear
subjects, the Indians.
She wants them to be good men
women, and she wants them to live on the land that
have, and she expects in a little while, if her great
John A. gets into government again, to be very kind t(
Indians and to make them very happy. She wants the
go and vote and all to vote for Dr Montagfue, who is
Queen’s agent. He is their friend, and by voting for
every one of the Indians will please
1

QUEEN VICTORI
Liberal (or rather Conservative) supplies of fire-water effect
this touching appeal of ‘ the Queen.’

backed up
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but a few brief weeks, but the fires
on the Saskatchewan swept through
whole Dominion, and for years the smoke
Duck Lake and Batoche disturbed the
blic life of Canada.

air of

Jhted

3

P

^

I

j

-ong years before the Great West was more
to any but a handful in older
nada, hardy French voyageurs and Scottish
venturers had pushed their canoes or driven
iir Red River carts to the foot of the Rockies
They had mated with Indian
li beyond.
bien, and when in 1870 the Dominion came
p possession of the great hunting preve of the Hudson’s Bay Company, many of
fir half-breed children dwelt on the plains,
e coming of the railway, the flocking in of
tiers, and the rapid dwindling of the vast
rds of buffalo which had provided the chief
bport of the half-breeds, made their ncmadic
no longer possible. The economic diffijties of making the needed readjustment, of

I,

Un a name

\

'

t

f

I

I

i

I

j

fc

down

to quiet farm activities, were
by the political difficulties due to
^ setting up of the new Dominion authority,
len it was on the banks of the Red River
^t these half-breeds, known as Metis, had
^n under the firebrand Riel in armed revolt
kinst the incoming regime.
Now, in 1885,
tling

Ightened
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was on the North and South Saskatchew
There numerous groups of the Metis had mj

it

their settlements.

And when

the Canad

authorities came in to survey the land,
build railways, and to organize governme
these people sought to have their rights i
privileges accorded them.
In Manitoba, al
the insurrection of 1870, the dual claims of
old half-breed settlers had been recogniz
As part Indian, they had been given scrip
160 acres each, to extinguish the Indian t
to the land, and as part white men, they w
each allowed to homestead 160 acres like e
other settler. The Metis in the North-W
Territories now asked for the same privile^
They wanted also to have their holdings
as they were, long narrow strips of land fac
the river front, like the settlements on
St Lawrence, with the houses sociably neai
one long village street, rather than to h<
their land cut up into rectangular, isola

farms under the survey system which
Canadian Government had borrowed from
United States.
The requests were reasonable. Perhap
narrow logic could have shown inconsistei
in the demand to be considered both wl
and Indian at once, but the Manitoba Act 1
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precedent. Only a few thousand acres
at stake, in a boundless land where the
i ^ernment stood ready to set aside a hundred
lion acres for a railway.
The expediency
ginning the goodwill of the half-breeds was
parent to Canadians on the spot, especially
Jir that the Indians, over whom the Metis
great influence, were also becoming restbecause of the disappearance of the buffalo
the swarming in of settlers.
tiret the situation was never adequately
ja

v!

^*e

1;

I

,e

a

I I

zl

)j|

[

[

The Mackenzie Government, in 1877,
petition of a hundred and fifty Scottish
[-breeds at Prince Albert, agreed, where
iflement had been effected on the narrow
ntage system, to conform the surveys in
mony with this plan, and the Scottish holdsjid.
j

f:he

\\

c|

Two years later the
so confirmed.
bdonald Government passed an act authorij|g the giving of scrip to the half-breeds of
North-West on the same terms as it had
h given to those in Manitoba. So far so
h were
1

1

I

Then came year upon year of neglect,
derkly procrastination, and of half-con|}ions.
The French half-breeds passed reition after resolution, sent to Ottawa
I
jition after petition and delegation after
d.

I

I

igation,

but in vain.

The Government
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forgot the act which it had itself passei
Nor were the half-breeds themse
1879.

the only petitioners. Time and again Fa
Andre and other missionaries urged t
claims.
Some of the Government’s own
agents on the spot urged them. Charles I
of Prince Albert, one of the first of Ontai
settlers in the West, appeared at Ottawa
times before the outbreak, to try to wa
the Government to the seriousness of the si
tion.^
The North-West Council sent sti
memorials backing the requests of the
And still, though some of the grievances \
redressed, in piecemeal fashion, no atte
was made to grapple adequately with
difficult questions presented by the mee
1

:

M

^ Mair made his last appeal but one in April
Find
1884.
impossible to rouse the Government, he returned to Prince I
and brought his family back to Ontario, out of the way
inevitable rebellion.
final visit to Ottawa in Decembe
equally futile. Of the April attempt Lieut. -Colonel Geor|
Denison writes: ‘When he returned to Toronto from Ot
he told me most positively that there would be a rebellion
the officials were absolutely indifferent and immovable,
could not help laughing at the picture he gave me of Sir
Macpherson, a very large, handsome, erect man of sb
four inches, getting up, leaving his room, and walking
down the corridor, while Mair, a short stout man, had a
to run alongside of him, as he made his final appeal t<
serve the peace and prevent bloodshed.’—So/d/er/ngr in Ca
<

A

x

]

p. 263.
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sei

of civilization, to
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understand

disputes, the real wrongs, the baseless
When in 1883 Blake in the House of
^s.
nmons called for papers, none were brought
i:|m for two years; when in 1884 Cameron
se

j

'a

t

,ed

5 i|

aijly

for

a committee of investigation, the

was that there was nothing to

inves-'

ite.

1

^hat was the cause of this neglect ? At
tom, the Government’s ignorance of the
There was not in the Cabinet a man
jst.
il!b
knew its conditions and needs. The
tis were two thousand miles away, and they
ejli no votes, for the North-West Territories
re not then represented at Ottawa.
For
5 years Sir John Macdonald himself had
t
si

I

ti

It

1

e

as minister of the Interior.
In taking
the cares of a busy department, add«d to
jj office of prime minister, he made the
stake that Mackenzie had made.
But while
ickenzie put in ten to fourteen hours a day
departmental routine, at the expense of
duties as leader, Macdonald did his work
leader at the expense of his department,
)ld To-Morrow ’ solved many a problem
pely by leaving it to time to solve, but some
Dblems proved the more serious for every
ar’s delay.
Late in 1883 Sir John gave up
led

I

it

ti

f

i

!

i

f

jij

j,

I
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the portfolio, but his successor, Sir Da
Macpherson, effected little change. Late
1885 Thomas White, an energetic and sy
pathetic administrator, became minister,
the mischief was then already done.
In its defence the Government urged t
no half-breed had actually been disposses
of his river-front claim, and that many v
were demanding scrip had already receh
contended furt
land in Manitoba.
It
that the agitation of the half-breeds
fanned by white settlers in Prince Alb(
eager to speculate in scrip, and hinted dar
at mysterious forces and personages in
background, in Canada and elsewhere,
attempt was made, however, to prove
truth of these latter charges or to bring
guilty to justice.
Doubtless the grievan
were not so great as to justify rebellion
less excuse, then, for not curing what v
Doubtless, also, this was not 1
curable.
first time nor the last that a governmt
lacked energy or vision, and had it not be
for the other factor in the situation, Lo
Riel, no heavy penalty might have follow(
But unfortunately, luck or Nemesis, the otl
factor was very much to the fore.
Wearied of unending delay, the Metis look
-v

1

1

1

;
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to Riel, then living in exile in Montana,
was the one half-breed with any measure
book-education and knowledge of the vague
rid beyond the Lakes. Early in the summer
lin
j

Isbester, Gabriel Dumont,
and Michel Dumas trudged
jen hundred miles to Montana, and laid
He needed little urgir case before him.
The call appealed strongly to his erratic
jbition.
His term of banishment had exbd, and he hastened to the Saskatchewan
Still the Government
brganize the Metis.
not stir, though it knew the reckless daring
Riel at
^iel and the influence he wielded.
te set to work to fan the discontent into

1884 James

I

ise Ouellette,

|.

bie.

Though the English-speaking

half-

drew back, he soon gained remarkable
lendancy over his French-speaking com:riots.
He preached a new religion, with
jeds

as prophet, threatened to dethrone
Pope, and denounced the local priests who
isted his campaign.
He held meeting after
eting,drew up an extravagant Bill of Rights,
i endeavoured to enlist the support of the
Still all the Government did
iian tribes.

[iself
5

send, in January 1885, a commission
itake the census of the half-breeds, preratory to settling their claims.
Yet, speakS to

8o
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ing in the

House

of

Commons, on March

:

1885, Sir John Macdonald made it clear tt
the half-breeds could not get both Indi
scrip and white man’s homestead.
On t
very day that this refusal was reiterated t
first shot had been fired at Duck Lake, wh<
a superior force of insurgents under Riel a
Dumont routed a party of Mounted Pol

and volunteers,

killing

twelve,

and

sei 2

the supplies in the government post. Op
rebellion had come for a second time.
Now at last the Government acted w
energy. On the 6th of April, ten days af
Duck Lake, instructions were telegrapt
from Ottawa to give the half-breeds the sc
they had sought, and to allow occupants
acquire title by possession. At the same ti
troops were hastily mobilized and speec
west over the broken stretches of the Canad
Pacific Railway.
The young volunteers fa(
danger and hardship like veterans. In sp
of the skilful tactics of RiePs lieutena
Gabriel Dumont, a born general, the voli
teers soon crushed the half-breeds and p
vented the much more serious danger of
Indian uprising from going far.
Once the back of the revolt was broken,
storm broke out in Eastern Canada. In
(
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the rebellion had made for national unity,
and Ontario and the West had
•illed in common suspense and common
But this gain was much more
deavour.
in offset by the bitter antagonism which
/eloped between Ontario and Quebec, an
tagonism which for a time threatened to
The two provinces saw
pck the Dominion.
Ontario saw the
ferent sides of the shield.
rderer of Thomas Scott an Ontario man

ly

•va Scotia

—

—

an Orangeman a second time stirring
revolt, and cried for summary punishment,
ebec saw the grievances which had stirred
men of French blood to rebel. Riel was
^d in Regina in September, and found guilty
treason, with a recommendation to mercy,
a Queen’s Bench of Manitoba confirmed the
diet, and the Government, in spite of many
tests, refused to grant a pardon or to com-

i

I

the sentence to imprisonment. On the
of November 1885 Riel’s chequered
jtence ended on the scaffold at Regina.
Tow the storm raged with renewed fury.
Liberal party all held the Government
,p
>onsible for the outbreak, but were not a
|fc
in condemning the execution of Riel.
clever tactics the Government took advana of this divergence.
Early in the session
te

'n

'

l
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of

1886

Philippe

a Quebec Conservative, August
Landry, moved a resolution c or

demning ^e execution. The Liberals ha
m^ehded to shift the “dBcussion to the recor
of the Government, but before they cou
propose an amendment, the minister of Publ
Works, Hector Langevin, moved the previoi
question, thus barring any further motio
Forced to vote on Landry’s resolution, jno
of the Ontario Li bera ls, including

.Mack^

and Cartwright, sided with the Gpyernmen
Blake and Laurier took the other side.

The

brought Wilfrid Lauriejr^tp t
he had been_ c
especially in Ontario, as a man of brillia
promise, but not yet of the stature of yetera
like Blake and Mackenzie and Cartwrigl
But now an occasion had come which su
crisis

front.

Hitherto

moned

all his latent

powers, and hencefoi

his place in the first

rank was unquestion(

It

was an

issue peculiarly fitted to bring

c

his deepest feelings, his^^passion^for l iberty a

straightforward justice, his keen realizati
of the need of harmony between French a
English, a harmony thjit must b
sympatl^T^h understanding. He had fa(

a

hostile

Quebec7^nd~^^s^ to face

it

again,

defence of the rights of the English-speakll
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Now he faced a hostile Ontario,
Toronto exactly what he told
In the great meeting of protest
l|ontreal.
ich was held in the Champ de Mars in
E ntreal on the Sunday after Riel’s execution,
r Laurier took a leading part, and a year later
spoke before a great audience in Toronto
^d pressed home the case against the Governjent
that the half-breeds were denied for
fig years right and justice, rights which were
mitted as soon as they were asked by
rovinces.

told

lid

I

—

‘

diets.’
it was in the House of Commons that
rose to the full height of the theme and of

iBut
I

powers.

Seconding Blake’s indictment of

^

Is

I

Government in July 1885, and replying tc
John Macdonald, he analysed mercilessly

long record of neglect. Then, replying to
contention that the grievances were petty
id that Riel alone was to blame, he made a
inted contrast
5

lb

^ew
ilded

men have
greater

there been

sway over

anywhere who have
countrymen

their fellow

n did Mr Papineau at a certain time in the history
Lower Canada, and no man ever lived who had
'jn more profusely endowed by nature to be the idol
[a nation.
A man of commanding presence, of
pstic countenance, of impassioned eloquence, of
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unblemished character, of pure, disinterested patriot
ism, for years he held over the hearts of his felloe
countrymen almost unbounded sway, and even to thi
day the mention of his name will arouse throughor
the length and breadth of Lower Canada a thrill c
enthusiasm in the breasts of all, men or women, ol
What was the secret of that great powe
or young.
he held at one time ? Was it simply his eloquenc<
his commanding intellect, his pure patriotism ?
N
doubt they all contributed, but the main cause of h
authority over his fellow countrymen was this, the
at that time his fellow countrymen were an oppresse
race, and he was the champion of their cause.
Bi
when the day of relief came, the influence of IV
Papineau, however great it might have been ai
hov/ever great it still remained, ceased to be par;
mount. When eventually the Union Act was carrie

Papineau violently assailed it, showed all its defect
deficiencies and dangers, and yet he could not rou
his followers and the people to agitate for the repe
of that Act.

What was

the reason

?

The

conditio

were no more the same. Imperfect as was the Uni<
Act, it still gave a measure of freedom and justi
to the people, and men who once at the mere sou:
of Mr Papineau’s voice would have gladly court
death on battle-field or scaffold, then stood silent a:
irresponsive, though he asked from them nothi
more than a constitutional agitation for a repeal
the Union Act. Conditions were no more the san
Tyranny and oppression had made rebels of the peoj
of Lower Canada, while justice and freedom ma
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hem the
v^er

true and loyal subjects

since.

mply by

And now

to
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which they have been

tell

us that Louis Riel,

his influence, could bring those

men from

pace to war, to tell us that they had no grievances,
tell us that they were brought into a state of refllion either through pure malice or through imbecile
liherence to an adventurer, is an insult to the inlligence of the people at large, and an unjust asperon on the people of the Saskatchewan.

I

'

'

'

i
-

1st

01

uf

its

When the debate on the Landry motion
ime on in the following session, Laurier and
kke again shared the honours, along with
e new minister of Justice, John S. D.
fiompson, who spoke forcefully for the
Dvernment.
Mr Laurier’s speech on this
casion was perhaps the greatest of his career,
[d made a profound impression.
He was
upon to speak unexpectedly, late at
ght, through the tactics of the Government
not putting up a speaker. Two dull
^eches had nearly emptied the House.
No
e rose to follow, and the speaker had asked
lether the question should be put, when
Laurier rose.

The House

two hours he held

filled

quickly,

and

breathless, so that not
found but the orator’s ringing voice and the
fsing of the clock could be heard in the

amber.

When

it

he sat down, the opinion of
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the House was unanimous that this was oi
of the rare occasions of a parliamentary lif
time. Thomas White generously voiced tl
feeling of the Government benches when
declared
I think it is a matter of comm(
pride to us that any man in Canada can mak
on the floor of parliament, such a speech
we listened to last night. Edward Bla
declared the speech was the crowning pr<
of French domination.
My honourable frie
not content with having for a long time in
own tongue borne away the palm of pari
mentary eloquence, has invaded ours, and
that field has pronounced a speech, which,
my humble judgment, merits this complime;
because it is the truth, that it was the fin|
parliamentary speech ever pronounced in
parliament of Canada since Confederation.
Blake and Laurier differed in their vie
the tactics to be followed by the Oppositi
Mr Blake wished to throw the chief emph
upon the question of Riel’s insanity, lea
aside the thorny question of the divisio
Mr Laurier wanted to
responsibility.
While equally convinced that
further.
was insane, he thought that the main e:
of the Opposition should be to divert atten
from Riel’s sorry figure and concentrate i
:

‘

^

‘
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e question of the Government’s neglect,
:cordingly in this speech Mr Laurier reviewed
ice more the conduct of the Government,
faigning it unsparingly for its common share
the guilt of the rebellion. He denied that
e people of Quebec were demanding that no
ench Canadian should be punished, guilty

not guilty. As for Riel, who shared with
e Government the responsibility for the
ipod and sufferings of the revolt, he urged,
th Blake, that it was impossible to consider
m sane and accountable for his actions,
•ir,’ he declared,
I am not one of those who
dik upon Louis Riel as a hero.
Nature had
‘

dowed him with many brilliant qualities,
nature had denied him that supreme
lality without which all other qualities, bower brilliant, are of no avail.
Nature had
nied him a well-balanced mind. At his
)rst he was a fit subject for an asylum, at
best he was a religious and political mono^
kniac.’
True, some of the Government’s
perts had reported that, while insane on
Ugious questions. Riel was otherwise ac-

^t

untable for his actions, but other experts
held him insane without qualification,
any event, the same experts for the Governent had declared that Riel’s secretary, an

|,d
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English half-breed, William Jackson, was
sane on religious questions, and dazed
times, but that his actions were not unc(
trollable
yet Quebec bitterly reflected tl
one of these men had been acquitted, sent
an asylum and then allowed to escape, wf
the other was sent to the gallows.
Jacks
‘

^

;

‘

is free

to-day,

and Riel

is

in his grave.’

^

On

wider grounds the Government shoi
have stood for clemency. Who was rij
in the United States after the Civil Wai
President Johnson, who wished to try Lee
treason, or General Grant, who insisted tl
he be not touched ? Twenty years after,
unity of North and South proves unmistj
ably Grant’s far-seeing wisdom.
We cj
not make a nation of this new country
shedding blood,’ Mr Latirier concluded.
(
1

‘

*

prisons are full of men, who, despairing
getting justice by peace, sought it by v/ar, w.
despairing of ever being treated like freem
When one considers the mass of testimony pointing^ to R
mental defect paranoia the undoubted history of insanity i
boyhood, with the recurring paroxysms of intense exciten
he wonders that there could have been the slightest discus
regardingit.’
‘A Critical Study of the Case of Louis Riel,’ Qut
Quarterly, April-July, 1905, by C. K. Clarke, M.D., Su
‘

—

—

—

intendent of

Rockwood Asylum (now

General Hospital).

Superintendent,

Tor

I
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treated

hands rather than

lives in their

as

slaves.
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They have

suffered

they are suffering still, yet their
crifice will not be without reward. .
ley are in durance to-day, but the rights for
kich they were fighting have been acknowiged.
We have not the report of the comssion yet, but we know that more than two
Dusand claims so long denied have at last
still more
en granted. And more
we
it in the Speech from the Throne that at
t representation is to be granted to those
This side of the House long
Irritories.
ight, but sought in vain, to obtain that
asure of justice.
It could not come then,
t it came after the war
it came as the last
iquest of that insurrection. And again I
their country has conquered with
/ that
ir martyrdom,’’ and if we look at that one
;t
alone there was cause sufficient, indehdent of all other, to extend mercy to the
e who is dead and to those who live.’
In parliament, for all the eloquence of
urier and Blake, the Government had its
In the country the controversy raged
y.
featly,

.

I

—

.

:

;

more
ircier,
b

In Quebec Honore
the brilliant, tempestuous leader of

serious fashion.

Liberals, carried

on a violent agitation.
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and

January 1887 rode the whirlwind ir
power. Wild and bitter words were many
the contest, and they found more than
answer in Ontario, where the leading mir
terial organ, the Mail, declared it better
‘smash Confederation into its original fr
ments rather than yield to French dictati
The general elections, held in Februc
1887, proved that in Ontario the guilt of I
was more to the fore than the misdeeds of
Government, and the Conservatives lost o:
two seats. On the other hand, the Libei
gained less in Quebec in the Dominion conti
where the Riel question was a legitimate iss
than in the provincial contest, where it j
in

’

perly had no place.

Church, though

now

in provincial politics,

The influence of
transferred to Mer<
remained on the

sid(

John Macdonald in Dominion polit
Counting on the Liberal side the former C
servatives who had deserted the Governm(
the returns showed the province about equ.
divided
but after it was seen that Sir J
was again in power, several of the wande
returned to his fold, influenced by his perse
ascendancy or by the loaves and fishes
patronage and office.
Sir

;

HONORE MERCIER
From

a photograph

CHAPTER V
LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION,

1887-1896

IE outcome of the elections was an intense
(^appointment to Edward Blake. His health,
py was failing, and this increased his deondency. He decided to give over to other
inds the leadership of his party.
Early in
ne 1887, two months after the new parlia<?nt assembled, he definitely and firmly reped to hold the post longer,
Who was to succeed him ? For the moment
|e leadership was put into commission, a
himittee of eight being nominated to tide
atters over.
The Ontario Liberals had
(jvays been the backbone of the party, and
long them Sir Richard Cartwright and
avid Mills stood pre-eminent in experience
d ability. Yet it was neither of these
I

s

•

!

'terans whom Mr
e party ^ caucus

Blake recommended to
as his successor, but
iilfrid Laurier
and on the motion of Sir
ichard Cartwright, seconded by Mr Mills, Mr
Uurier was unanimously chosen as the new
’

;

ji

lieftain.
91
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It was with much difficulty that Mr Lau
was induced to accept the leadership,

both personal and
tated.

He had

political

his share

grounds he h
of ambition,

he had never looked for more than success
and a place in politics be
the highest. It was not that he undere
mated the greatness of the honour; on
his profession

was his high sense of the respo
the post that gave him pause,
was not of strong physique, and he knew t
the work meant ceaseless strain and pressi
Though his profession now gave him an am
income, he was not a rich man, and mi
if not most of his law practice would h(
to be abandoned if he became leader ^ i
parliament had not yet av/akened to
need of paying the leader of the Opposit
contrary,

it

bilities of

;

salary.

a.

On

political

grounds he was

still

more

doubt. Would Canada, would the one-ti
party of George Brown, welcome a leader fr
the minority ? The fires of sectional pass
were still raging. In Ontario he would
opposed as a French Canadian and a Catho
the resolute opponent of the Government
the Riel question. And though it might
^

After 1887 he rarely, and after 1892 never, appeared in co

'
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that the pendulum was swinging toward
Liberals in Quebec, while in Ontario they
e making little ground, the irony of the
Nation was such that in Quebec he was
krded with suspicion, if not with open
[tility, by the most powerful and aggressive
iers of the Church.
tet the place he had won in parliament and
he party was undeniable. His colleagues
eved that he had the ability to lead them
of the wilderness, and for their faith he
At first he insisted that his accept^pted.
p should be tentative, for the session only ;
by the time the session ended the party
lid not be denied, and his definite suc»
lion to the leadership was announced.
jed

I

I

I

I

'

i

,

Canada of 1887, in which Wilfrid
came to high and responsible
Ition, was a Canada very different from the
1 of promise familiar to young Canadians
It was a Canada
[he present generation.
jhing with restlessness and discontent.

[he
j

hier thus
1

I

high hopes of the Fathers of Confederahad turned to ashes. On every hand
were
saying that federation had failed,
}
t the new nation of their dream had re«
bed a dream.

I

fi
'
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At Confederation men had hoped that
Dominion would take high place in the Emp
and among the nations of the world. Y
twenty years later, Canada remained
appreciated and unknown. In Great Brit
she was considered a colony which had ceas

1

i

to fulfil the principal functions of the t
ditional colony, and which would probal
some day go the way of all colonies : in

meantime the country was simply ignor
and in private circles. In
United States, in those quarters where Cam
was given a thought at all, curious misc
alike in official

ceptions existed of her subordination to Gr
Britain, of her hopelessly Arctic climate, £
of her inevitable drift into the arms of
Republic. Elsewhere abroad, Canada was
Ultima Thule, a barren land of ice and sn(
about as interesting and important as Kc
chatka and Tierra del Fuego, and other o
lying odds and ends of the earth which
came across in the atlas but never thoughi
otherwise.
Twenty years earlier glowing pictures 1
been painted of the new heights of honour
of usefulness which the new Dominion wo
The hard reality
afford its statesmen.
i

i

^

the Canada of gerrymanders and polit
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Red Parlor funds and electoral
The canker affected not one party
the fall of Mercier was soon to show,

bkery, of

bery.
ne, as

whole political life of the country to sank
and
stagnant levels, for it appeared that
f
people had openly condoned corruption
ligh places, and that lavish promises and the
ad hand were a surer road to success than
iiest and efficient administration.
Sectional discontent prevailed.
That the
eration would be smashed into its original
gments seemed not beyond possibility.
have seen that a racial and religious feud
it
Ontario and Quebec.
Nova Scotia
Her people had never
ained at the leash.
gotten nor forgiven the way in which they
e

*

‘

’

5

1

i

been forced into Confederation.

ms

had

’

A

failed to bribe

*

Better

them

into fellowhigh tariff restricted their liberty in

and the home markets promised in
hpensation had not developed. In the
ceding year the provincial legislature had
pressed the prevalent discontent by flatly
Jnanding the repeal of the union.
Manitoba chafed under a thirty-flve per
i^t tariff
on farm implements, and comined of the retention by the Dominion of
vacant lands in the province. And her
iring,

I

I
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grievances in respect to transportation wou
not down. The Canadian Pacific Railway h
given the much desired connection with t;
East and had brought tens of thousands
settlers to the province, but it had not broug
abiding prosperity or content. The throu:
rate on wheat from Winnipeg to Montreal w
ten cents a bushel more than from St Pc
and, frc
to New York, an equal distance
the farm to Liverpool, the Minnesota farrr
had fifteen cents a bushel the advanta
Local rates w(
of his Manitoba neighbour.
Coal and lumber and gene
still heavier.
merchandise cost from two to four times
much to ship as for equal distances in
eastern provinces.’ ^
Why not bring in competition ? Becai
the Dominion Government blocked the
by its veto power. In the contract with 1
Canadian Pacific Syndicate a clause provid
that for twenty years the Dominion would
authorize a competing road between the co
pany’s main line and the United States bon
running south or southeast or within fifte
it was provided a
miles of the boundary
that in the formation of any new provinces
;

‘

;

^

Plain Facts regarding the Disallowance of Manitoba Rail
by the Winnipeg Board of Trade.

Charters,

RAILWAY MONOPOLY
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west such provinces should be required to
It was urged
serve the same restriction.
the railway authorities that foreign instors had demanded a monopoly as the price
capital, and that without the assurance of
bh a monopoly the costly link to the north
|Lake Superior could never have been built.
ie terms of the contract did not bar Manitoba
chartering railways : the Dominion had
leed no power to forbid it in advance, and
Svas explicitly stated by Sir John Macdonald
the time that Manitoba was not affected,
it when Manitoba sought to charter
one
[Iway after another, the Dominion disowed every act and repeatedly declared
^t it would use its veto power to compel
mitoba to trade with the East and by the

m

nadian Pacific Railway.

up

A

more

effective

between East
d West and of discouraging immigration
the prairies could hardly have been devised.
Against these conditions Manitoba protested
one man. The Winnipeg Board of Trade
hounced the policy of crushing and trampg upon one hundred thousand struggling
>neers of this prairie province to secure a
rely imaginary financial gain to one soulless
irporation.’
Every Conservative candidate
ians of stirring

ill-feeling

‘

\
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House of Commons in the provinc
pledged himself to vote for a motion of wan
of confidence if the Macdonald Governmen
The Conservative ac
persisted in its course.
ministration of the province was overthrow
because it did not go fast or far enough in th
At last, in 1888, Ottawa gave way an
fight.
bought off the Canadian Pacific by a guarante
After som
of bonds for new extensions.
further negotiations the Northern Pacific wa
brought into Canada ; and if this did no
work all the miracles of cheap rates that ha
been expected, Manitoba at least knew no^
that her ills were those which had been in
posed by nature and geography and not b
her sister provinces.
It was not only in Manitoba that economi

for the

.

:

4

""^depression

prevailed,

though

nowhere

els

concrete and s
Throughout the Dominion th
irritating.
brief gleam of prosperity which dawned wit
the eighties had vanished. After the comple
tion of the Canadian Pacific Railway stagna
Foreign trade
tion was everywhere the rule.
which had reached a total of $217,000,00
in 1873, was only $230,000,000 in 1883 an
$247,000,000 in 1893 ; these were, however
years of falling prices. Bank discounts, th

were

the

grievances

so
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moved, and other
ecords of general business activity showed
ireeping progress and sometimes actual falling
Homestead entries had risen to nearly
)ack.
;eventy-five hundred in 1882, when the construction of the Canadian Pacific was bringing
•m the first western boom, but a great part
>f
these had been cancelled, and up to the
|niddle nineties entries averaged fewer than
hree thousand a year in the whole vast West.
The movement of population bore the
lame melancholy witness. Even the West,
Ij^anitoba and the North-West Territories,
||;rew only from 180,000 in 1881 in 250,000 in
891, whereas Dakota alone grew from 135,000
The Dominion
o 510,000 in the same period.
is a whole increased at less than half the rate
Iff the United States, and Sir Richard Cart^vright had little difficulty in establishing the
larming fact that in recent years one out of
iiivery four of the native-born of Canada had
)een compelled to seek a home in the Republic,
Und that three out of every four immigrants
jio Canada had followed the same well-beaten
iirail.
There were in 1890 more than onehird as many people of Canadian birth and
(ttescent in the United States as in Canada
Never in the world’s history, save in
lltself.
lumber

r

of tons of freight
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the case of crowded, famine-stricken, misIreland, had there been such a
leakage of the brain and brawn of any country.

governed

Perhaps no incident reveals more clearly
the stagnation and lack of constructive
courage of this period than the break-down
of the negotiations carried on in 1895 for the
entrance of Newfoundland, then still more
nearly bankrupt, into Confederation, because
of the unwillingness of the Canadian Government to meet the financial terms Newfoundland demanded.
For the sake of a difference
of fifty thousand dollars a year the chance to
round out the Dominion was let slip, oerhaos
never to recur y^en years later fifty thousand
a year looked small. To each generation the
.

defects of its qualities
in one prudence degenerates into parsimony, in another courage
runs wild in extravagance.
;

CHAPTER

VI

LOOKING TO WASHINGTON
jPoR desperate
little
i

1

j

I

i

I

i

ills,

wonder that

desperate remedies. It is
policies looking to re-

volutionary change in political or commercial
relations now came to take strong hold on the
public mind. To many it appeared that the
experiment in Canadian nationality had failed.
Why not, then, frankly admit the failure and
seek full political incorporation with either of
the great centres of the English-speaking
people, of whose political prestige and commercial success there was no question ?
Annexation to the United States, Imperial
Federation, with a central parliament in the

United Kingdom, each found a small but
earnest

company

of supporters.

Or,

if

the

I

shrank from one and held
the other an impracticable dream, why not
seek the closest possible commercial tie with
either nation ?
Thus Commercial Union, or
a zollverein between Canada and the United

mass
I

of the people

101
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and Imperial Preferential Trade, or a
between Canada and the United
Kingdom and the other parts of the British
Empire, came into discussion. What British
and American conditions and opinion met
these Canadian movements, and what changes
were made in the programmes first urged,
States,

zollverein

may next be reviewed. Canadian relations
with the United States will be noted first.
In the decade from 1886 to 1896, when the
Venezuela episode opened a valve for the
steam to blow off, the relations between
Canada and the United States were continuIt was an era of
ously at high tension.
and pinpricks, of bluster and reThe United States was not in a
It was growing in wealth
conciliatory mood.
and numbers and power, in unprecedented
ways. Its people were one and all intensely
proud of their country and satisfied with
themselves. The muckraker had not yet lifted
his voice in the land. The millionaire was still
an object of pride and emulation, Exhibit A
in the display of American superiority over
friction

taliation.

No foreign danger threatened, no
foreign responsibility restrained the provincial
In short, the United States was
swagger.
all creation.

‘

feeling its oats.’
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Towards Great Britain it was specially
an aggressive attitude. Still
^esh was the memory of 1776 and 1812,
ed by text-book rhetoric and thrown into
Still
elief by the absence of other foes.
^rone to take

^

ankled the hostility of the official classes
Great Britain during the Civil War and
ory attacks upon American manners and
Irish - Americans in
American democracy.
pillions cherished a natural if sometimes
polishly directed hatred against the country
hat had misgoverned Erin and made it lose
lalf its

people.

The

rejection of

Home

Rule

the House of Commons in 1886, confirmed
py the results of the general elections which
ollowed, intensified this feeling.
Canada, the
learest British territory, had to bear much of
his ill-will, though she had no share of responsibility for its creation, just as she had
)orne the brunt of invasion in wars which
vere none of her making.
There were, however, other sources of
)y

which Canada was more directly
She had followed the example
the United States in setting up a high tariff

trouble for

responsible.
>f

'

Inevitably the adoption of protection
by both countries led to friction. The spirit
3f which it was born and which in turn it

^ivall.
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nourished, the belief that one country foun
gain in another’s loss, made for jealousy
and the rankling sense on Canada’s part thj
her policy had not succeeded made the feelin
the sorer.
But the immediate occasion of the mos
serious difficulty was the revival of the nortl
eastern fisheries dispute. The century-ion
conflict as to the privileges of American fishei
men in Canadian and Newfoundland waters
under the Treaty of 1783 and the Conventio
of 1818, had been set at rest during the era c
Reciprocity (1854-66) by opening Canadia
fishing-grounds to Americans, practically i
return for free admission of Canadian naturj
products to the United States. Then one
more, by the Treaty of Washington in 1871
access to the inshore fisheries was barterec
for free admission of fish and fish-oil plu
its

a money compensation to be determined by
commission. The commission met at Halifa:

i

in 1877, SirA.T. Galt representing Canada, an(
the award was set at $5,500,000 for the twelv
years during which the treaty was to last
The United States condemned the award witl
much heat, and took occasion to abrogate the
clause of the treaty on the earliest date fo
which notice could be given, July i, 1885
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r that season the fishing privileges were
Lended, but with the next year the whole
pute revived. The Canadian authorities
isted on restricting American fishermen

idly to the letter of treaty privileges as

nada interpreted them. American fishing
jsels were not only barred from fishing
:hin the three-mile limit but were forbidden
enter a Canadian port to ship cargoes or
any other purpose, save for shelter, wood,
ter,

or repairs.

re seized

lery

Several American boats

and condemned

cruisers

;

and Canadian

patrolled the coasts,

A

inces-

storm of genuine if not inmed indignation broke out in the United
|tes.
The action of the Canadian authoriwas denounced as unneighbourly and their
istence on the letter of ancient treaties as
tifogging
and, with more justice, it was
lared that the Canadian Government used
fishing privileges as a lever, or rather a
), to force the opening of the United States
rkets to all Canadian products,
resident Cleveland sought a friendly soluby the appointment of a joint commission,
fgress, more bellicose, passed unanimously
a Retaliatory Act, empowering the
57)
ident, if satisfied that American vessels
ttly active.

I

;

.

io6

were
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vexatiously harassed or
and waters of
United States against the vessels and produj
of any part of British North America,
president declined to fire this blunderbi
and arranged for the commission on whj
Joseph Chamberlain, Sir Lionel Sackvij
West, and Sir Charles Tupper were the Brit
representatives.
The draft treaty which
commission framed failed to pass the Uni|
States Senate, but a modus vivendi
arranged permitting American vessels
illegally or

stricted, to close the ports

privileges

upon payment of a licence
more considerate cone

This, together with

on both sides, eased the tension.
Once Congress had taken the

drastic

complete non-intercourse
Canada, a reaction set in, and many Ameri^
began to consider whether some more p£
and thoroughgoing solution could not
found. Two were suggested, political uj
and commercial union.
The political union of the two democri
of the continent has always found advocj
In the United States many believed it
of threatening

manifest destiny that some day the
and Stripes should float from Panama t(
At times Canadians here and
Pole.
‘

^
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echoed this belief. It seemed to them
to be annexed at one stroke than
be annexed piecemeal by exodus, at
rate of fifty or a hundred thousand
In St John and Halifax,
adians a year.
lontreal and Toronto, and on the Detroit
a few voices now called for this
Jer,
y, which promised to give commercial
er

and

political security instead of
depression and sectional, racial,
Yet they remained voices
iligious strife.
in the wilderness.
As in 1849, when
f high rank in the Conservative party
ly three, ^ who are known in history as
agues of Sir John Macdonald and one of
as prime minister of Canada had joined
Quebec Rouges in prescribing the same
dy for Canada’s ills, so now, in the late
ies, the deep instinct of the overwhelm‘tiass of the people revolted from a step
a meant renouncing the memories of the
and the hopes of the future. Imperial
Rational sentiment both fought against
jt was in vain that Goldwin Smith gave
[e to the cause, preaching the example of
nion between Scotland and England.
It
;rity

ercial

:

i
I

i

—

\

:

I

!

!

1

lAlexander T.

'

i

Galt,

Sir

John Rose,

and Sir John
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was

in vain that British statesmen had s
themselves not averse to the idea. In
when Senator Sumner proposed the ce
of Canada in settlement of the Alabama cl.
and Hamilton Fish, the American seer
of state, declared to the British ambai
that our claims were too large to be s
pecuniarily and sounded him about Can,
En
the ambassador had replied that
did not wish to keep Canada, but coul
part with it without the consent of the po|
tion.’ ^
Wanted or not, the people of C
had determined to stay in the Empire
did stay until different counsels reign
London. Even in cold-blooded and obj
logic, Canada’s refusal to merge her des|
with the Republic could be justified a;
for the world, in that it made possible in
America two experiments in democracy
sible, too, the transformation of the
Empire into the most remarkable and h
But it w
of political combinations.
such reasoned logic that prompted Canal
They were moved by deeper instincts
‘

‘

A[
judices, passions, hopes, loyalties.
face of their practically solid oppositi
solution of the * Canadian Question
’

'I

^

Memoir of Sumner,

vol. iv, p. 409.

ill

j
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ought elsewhere than in political union
the United States.
mmercial union, or a zollverein between
pa and the United States, involved
jute free trade between the two countries,
I

non excise

rates,

a

common customs tariff

U

seaboard, and the pooling and dividccording to population of the revenue,
jwas not a new proposal ; it had been
sted time and again in both countries,

advocacy by Ira Gould of Montreal
to its advocacy by Wharton
ir of Philadelphia
a strong opponent of
ijocity
in 1886.
But now, for the first
the conjuncture of political and economic
bions on both sides of the line ensured it
its

52

down

—

—

is

I

attention

;

and, for the first time, in
of the many Canadians
in the United States, the

Wiman, one
ad won fortune

us
!

pent found an enthusiastic and unIn 1887 Congressman Butteriig leader.
introduced a bill providing for free
ijce of all Canadian products into the
i States whenever Canada permitted
'ie entrance of all American products, and
^d a notable measure of support. In
p, under the leadership of Erastus
jn and Goldwin Smith and Valencay

I

no
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a leading stock breeder,

Fuller, the latter

movement won remarkably quick and

w:

in a few months it
spread recognition
been endorsed by over forty Farmers’
stitutes and rejected by only three.
Muc
this success was due to the powerful and
:

sistent

advocacy

of leading

Toronto and

Needless to say, the m*
treal newspapers.
ment met with instant and vigorous opposi

from the majority of the manufacturers
from the Canadian Pacific Railway.
The movement had begun entirely out
the ordinary party lines, but its strength
compelled the party leaders to take a si
for or against it.
Neither party endorse(
though both went far towards it. The
servatives had long been in favour c
measure of free trade with the United Sb
The National Policy had been adopted pi
in the hope that reciprocity in tariffs w
compel the United States to assent to

j

(

‘

’

in trade,’ and many who,
Goldwin Smith, had voted for protectio
1878, now called upon the Governmen
follow its own logic.
But commercial ui
with its discrimination against Great Br
and its joint tariffs made at Washington
not appeal to Sir John Macdonald an

ciprocity
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They were, however, prepared to
More than half the time of the
heries Commission of 1887, which sat for
pe months, was spent an tariff matters
Sir Charles Tupper made the most
I
lowing.
I

far.

;

roughgoing
^ted

offer

States ever

—

of

free

trade with the

made by any Canadian

an unrestricted offer of reCongress, however, would not conto discuss trade under pressure of fishery

rernment

‘

ocity.’
:

and no terms were made.
party was equally uncertain as
It was much more strongly in
:s policy.
ur of freer trade than its opponents, and
g in opposition, would be more likely to
up a policy opposed to the status quo.

iats,

ie Liberal

Ep.^ichard

Cartwright in October 1887 came
commercial union,
^t of the new leader of the party ?
Laurier’s first public address after
election to the leadership was given at
erset, Quebec, in August 1887.
After
pwing the deplorable discontent which
jaded the Dominion, due mainly to the
prnment’s policy, he referred to the trade
clearly in favour of

ijde

,ch

The
had

a
a reaction, he declared,
has not stopped within moderate
restriction policy practised for

led to
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bounds
tremes,

;

on the contrary, it has gone to
and at this very hour the gre«

majority of the farmers of Ontario are clamo
ing for commercial union with the Unit(
States.

... For my

part,

I

am

not ready

declare that commercial union is an acceptat
idea.
The root of the commercial union mo
ment, he continued, was the desire for
ciprocity with the United States in some fo
and to that policy the Liberal party hi
always been, and still remained, favourable
In the following session the Liberal pa
made clear its position on the question,
definitely rejected by a large majority
proposal for commercial union. Adoptin
suggestion of Mr J. D. Edgar, it advoca
reopening negotiations with Washington
secure full and unrestricted reciprocity
Under this policy, if carried to its
trade.
extent, all the products of each country wo
enter the other free, but each would conti:
in control of its own tariff, and the custc
houses along the border would also rem^
Sir Richard Cartwright opened the del
with a vivid summary of the backward and
tracted condition of Canada, and of the c^
mercial advantages of free access to the h
wealthy, and convenient market to the soi
’
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with a strong appeal to Canada
act as a link between Great Britain and the
nited States, and thus secure for the mother
luntry the ally she needed in her dangerous
e concluded

I

Mr Laurier
He emphasized

followed some days
the need of wider
arkets, of a population of consumers that
buld permit large-scaled industry to develop,
d contended that any manufacturing instries which deserved to survive would
rive in the larger field.
The same terms
uld not be offered England, for England
d not a tariff in which to make reciprocal
elation.
ter.

Canada would not always be a
what she wanted, however, was not

Ructions.

ony

;

litical

independence,

pendence.

but commercial

The opponents

in-

of the proposal

appealed to the country’s fears
he apcourage, and exhorted all to press
ward till the goal should be reached.
[n parliament the discussion led 'to little
uit.
The Government took its stand
|,inst unrestricted reciprocity, on the ground
t it would kill infant manufacturing inftries and lead to political absorption in the
ibublic, and the division followed party
Meanwhile in the country interest
llfs.
kened, for the time. In the presidential
1

iled to its

;
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campaign of 1888 the Republicans, by
narrow margin, won on a high-tariff platfon
so that reciprocity seemed out of the questioj
In Canada itself a new issue had arisen. On|
more race and religion set Quebec and Ontarj
in fierce antagonism.

The

Jesuits, or

members

of the Society

Jesus, do not now for the first time appear
the history of Canada. In the days of N
France they had been its most intrepid

most undaunted missionarij
its
‘Not a cape was turned, not a river

plorers,

entered,^ declares Bancroft,

the way.’
fered for

speakable

‘

but a Jesuit

With splendid heroism they
the greater glory of God the
horrors

of

Indian

s

torture

martyrdom. But in the Old World t
abounding zeal often led them into con:
with the civil authorities, and they bee.
unpopular, alike in Catholic and in Protest
countries.
So it happened that for the pe|
the Pope suppressed
of the Church
Society in 1773, and it remained dormant
After the Conquest of Can
forty years.
it was decreed that the Jesuits then in
country should be permitted to remain
die there, but that they must not add to t

itf

a

«pta

ll|oo

‘

’

iPropc

slant

i

pi?.!
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Lm'.bers, and that their estates should be
Lord Amherst, the
>nfiscated to the Crown.
ritish commander-in-chief, made an unsucssful attempt to have these estates granted
B
himself but in the Crown’s possession they
mained, and fell to the province of Quebec
Confederation. This settlement had never
en accepted. The bishops contended that
fe Jesuits’ estates should have been returned
the Church, and the Jesuits, who had come
ck to Canada in 1842, asserted their own
hts to their ancient lands. Thus the thorny
estion as to what disposition should be made
these lands baffled the provincial authorities
til 1888, when Honore Mercier, himself a
jpil of the Jesuits, and now a most aggresely faithful son of the Church, grappled
;h the problem, and passed an act embodya compromise which had been found
leptable by all parties concerned.
The sum
$400,000 was to be paid in satisfaction of
claims, to be divided among the Jesuits,
Church authorities, and Laval University,
proportions to be determined by the Pope,
the same time $60,000 was voted to Pro;

,

|i

t

pant schools to satisfy their

n Quebec

demands,

the measure was accepted with
e discussion. All the Protestant members

ii6
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in the legislature voted for

it.

But

in Ontarl

the heather was soon on fire. It was n(
merely that the dispossessed Jesuits, who^
some Protestants regarded as the very symbl
and quintessence of clerical intrigue, were th{
compensated by the state, but that tl
sanction of the Pope had been invoked
give effect to an act of a British legislatui
The Protestant war-chiefs, D’ Alton M‘Carth
Colonel O’Brien, and John Charlton, took i
the tomahawk, and called on the Dominic
Government to disallow the act.
But S
John Macdonald declined to intervene.
resolution in the House of Commons calli:
for disallowance was defeated by i88 to
the minority being chiefly Conservatives frc
Ontario.
In opposing the resolution Mr Laurier cc
gratulated the Government on its tardy cc
version from the vicious doctrine of centralis

The

revolt of its followers from Onta:
was the inevitable retribution due to a pai
which had pandered to religious prejudices
both provinces— due to that party with
rigid Protestant face turning towards the w
and a devout Catholic face turning towai
and which at the same time
the east
proclaimed the right to disallow any provinc
tion.

‘

’

;

IfS

,|jj

jj“j

*
j
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did not, however, base his position
In
of provincial rights.
If the legislation was just and expedient,
easonable compromise between seriously
Nor would he listen to
flicting claims.
Ise who called upon the Liberals to emulate
Liberals of continental Europe in their
i-clerical campaigns.
He preferred to take
;rant Britain as his model rather than in:rant France or Germany.
Once more he
^red, as he had declared in Quebec twelve
rs before, that he was a Liberal of the
irlish school, not of the French,
mtvoted in parliament, the champions of
ftant Protestantism found strong support
ihe country. An Equal Rights Association
formed to resist the danger of Catholic
lination which many believed imminent,
lad less influence in the politics of the
tiinion than in the politics of Ontario,
re Oliver Mowat was solemnly accused of
ing conspired with Honore Mercier to
the Jesuits to power.
It contained many
and sincere men, yet its influence soon
By 1894
led.
place was taken by the
estant Protective Association, or P.P.A.,
ycotting organization imported from the
ed States, which had a deservedly short
.

‘ly

I

!

j

on the plea

ii8
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fires burned low in tl
had been passed on to tl
far West
from D^Alton McCarthy to Josej
Martin. Of the conflagration which ensue
we shall learn in a later chapter.
life.

But, while the

East, the torch

—

Men will sometimes pray, or may try
prevent others from praying as they list b
they must always eat. The pendulum
;

public interest

swung back

to trade relatio:

with the United States. Depression still p
vaded farming and manufacturing cent]
alike, though the abandonment of the poli'
of federal coercion had lessened political d|
content. The return of the Republicans
power in i883, it has been seen, appeared
put freer trade relations out of the questi

The M‘Kinley tariff of 1890 slammed the d
in Canada’s face, for in order to delude
American farmer into believing that protect
was in his interest, this tariff imposed high
often prohibitive duties on farm products
Should Canada retaliate, or make s
another effort at a reasonable arrangem
with its unneighbourly neighbour ?
possibility of adjustment was not as remi
as might have seemed probable. After
reciprocity is as much a protective as a f
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ade doctrine, since, as usually interpreted,
implies that the reduction in duties is a
;triment to the country making it, only to
balanced by the greater privilege secured
the expense of the other’s home market,
^mes G. Blaine, secretary of state in Prelent Harrison’s Cabinet, was strongly in
70 ur of reciprocity, particularly with Latinperican countries.
In the same session
lich saw the passing of the M‘Kinley Act,
i House of Representatives agreed to the
tt resolution, providing that whenever it
)uld be certified that Canada was ready to
jotiate for a complete or partial removal
all duties, the president should appoint
ee commissioners to meet the Canadian resentatives, and report their findings,
this was the position of affairs when, early
[891, Sir John Macdonald suddenly decided
dissolve parliament, in spite of an explicit
limise to the contrary made a short time
With the dissolution came an adroit
ore.
pmpt to cut the ground from under the feet
^

I

I

:he Liberal party.
I
!

I

I

1

It

was asserted

that,

on

United States, negotiations
been undertaken to settle all outstanddisputes, and to renew the Reciprocity
aty of 1854, * with the modifications reinitiative of the

Z20
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quired by the altered circumstances of botl
countries and with the extensions deemed b]
the Commission to be in the interests of CanadJ
and the United States.’ This announcemei
greatly strengthened the Government’s posJ
tion.
Since the United States had taken th|
initiative there was likelihood of a successfi
outcome. Many who favoured reciprocity bi
felt doubtful as to the political outcome of tl
more sweeping proposals of the Oppositio|
v/ere thus led to favour the Government.
The announcement proved too audaciouj
Secretary Blaine indignantly denied that tl||pi
United States had initiated the negotiation
and Sir Charles Tupper so admitted after t
elections.
Mr Blaine further made it pi
that no treaty confined to natural produc
would be entertained. In the face of t
statement the Government executed anoth
sharp turn, and appealed to anti-Americ
sentiment and protected interests, denounci
vigorously the Opposition’s policy as sure
lead to ruin, annexation, and the climaxdirect taxation.
Sir John Macdonald issu
a skilful address to the electors, and the cry
‘
the old flag, the old man, and the old polic
appealed to noble feelings and to deplora
prejudice alike.

—

c:
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M

address to the C anadian peo ple
r
arraigned the Nationy...Ppii_cy„£or its
cer failure to bri ng t he prosperity so layishly
)mise(l
Reciprocal freedom of trade with
United States would give the larger
[n his

lirier

j

trket

which

BM

become

indispensable.

comrriercral advantages of such

a plan

so clear that they were not disputed
was attacked entirely on other grounds,
e charge that it would involve discriminan against Great Britain could not have much
ight in the mouths of men whose object was
prevent the importation of English manuIf it did involve discrimination, if
Jtures.
re

Canada and the motherland
he would stand by his native land,
that discrimination was involved he did
admit. It was not essential to assimilate
Canadian to the American tariff j ' Should
concessions demanded from the people of
bada involve consequences injurioiis to their
kse of honour or duty, either to themselves
to the motherland, the people of Canada
Jiuld not have reciprocity at such a price^
jrect taxation might be averted by retrenchinterests of

ill^hed,

i

custom schedules. The
would lead
annexation was an unworthy appeal to

Int

and revision

of

irge that unrestricted reciprocity
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passion and prejudice, and, if it meant an
thing, meant that it would make the peop
so prosperous that, not satisfied with a cor
mercial alliance, they would forthwith vo
for political absorption in the Americ
Republic.’
The Government’s appeal to the flag w
greatly aided by some letters and pamphle
of Mr Farrer and Congressman Hitt and oth
leaders in the commercial union movemer
which were made public and which ga
colour to the cry that unrestricted reciproci
was only a first step towards annexation,
was in vain that Oliver Mowat and Alexand
Mackenzie, the latter now soon to pass fro
the scene, voiced the deep-lying sentimen
of the Liberal party in favour of Briti
connection, and indignantly denied that
was at stake in the reciprocity issue
John Macdonald’s last appeal rallied many
wandering follower on grounds of person
loyalty, the campaign funds of the par
were great beyond precedent, and the railwi
‘

and manufacturing and banking interests
the country outweighed and outmanceuvn
the farmers. The Government was return
by a majority of thirty. In Ontario it hi
only four seats to the good and had a minorf

fl

L

ISf

mi

I
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the popular vote, while in Quebec the
a bare majority. The
fier provinces, however, stood by the party
power, and gave the Government another
jerals at last secured

,se

of life for five years.

The smoke of battle had not cleared when a
^arkable letter from Edward Blake, the

was published,
was a curiously inconclusive document,

e leader of the Liberal party,

began with a scathing indictment of the
nservative policy and its outcome :
Its
d tendency has been towards disintegration
d annexation. ... It has left us with a
aller population, a scanty immigration,
d a North-West empty still ; with enormous
{ditions to our public debt and yearly charge,
‘

extravagant system of expenditure and an

markets whether
left us with
vered standards of public virtue and a
ath-like apathy in public opinion, with
fial,
religious, and provincial animosities
ther inflamed than soothed. ... It has
t us with our hands tied, our future comjust tariff, with restricted

buy

or to

A

sell.

...

It

has

preference in the English
out of the question. Unre•icted free trade with the United States
^'l)uld bring prosperity, give men, money, and
omised.*
Market was
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Yet it would involve assimilatioi
and thus become identical with com
Political Union/ he addei
mercial union.
in a cryptic postscript, though becoming ou
probable, is by no means our ideal, or as ye

markets.
of tariffs

‘

‘

our inevitable, future.’
Mr Blake had persistently withheld his ai(
and advice from the leaders of the party sine
His action now was resente(
his resignation.
as a stab in the back, and the implication tha
the Liberal policy was identical with com
If, as M
mercial union was stoutly denied.
Laurier had made clear in his electoral address
negotiations proved that reciprocal arrange
ments could not be made except on such terms
they would not be made at all. Yet the lette
had undoubted force, and materially aided th
Government in the by-elections.
The Government formally carried out it
undertaking to open negotiations with th
United States. Sir Charles Tupper, Sir Johi
Thompson, and George E. Foster went t
Washington and conferred with Secretary
Blaine.
But the negotiators were too fa
apart to come to terms, and the proposal
were not seriously pressed. Later, when th
tide of reaction brought the Democrats bad
to power in 1892, the Conservatives made n(

I
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to renew negotiations
and later still,
the Liberals came to power in Canada,
;

Republicans were back in
of sky-high protection,

office

on a plat-

m

eanwhile, the increase of exports of farm
to Great Britain promised the larger
oducts
^
i|irkets sought, and made admission to the
[lited States of less pressing importance,
jfien, in
1893, the Liberal party met in
tional convention at Ottawa, limited rerocity,
including a well-considered list of
I>
inufactured articles,* was endorsed, but it
|s subordinated as part of a general demand
a lower tariff, now again prominent in the
‘

Irty

programme.

II

CHAPTER
AN EMPIRE

IN

VII

TRANSITION

oii'

When

Canada’s problems seemed too gn

for her to solve unaided, many had looked
Washington for relief, in ways which hi

been reviewed. Others looked to Lond<
The relations between Canada and the otl
parts of the Empire did not become the cent
Until late
issue in any political campaign.
the period now under survey they arous
little

systematic

public

discussion.

Th

were few acute episodes to crystallize the fi!
sentiment for the motherland which exist
Yet throughout these ye
in the country.
that readjustment in the relations between 1
colonies and the mother country, which
perhaps the most significant political develc

ment

of the century, was steadily proceedii
Steadily and surely, if for the most part
consciously, the transformation of the Emp
went on, until in the following period

became a
126

fact

and a problem which none

coi

THE SECRET OF EMPIRE
nk,

and

the central

theme
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in public interest

d political activity.
The story of this transformation, of how
k little isles in the North Sea ventured and
mdered into world-wide empire of how at
st they endeavoured to rule this vast domain
the approved fashion, for the power and
of how this policy
bfit of the motherland
slowly abandoned because unprofitable
of how, when this change
d impossible
)k place, most men looked to the ending of
of how
connection which no longer paid
;

;

'\s

gj

;

;

juired

momentum and

the one side and

inherited obligations
instinctive loyalty on the

of how the new
prevented this result
across the sea grew in numbers and
ength and national spirit and, withal, in
determination to work out a permanent
^
ler

;

i^ds

—

on the new basis of equality this
the most wonderful story political annals
The British Empire of to-day^
jve to tell.
ted in fire and not found wanting, is the
^adox and miracle of political achievement,
1 of hope for the future of the rest of the
rid.
In shaping the policy which made the
|rtnership

and growth and adjustment of
Canadian statesmen of
th parties played a leading part. That
[itinuance
i

Empire

possible,
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long story cannot here be told, but a few
the significant steps must be recalled, to ma
clear the development of yesterday and to-dc
In the expansion of Europe over all the f
continents and the seven seas which 1
marked the past five centuries, the Engli:
man found a roomy place in the sun.
luck or pluck, by trusted honesty or subli;
assurance, and with little aid from his gove
ment, he soon outdistanced Frenchman a
Dutchman, Spaniard and Portuguese, in 1
area and richness of the regions over which

and in which his trading-posts
were established. This emp
was ruled, as other colonial domains w
ruled, to advance the power and the profit
the motherland. The colonies and depei
encies were plantations, estates beyond
seas, to be acquired and guarded for the g
They were enco
of the mother country.
aged by bounty and preference to grow wl
the mother country needed, and were co
pelled by parliamentary edict to give
mother country a monopoly of their mark
Great Britain never appl
for all she made.
flag floated

his settlements

i

‘

these doctrines with the systematic rigour
the Spaniard of the seventeenth century or
German of the twentieth, but monopoly

i
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and the
subordination of the colonies to secure
s end, were nevertheless the cardinal docles of imperial policy.
direct trade with the colonies,

'i

itical

)lowly this old colonial system broke down,
became impossible to keep in political submillions of men across the seas of the
vigorous race. This the American Reution drove home and the Canadian infections of 1837 again made unmistakable,
the views of most men it came to appear
profitable, even if possible.
Gradually the
IS of Adam Smith and Pitt and Huskisson,
uobden and Bright and Peel, took possesof the English mind.
Trade monopolies,
iow was held, hampered more than they

fcion
|ie

i

even if costless. But when mainheavy expense, at cost of fortification
diplomatic struggle and war, they became
;se than useless, a drag on the development
^oth colony and mother country.
So the
ers which impeded trade and navigation

ied,
iied

at

I

I

discarded.
here followed, from the forties onward, a
bd of drift, of waiting for the coming
iration.
When the trade monopoly which
the object of empire ceased, most men in
lain reasoned that the end of the Empire,
e

j

I

I

i

'

I

i

D.W.L.
j

I
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it included colonies settled
white men, could not be far distant. Yet t
end did not come. Though Radical politicia:
and publicists urged cutting the last link
though Conservative statesm
connection
damned the wretched colonies as ‘mi
though und(
stones about our necks
secretaries said farewell to one last governc
general after another and the London Tin
bade Canadians take up your freedom, yc
in sp
days of apprenticeship are over
of all, the colonies lingered within the fo
Some dim racial instinct, the force of n
mentum, or the grip of inherited obligatio]
kept them together until gradually the ti
changed and the stage was set for anot;

in so far as

‘

^

;

*

‘

’

;

‘

’

‘

’

;

scene.

Alike in the motherland and in the colo
the secret of
freedom. Expecting the end to coj
pire
soon, the governing powers in London
ruled with a light rein, consenting to
colonial demand after another for self-gov
ment. In these years of salutary neglect
twofold roots of imperial connection ha
chance to grow. The colonies rose to nati
consciousness, and yet, in very truth bee
of their freedom, and the absence of

men had stumbled upon

—

PARTNER NATIONS
a centralizing policy would

jiction

sympathy

for the land of their ancestors,

way was prepared

pus the

irtnership
ter

have

they retained their affection and

itailed,
leir
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which

it

for the equal
has been the task of these

years to work out.

Two

of

lines
It

Sential.

iedom

development were equally

was necessary to secure complete

for the colonies, to abolish the old

ascendancy and subordination, and
was necessary to develop new ties and new
Nowhere in
iStruments of co-operation.
fly years do we find a more nearly adequate
lation of

I

bognition of this twofold task than in the
ophetic words of Sir John Macdonald:
Itngland, instead of looking upon us as a
irely dependent colony, will have in us a
i

(

1

nation, a subordinate but still a
to stand by her in North
The people of
therica in peace as in war.

llendly

Ijwerful people,

be such another subordinate
She will be able to look to the
Inordinate nations in alliance with her and
will

istralia

i

tion.

I

l

1

i

i

.

.

.

ing allegiance to the same sovereign, who
assist in enabling her to meet again the

.1

|ole

world in arms as she has done before.’ ^
John also who urged that the new

jwas Sir

^

Confederation Debates, p. 44.
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union should be called the ‘ Kingdom
Canada/ a name which the British authoritii
rejected, ostensibly out of fear of offendi
republican sensibilities of the Uniti
Had that name been chosen, t
equality of the status of Canada would ha
been recognized much sooner, for names
themselves arguments powerful with wa|
Both in act and in word t
faring men.
Conservative chieftain oftentimes lapsed fr
this statesmanlike view into the prevalej
colonialism
but he did much to make

the

States.

;

w

vision a reality, for it was Macdonald
with the aid of political friend and politii

opponent, laid the foundations upon wh
the statesmen of the new generation h
built an enduring fabric.
The first task, the assertion of the autono:
of the Dominions, had been largely achiev
So far as it concerned domestic affairs, pr
tically all Canadians accepted the principle
which Liberals had fought alone in the ear
In the thirties a British colonial se
days.
tary, replying to Howe’s demand for responsi
government, had declared that to any s
demand Her Majesty’s Government m
oppose a respectful but at the same tim^
firm declaration that it is inconsistent wit:
‘

ACHIEVING SELF-GOVERNMENT
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adherence to the essential distinction bei/een a metropolitan and a colonial governle

j

and it is therefore inadmissible/ and
Canadian Tory Legislative Council had
hoed that the adoption of the plan must
id to the overthrow of the great colonial
bipire of England.’
But now, since Elgin’s
[y
(1849), responsible government, selfvernment in domestic affairs, had been an
[questioned fact, a part of the heritage of

jent,
;

!

*

Canadians, irrespective of party,
equally proud.
iln foreign affairs, too, some progress had
en made. Foreign affairs in modern times
In part such
& largely commercial affairs.
[estions are regulated by laws passed by
ph country independently, in part by joint
paty.
Complete autonomy as to the first
l)de was early maintained
by Galt and
^cdonald.
In 1859 Galt affirmed the right
tax even British goods, the right of the
nadian legislature to adjust the taxation of
b people in the way they deemed best, even
it should unfortunately happen to meet the
{approval of the Imperial Ministry.’ And
enty years later, in spite of British protests,
John Macdonald went further in his

lich all
jre

*

'

i

Ltional Policy,

and taxed British goods

still
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higher to encourage production at home. TI
tariff of 1879 was the last nail in the coff
of the old colonial system.
Here was a color
which not only did not grant British man
facturers a monopoly, but actually sought
exclude from its markets any British wares
could itself produce.
Self-government in the regulation of forei|
commercial affairs, so far as treaties we
essential to effect

it,

came more

slowly,

ai

with much hesitation and misgiving.
Negative freedom was achieved first. Aft
1877 Canada ceased to be bound by coi
mercial treaties made by the United Kingdc
unless it expressly desired to be included.
.

to treaties made before that date, the
strictions lasted longer.
Most of these treat
bound Canada to give to the country cc
cerned the same tariff and other privile^
given to any other foreign power, and Cana
in return was given corresponding privileg
Two went further. Treaties made in the s:
ties with Belgium and Germany
history d
covers strange bedfellows bound all Brit
colonies to give to these countries the sai
tariff privileges granted to Great Britain
In 1891 the Canadi
to sister colonies.
parliament sent a unanimous address
3

—

—

'
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Majesty praying for the denunciation
It was not
these treaties, but in vain.

fer
I

titil

le

the Laurier administration had forced

issue six years later that the request

ranted.
Positive freedom, a share in the
eaties affecting Canada, came

was

making of
more
radually.
When in 1870 Galt and Huntingm pressed for treaty-making powers, Macstill

jnald opposed, urging the great advantages
British aid in negotiation.
year later,
)wever, Macdonald gave expression to his

A

;

langed view of the value of that aid. As one
the five British commissioners who negoti;ed the Washington Treaty (1871), he de^red that his colleagues had only one thing
that is, to go home to England
their minds
ith a treaty in their pockets, settling everyling, no matter at what cost to Canada.’
In
Brown
George
went
to
Washington
as
^74
^e of the two British commissioners in the
)ortive reciprocity negotiations of that year.
i
1879 the Macdonald Government made
&lt ambassador at large to negotiate treaties
Europe, but he was hampered by being
filter
his proposals through
impelled to
le
various resident British ambassadors,
^fhen in 1882 Blake moved in the House of
‘

—

\

‘

’
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Commons a resolution in favour of dire
treaty-making powers, Sir John Macdon
opposed it as meaning separation and in
pendence, ending his speech with the declai
tion,
A British subject I was born, a Briti
‘

subject
faster

Yet action mov
I hope to die/
than the philosophy of action.

1883 Sir Charles Tupper signed the protocc
on Canadc
behalf
and at Madrid, in 1887 and 1889, t
same doughty statesman represented Cana
in the conduct of important negotiations,
was in 1891, only nine years after Sir Jo!
Macdonald’s reply to Blake foreboding sepai
tion and independence, that the House
Commons and Senate of Canada, praying
the abrogation of the Belgian and Germ
treaties, unanimously declared that
the
governing colonies are recognized as possessi
the right to define their respective fiscal re!
of the Cable Conference in Paris
;

‘

tions to all foreign nations.’
The first task had been practically achieve

freedom had been won

;

but

it still

remain

to rise through freedom to co-operation,
use the newly won powers to work out a lai
ing partnership between the free states of t
Empire. This was the harder task. Th
was no precedent to follow. Centraliz

UILDING UP THE PARTNERSHIP
jnpires

there had been;

colonies there
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had

jen which had grown into independent states,
ut of an empire which was not an empire,
colonies which had achieved self-governent only to turn to closer union with the
irent state, the world had as yet no instance.

had not even a model in idea, a theory
it should be done.
Such a forecast as
^
jat already quoted from Sir John Macdonald
me as near as might be, but this long reained a peroration and no more.
No man
id no school divined absolutely the present
pt and theory of empire.
It has worked
t of the march and pressure of events,
led by the clash of the oppositions which
It

i

how

jhas reconciled.
|In

the eighties and nineties four possible

Dominion were discussed. The
was the continuance of the colonial status,

tures for the
I

st

I

second Annexation, the third Independand the fourth Imperial Federation.
lonialism had only inertia in its favour,
jmexation ran counter both to filial sentient and to national hopes, but its discussion
rved to show the desperate need of change
Id forced the advocates of other ideals to
K forth their creeds. Independence meant
\'p

ce,

;

I

^

i

1

See

p» 131.
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the complete severing cf the ties which bou;
Canada to the rest of the Empire. Imperi]
Federation proposed to set up in London
new authority with representatives from
the white Dominions and with power to t
and bind. Each played its needed p.
The advocates of Imperial Federation dl
much to prevent a drift towards Annexati
which might otherwise have set in.
T
advocates of Independence expressed t
national aspirations which must be satisfi*
T
in any solution that would be enduring.
resultant of these forces was of a charact

none had precisely anticipated. Empire a
Independence were reconciled.
In this period the two most importa
steps towards co-operation were the appoii
ment of a Canadian High Commissioner
London and the beginning of the Colon
Conferences.
The first step was taken on the initiative
the Macdonald Government in 1879. It
found necessary to appoint a Canadian rep
sentative in London both to act as ambassa
at large in dealing with European states, a
to serve as a link between the Canadian

The latter purp
British Governments.
especially significant.
In the days

was

THE HIGH COMMISSIONER
^lonial

subordination the governor-general

id served as the only

.
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needed

link.

His duty

as to govern the colony in accordance with
ie interest and policy of the mother country,
id in carrying that out he was responsible to
le British Government.
Now he was becomig the representative, not of the British
i^vernment, but of the king, who was king
Canada as well as of the United Kingdom,
^d, like the king, he governed by the advice
the responsible ministers in the land where
resided.
This change in the governorIperal’s status marked the ending of the old
lonial relationship.
The appointment of a
rhimissioner to represent to one free govern^nt the wishes of another free government
^is one of the first steps in building up the
w relationship.
[The initiative in the second step came from
1

I

i

II

j

!

I

[

^

t

I

I

1

United Kingdom.

A

change was now

parent in the attitude of many Englishmen
rion imperial questions.
The present value
the colonies, their possible greater value
the future, and the need of all the help that
liild be had from them, were coming to be
leading articles in the creed of many
ivent thinkers. The Imperial Federation

^

I

'

^gue,

I

founded in London in 1884, gave
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vigorous expression to these views
and
Canadian branch, formed at Montreal in 1
next year, to be followed by local brand
from sea to sea, exercised a strong influei
on the current of Canadian thought.
The new desire to bind the colonies do
was largely due to the revival of protect!
and of imperialism both in the Uni1
Kingdom and in foreign countries. Alike
trade and in defence, colonial aid was
;

many coming

to be felt essential. Abro
in the ascendant.
Cobde
prophecy of the world following Britain?
example in free trade had not been fulfill

protection

was

France, Germany, Austria-Hungary, It
Russia, the United States, were rearing higli
tariffs, threatening to shut out British goo
|
Even Canada and Victoria had done likew I
Moreover, France and Germany and
1
United States were becoming formida |
rivals to Britain, as they turned more
more from farming to manufacturing. It
little wonder that a section of English opin
began to sigh for protected markets, for I
taliatory tariffs to force down bars abro 9
and for a revival of the old preference |
monopoly in the markets of the colonies.
Defence, too, assumed a more anxi
!

NEW FOREIGN PROBLEMS
The nations

ipect.

of

141

Europe were entering

mad

scramble for empire, for colonial
Russia pushed steadily
issessions overseas.
5stward to the Pacific and south to the gates
France sought territory in Africa
India.
id in Asia, Germany in Africa and the Pacific,
Nationalism had gone to
aly in Africa.
Long prevented by
ed in imperialism.
ternal dissensions from competing with
iigland in the acquisition of territory, the
ttions of Europe, now that national conlidation had been largely effected, turned
England could not
follow her example.

i

a

I

I

jically object to their desire

to their
Llmerstons

plans

for

larger

for territory
navies.
Her

Disraelis had boasted of the
empire on which the sun never
'd
her Froudes and Seeleys were singing
expansion of England
glories of the
p man in the street felt the manifest destiny
jthe Anglo-Saxon to rule the lesser breeds

and

[ght of the
;

‘

’

r

*

’

j

the American Mahan had made clear
importance of sea-power and had pointed
None the
e means to the end so glorified.
uncomfortable, the
I'fs the rivalry was felt
?re so as these nations did not follow
|!iile
(

j

I

[itain’s
)

Sms,

free-trade policy in their

new

posses-

and sometimes manifested a lack

of
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scruple which boded ill for future peace. A;
so from some quarters in Britain came t
demand for colonial contributions to the Arr
and Navy, or failing that, for some form
imperial federation which would set up
central parliament with power to tax and
control.

In August 1886 an influential deputati
from the Imperial Federation League wail
upon the prime minister. Lord Salisbu
and asked him to summon a conference
the colonies to discuss the idea of setti
federal council as a first step towai
centralizing authority.
The prime minis
expressed his doubt as to the wisdom
discussing political changes which, if possit
were so only in the distant future. Believi:
however, that there were other subjects r
for discussion, he took the momentous st
and called the first Colonial Conference.
Every self-governing colony and seve
all

up a

crown colonies sent representatives. Cam
Sir Alexander
Campbell, lieutena
governor of Ontario, and Mr, later
Sandford, Fleming, the apostle of an All-F
Lord Salisbury, in opening
Pacific cable.

sent

proceedings, referred to the three lines uj
which progress might be made. The Gern

i

^
H
i

i

3

1

FIRST COLONIAL CONFERENCE
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mpire evidently suggested the ideas which
and others had in mind. A political federaon, like that of Germany, to conduct all our
dperial affairs from one centre,’ could not
B

*

But Germany
created for the present.
kd had two preliminary forms of union, both
which might be possible, a zollverein or
istoms union, not yet practicable, and a
[iegsvereirif or union for purposes of mutual
^

j;

which was feasible, and was the
and important business before the Con-

jfence,
al

rence.

the weeks of discussion which followed
Canadian delegates took little part except
)on the question of the cable which was at

[In

e

Australia agreed
^ndford Fleming’s heart.
make a contribution towards the cost of
British squadron in Australasian waters,
hd Cape Colony agreed to provide some
Sir Alexander
pal defence at Table Bay.
l^mpbell referred to the agreement of 1865
still in force, denied that the naval defence
Canada had proved burdensome to Britain,
dked vaguely of setting up a naval school or
fining a reserve, and offered nothing more,
je Conference did not discuss political federaj)n and touched only lightly on preferential
I

I

;

I

iide.

I

As the

first

of

a

series,

and

for its
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revelation of the obstacles to proposals f
Germanizing the British Empire, it prov
more important than for any positive achiev

ments.
In the stand thus taken the Canadi
delegates adequately reflected the feeli:
both of the general public and of the leade
of both parties in Canada at that ti:
alike as to political defence and trade rel
tions.

As
for

for political relations, the only propoi

change came from the Imperial Feder

tionists.

cates

in

The idea had some notable advl
Canada Grant, Parkin, Deniso]

—

M‘Carthy and others. But many of th
advocated it simply because it was the o
theory of closer imperial relations then in t
field.
At first it was too hazily pictured
make clear the extent to which the Canadi
and other parliaments would be subordinat(
to the proposed new central parliame
When faced with a concrete plan, few Ca
dians were eager to give up control of thi
destinies to a parliament in which they wo
have only one-tenth of the representati
The responsible politicians did not at any ti
endorse the scheme. Sir John Macdonald,
a practical man, saw at once a fatal object!

POLITICAL FEDERATION
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the sacrifice of Canadian self-government
hich it involved.^ Some of the members of
e Imperial Federation League urged with
ausibility that political federation would
ring the colonies new power in the shape
control over foreign policy, rather than
ike old powers away, but Macdonald much
»ubted the reality of the control it would
Nevertheless the Imperial Federation
ve.
iague and its branches did useful educational
l)rk.
Owing to differences of opinion among
members it was dissolved in 1893, but was
vived and reorganized two years later as the

Empire League.
Nor was Canada greatly interested in ques#ns of defence. In the sixties and seventies,
is true, the larger colonies had agreed, with
jne reluctance, to assume the increasing
fitish

of the burdens of defence made necessary
the increasing control of their own affairs.

jare

During the last few years of his life, when asked if he were
Imperial Federationist, he would reply somewhat after this
ion : “ That depends on what you mean by Imperial Federafavour of any feasible scheme that will
between the various portions of the
hire, but I have not yet seen any plan worked out by which
can be done. The proposal that there should be a parliatary federation of the Empire I regard as impracticable. I
tly doubt that England would agree that the parliament
:h has sat during so many centuries at Westminster, should

-

I

am, of course,

g about a

I

D.W.L.

'i

in

closer union

K
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Gradually the British troops stationed in Au
tralia, New Zealand, and Canada (save for
small garrison force at Halifax) had been wit
drawn, and their places taken by local militi
But as yet it was understood that the i
sponsibilities of the colonies were seconda
and local. As a result of long discussion, t
British House of Commons in 1862 unai
mously resolved that colonies exercising t
right of self-government ought to underta
the main responsibility of providing for th
own internal order and security and ought
‘

assist

in their

own

T

external defence.^

United Kingdom to underta
the general defence of the Empire was equa
understood the Committee on Colonial I

duty

of the

;

fence (i860), whose report led to the adc
tion of this resolution, agreed that since t
Imperial Government has the control of pei
and war, it is therefore in honour and di
‘

be made subsidiary to a federal legislature.

But, however
might be, I am quite sure that Canada would never consen
be taxed by a central body sitting at London, in which she
for her proportionate numbeB
have practically no voice
members in such an assembly would amount to little more
an honorary representation. That form of Imperial FederaMi
is an idle dream.
So also, in my judgment, is the proposBj
establish a uniform tariff throughout the Empire.
No coB
would ever surrender its right to control its fiscal policy.’”—
It,
Memoirs of Sir John Macdonald, vol. ii, p. 215.

wB

;

W

pB

INTER-IMPERIAL DEFENCE
lied
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[ainst
[sition
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to assist the Colonists in providing
the consequences of its policy/
affirmed by Mr Cardwell’s dispatch

—

June 17, 1865.
Given the fact and theory of political
lationship as they existed in this period,
is
compromise was the natural result,
ider the old colonial system the empire was
iitain’s, governed for its real or fancied gain,
d imperial defence was merely the debit
The myth
e of colonial trade monopoly.
it Britain had carried on her wars and her
^lomacy for the sake of the colonies, which
refore owed her gratitude, had not yet been
True, the day had passed when
she derived
mt, from the political control of the white
jpire, yet the habits of thought begot by
If profit had
)se conditions still persisted.
The English[lished, prestige remained.
our possesin who regarded the colonies as
jj^jns
was quite as prepared to foot the bill
the defence of the Empire which gave him
right to swagger through Europe, as he was
maintain a country estate which yielded
income other than the social standing it
^e him with his county neighbours.
As
therefore, there was no thought in official
,
'kented.

Itain derived profit, or believed

‘

’
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quarters that Canada should take part
oversea wars or assume a share of t;
burden of naval preparation.
When
English society proposed in 1895 that Cana(
should contribute money to a central na
and share in its control, Sir Charles Tupp
attacked the suggestion as an insidious,
chievous, and senseless proposal/
He urg
that, if Canada were independent, ‘ Englar
instead of being able to reduce her army by
man or her navy by a ship, would be coi
pelled to increase both, to maintain her prese
power and influence.^ He quoted the Lond
Times to the effect that the maritime defer
of the colonies was only a by-product of th
naval supremacy which was vital to Englan<
very existence as a nation, and cost not
penny extra, for which reason the control
the fleet must always remain unconditiona
in the hands of the responsible government
the United Kingdom/ Sir Charles, too, w
wont to stress the strategic importance of t
Canadian Pacific Railway as Canada’s c(
tribution to the defence of the Empire. I
j

m

‘

arguments had much

force,

but they w(

obviously the product of a time of
1

transiti(

Address on Canada and her Relations with the
Newcastle-on-Tyne, November 21, 1895.

Country.

Mo

INTER-IMPERIAL TRADE
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leasy answers to the promptings of the slowing spirit of nationhood.

Action, or inaction, corresponded to words.
1885, when Britain was waging war in the
udan. New South Wales offered to raise and
uip a regiment. The secretary for war at
ce spread the news of this offer through the
ler
)ly

colonies.

was to

»ops in

Sir

John Macdonald’s only

offer to sanction

the raising of

Canada, the whole cost to

fall

on

The offer was declined with
inks.
A company of voyageurs, largely
nch-Canadian, however, was recruited in
lada, at Britain’s expense, and did good
Sir John
vice in the rapids of the Nile.

eat Britain.

cdonald did not, of course,
lada’s neutrality in this war,

proclaim

any more

Hincks and MacNab had done in the
mean War, when hired German troops
[risoned Dover and Shorncliffe.
Canada

[n

I

ply took no part in either war.
if political federation and inter-im|
ial defence thus fell on deaf ears in Canada,
question of trade relations received more
ous attention. In urging the Pacific cable
ijii a service of fast steamships on each ocean,
dford Fleming had hit upon the line along
ch progress eventually was to be made.
5 ut,
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Tariff preferences, inter-imperial reciprocit

began to be discussed. As early as 1879 S
John Macdonald, on finding in England muc
over his high taxation
British imports, proposed to give British goo(

dissatisfaction

a preference if the United Kingdom wou
give Canada a preference in return. Thi
on the ruins of the old colonial syste
imposed by the mother country’s edict, wou
be built a new colonial system based on fr
negotiation between equal states.
In viJj

of Britain’s rooted adherence to free trail
nothing, of course, came of the proposll
Ten years later there was in England soil
fair trade,’ al
discussion of protection or
in Canada, during the elections of 1891, t|
idea of an imperial zoUverein was rhetorical
mooted as an alternative to reciprocity w:
the United States. Three years later s
(1894) the second Colonial Conference met
Ottawa, on the invitation of the Domini
Government. The object was to arrar
treaties of reciprocity in trade between 1
various colonies, to serve until such time
the mother country should renounce her fr
trade errors. There were many forceful a
eloquent speeches, notably one by Mr, n
Sir George, Foster, and a resolution v
‘

INTER-IMPERIAL TRADE
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favour of an Imperial Customs
^sed
But, save for a limited arrangement
lion.
th New Zealand in 1895, no definite result
lowed.
The policy of the Liberal Opposition in
nada in respect to inter-imperial trade may
in

briefly stated.
Mr Laurier’s first speech,
leader of the party, at Somerset, in 1887,
already been mentioned. There he dered that if commercial union with Great
i.tain were feasible, he would favour it.
b he had more hope of commercial union
h other British colonies, which had probive tariffs.
Two years later, speaking at
ronto, he referred to the obvious difficulties
the way of commercial union with Britain
;

g

I would favour with all my soul,’ he
a more close commercial alliance of
‘

slf.

d,

*

inada with Great Britain.

But,

sir, if

there

any man who believes that any such an
iance between Canada and Great Britain
1 be formed upon any other basis than that
free trade, which prevails in England, that
in is a Rip Van Winkle, who has been sleepthe last
t not only for the last seven but for
jty-four years.

The

British people will not

day go back upon the policy of free trade,
d Canada is not in a position at the moment.
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with the large revenue which she has
collect, to adopt any other tariff than
revenue tariff at best.’ That free trade amoi
all the British communities would some dj
be to their advantage, and that it would con
in time, he stated elsewhere, but added th
it could not.for many years be a practical issn
A notable step forward was taken in 189
Hitherto Liberal and Conservative alike hi
been considering the trade question chief
from the standpoint of the producer, seekii
fresh markets by offering in return concessioi
in the Canadian tariff.
Now the Libera

and the MXarthy wing of the Conservative
began to speak of the consumer’s interesi
The reduction of the tariff would be more ir
portant as a relief to the consumer than as
means of buying markets abroad for the pr
Instead of waiting for the distant d{
Britain should set up a tariff ai
give Canada reciprocal preference, the Liben
now pressed for giving an immediate and u
conditional preference on British goods,
resolution to this effect, moved in the Hou
of Commons by Mr, now Sir Louis, Davi<
was voted down by the Conservative majorit
but it was to bear notable fruit later.
ducer.

when Great

CHAPTER

VIII

THE END OF A REGIME
[E

pat

strain of a winter campaign proved too
for Sir John Macdonald’s weakened

ime.

On June

6,

1891, died the statesman

had guided the destinies of
All Canada felt the loss.
No one
voiced the common judgment with such
crimination and generosity as did the

so
inada.
LO

long

der of the Opposition. Speaking in parliant a few days later, Mr Laurier declared :

John Macdonald now belongs to the ages, and
an be said with certainty that the career which has
been closed is one of the most remarkable
^ers of this century. . , . I think it can be
prted that, for the supreme art of governing men,
iir

5 John Macdonald was gifted as few men in any
k or any age were gifted gifted with the highest
o fill qualities, qualities which would have made him
fi'lious wherever exercised, and which would have
e all the more conspicuously the larger the
itre.
The fact that he could congregate together
nents the most heterogeneous and blend them into
li

—
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one compact party, and to the end of his life kee
them steadily under his hand, is perhaps altogether ui
precedented. The fact that during all those years 1
retained unimpaired not only the confidence but tl
devotion, the ardent devotion and affection of his part
is evidence that besides those higher qualities of state
manship to which we were daily witnesses, he was al:
endowed with those inner, subtle, undefinable grac
of soul which win and keep the hearts of men.
As to his statesmanship, it is written in the histo:
Although my political views comp
of Canada. .
me to say that in my judgment his actions were n
always the best that could have been taken in
interests of Canada, although my conscience compe
me to say that of late he has imputed to his opponeri
motives which I must say in my heart he has mi
conceived, yet I am only too glad here to sink the
differences, and to remember only the great servic
.

.

tl

—

he has performed for our country to rememb
that his actions always displayed great original:
of view, unbounded fertility of resource, a high le^
of intellectual conception, and, above all, a h
reaching vision beyond the event of the day, and si
higher, permeating the whole, a broad patriotismdevotion to Canada’s welfare, Canada’s advancemei
and Canada’s glory.
Sir

John

Macdonald had been
Dominion for twenty

minister of the

prir

of

twenty-four years. In the next five years t&
Conservative party had four different lead«g

ABBOTT AND THOMPSON
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d the Dominion four prime ministers. The
was Sir John Abbott, who had lived down
e memory of his early views in favour of
mexation and had become the confidential
nily lawyer of his party.* A little over a
a.r later, ill-health compelled him to resign

st

‘

favour of Sir John Thompson, an able and
who grew in breadth
view with experience and responsibility.
All Abbott’s astuteness and Thompson’s
id uprightness were soon required to deal
th the revelations of rotten politics which
ipsently claimed the country’s attention,
had long been believed that the departpt of Public Works, under Sir Hector
ngevin, was a source of widespread corrupn, but it was not until Israel Tarte, a
imber of the House of Commons and a
ju of the bleus, made charges to that effect
ring the session of 1891, that the full
asure of the evil was understood. In the
;estigations and trials which followed it
LS
made clear that huge sums had been
fcracted from contractors in the service of
1^ Government and used in wholesale bribery,
ese revelations, as a London newspaper
narked, made Tammany sn^ell sweet.’
But the public indignation at these proofs
nest administrator,

‘
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of the sinister side of the

Government’s

loi

hold on power was weakened by similj
charges brought and proved against tl
Liberal Government of Quebec, under Hono:
Mercier. The lieutenant-governor summari
dismissed Mercier, the Church set its fail
sternly against his ministry, which it ha
erstwhile approved, and the people of tl
province voted him out of power (1892). Tl
effect on the public mind of this corruption
Ottawa and Quebec was an apathy, a lowere
standard of political morality, since it ga\
point to the common saying that one set
politicians is as bad as another,’ by whic
good men excuse their unpatriotic indifferem
to public affairs.
The Conservative party, and the who!
Dominion, suffered a further loss in 189^
when Sir John Thompson died suddenly
Windsor Castle. Sir Mackenzie Bowell Wc
chosen as his successor.
Meanwhile the fo rtunes and the spirit oltli
Liberal party rose steadily.
Mr Laurier
position "as Jeader streh
as each yet
«

‘

(

i

gave proof

of

his”'^^dfast

charac ter, h

couragej'^lahd his political sagacity.

his time

and

t he party.

ei^rg^'^lsdidlT^rT^

He

gav

work

j

During these years he addresse

TARIFF REFORM
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indreds of meetings in Quebec and Otntario,
d made tours to the maritime provinces
d through the West to the Pacific,
he convention of Liberals from all ends

the Dominion, which met at Ottawa in
At
3, had given fresh vigour to the party.
,t convention,
as has already been noted,
phasis was placed upon the need of lowerthe tariff. It was urged that the tariff
uld be made to rest as lightly as possible
on the necessaries of life, and that freer
de should be sought with all the world,
particularly with Great Britain and the
ited States.
t

was about

jCarthy,
tters
es,

this time, too, that

who was mellowing

in

D 'Alton
religious

and growing more radical on other

voiced a

demand

for

a reduction of

toms burdens and for the adoption of
imum and minimum schedules, the

imum

rates to

be given Great Britain

and foreign countries
equivalent terms, and the
imum rates to be applied to countries
the United States which maintained pro^itive tariffs against Canadian products,
e Patrons of Industry, an organization of
mers which for a few years had much power

[d

British

ich

colonies

offered
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Ontario, also demanded tariff reforn
Even the Government went a little with publ
opinion and lopped away a few moulderir
branches in 1894. Thus the tariff remaine

in

‘

^

an

issue during the last five years of
Conservative regime.

tt

A

more burning question, however, was tl
revival of the old contest over provinci
Th
rights and denominational privileges.
was the offspring of the Equal Rights agitatio:
which had spread to Manitoba. In Augu
1889 Joseph Martin, a member of the Manitol
Cabinet, following D ’Alton M‘Carthy at
public meeting, announced that his goveri
ment would establish a non-sectarian system
education.
few months later this was don
When Manitoba entered Confederation,
1870, there had been no state-support
system of education.
Roman Catholic
Anglicans, and Presbyterians maintained d

A

nominational schools, supported by fees at
church grants. The settlers were aboi
equally divided between Catholics and Pr
The Manitoba Act, Manitoba’s co
testants.
stitutional charter, gave the new province
most respects the same powers as the old
provinces. The province was given control

MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION
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first, to the provision that
law should be passed prejudicially affecting
7 right or privilege, with respect to de-

ucation, subject,

which any class of
or practice at the union,
d subject, secondly, to an appeal to the
eral authorities from any provincial act or
minational
rsons

schools,

had by law

dsion affecting the rights of any minority,
ptestant or Catholic.
In 1871 a school
ftem much like that of Quebec was set up.
ptestant schools and Catholic schools were
ablished, and each was granted half the
^vincial appropriation.
Later, as the Protant population grew relatively larger, the
ount was divided in proportions corremding to the number of pupils in each
Now, in i8oo. this system
3S of schools.
p completely swept awav and replaced
yle system of state^^su^ort ed schools.

by a
At
It it h^ been the intention to make them
irely secular, but in the end provision was
de for some non-denominational religious

Any

who did not wish to
such a school would be
jipelled to pay for the support of a school
^is own, besides paying taxes for the general
ool system.
he Catholics, first under Archbishop
ching.

d

Catholic

his children to

i6o
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Tache’s firm but moderate guidance, ai
later under Archbishop Langevin’s crusadii
leadership,
authorities

demanded

redress.

would not change

The provinci
their policy,

was thought that the constitution provid<
ample protection for a religious minority d
prived of its rights. The provision was thre
First, the Dominion Government mig!
fold.
disallow the offending act.
But the Dominic
Government saw fit not to exercise this righ
preferring to leave the matter to the court
Secondly, there was the pr
if possible.
vision of the Manitoba Act forbidding the pr
vince to take away any rights as to denoir
national schools possessed by any class
persons at the union. Test cases were broug
and elaborately argued in the courts. Tl
Supreme Court held that the privilege of pa
ing only for one^s own denominational schoc
existed at the union, and had been infringe
The Privy Council reversed this judgmer
holding that Catholics were still free
support schools of their own, and that tl
was the only privilege which they had befo
possessed.

There was still a third string to the bowthe appeal to the governor-general in counc
the Dominion Government, to pass remedi
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Here again the Supreme Court
the Privy Council differed. The Supreme
urt held, but not unanimously, that no
ht of federal intervention existed but the
|ivy Council maintained, as the last word in
case, that the Dominion had power to
islation.

;

ervene.
his decision put the question squarely
It was a
ore the Bowell Government.

An administration drawstrength from Ontario, and headed

cult situation.
its chief

a prominent Orangeman, was called upon
the Catholic authorities to use its powers
compel a determined province to change
policy or, in default, to pass a federal
restoring the minority’s privileges.
But
well and his colleagues soon made their
ision.
Early in 1895 the province was
ered in uncompromising terms to restore
he minority its former rights and privileges.
legislature declined, on the ground that
^

i

old system

was

inefficient

and

disruptive,

urged the federal authorities to investie school conditions in Manitoba, past and
sent, before taking the fatal step of coercion,
f after a commission had failed to induce
province to yield, the Bowell Government
ounced that at the next parliamentary
I

,

D.W.L.
!

1

L
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session (1896) a Remedial Bill
troduced and passed.

would be

i

On

the eve of the meeting of parliame
came the startlii
news that seven of the members of Sir Ma
kenzie Bowell’s Cabinet, chief among the
being Mr Foster and Sir Hibbert Tupper, h
revolted against their leader. The revolt?
urged the supreme need of forming t
strongest possible administration in the cris
and to that end demanded the resignati
Bowell bitterly c
of the prime minister.
nounced the nest of traitors,’ and sought
form a Cabinet without their aid, but t
strikers picketed every possible Candida
Finally a compromise was reached by whi
the bolters were to return under Bowe
leadership for the session and Sir Char
Tupper was to take command at its close.
Meanwhile Mr Laurier had been obliged
iace the same difficult issue. He was a sinci
He sympathized with the des
Catholic.
for this last historic session

‘

of his fellow-religionists for schools in wh:
their faith would be cherished, and belief)

that at the creation of the province all part
had understood that such schools were assur
He knew, too, the power of the Church
Quebec, and the fierceness of the storm tl

1
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beat upon him if he opposed its will,
he kept a close grip on fact. He saw
rly that any attempt by the Dominion to
up a separate school system, which would
e to be operated by a sullen and hostile pro-

lid
Ic

e,

was doomed

He condemned

to failure.

Government’s bludgeoning policy and
d investigation and conciliation by minor
ndments. Furth^than this, in the earlier
res of the agitaticm, he would not go.
In
e of entreaties and threats and taunts from
opposite camps, he remained, like Welling‘
,

within the lines of Torres Vedras.’

t the session of 1896 the

Government

in-

Remedial Bill, providing for the
nization and maintenance of distinctly

uced

its

rate schools in Manitoba.

The

Catholic

accepted the bill as in full comce with their demands, and bent all their
^^gies to secure its adoption.
A mandement
issued by all the bishops urging electors
upport only candidates who would pledge
And
selves to restore separate schools.
nuary Mr Laurier received a letter written
father Lacombe in the name of the bishops
published in the newspapers throughout
This letter besought the Liberal
da.
|er to support the bill, and warned him that
orities
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may God not grant, you do not
to be your duty to accede to our
demands, and if the government whict
anxious to give us the promised law is hei
and overthrown while persisting in its po
to the end, I inform you with regret that
episcopacy, like one man, united to the cle:
will rise to support those who may have fa
to defend us.’
Mr Laurier met the challenge squarely,
one of his strongest speeches he reviewed
whole tangled issue. He admitted the 1
power of Canada to pass and enforce the
but denied that the judgment of the Pi
Council made such action automatically ne
It was still the Government’s dut^
sary.
investigate and seek a compromise, nol
*

if,

which

lieve

it

,

force through a bill framed in darkness
obstinacy. The minority itself would be n

and more permanently benef
by amendments made voluntarily by the
vince as the result of reasonable compron
Then he turned to the threats of ecclesiasi
effectually

hostility

Not

m

many weeks ago

I

was

told

from high qua

the Church to which I belong, that unless I
ported the School Bill which was then being prep
by the government, and which we have now befor

j
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ould incur the hostility of a great and powerful
Sir, this is too grave a phase of this question
I have only this to
|me to pass it by in silence.
that even though I have threats held over me,
png, as I am told, from high dignitaries in the
rch to which I belong, no word of bitterness shall
pass my lips as against that Church. I respect
hd I love it. Sir, I am not of that school which
Jbeen long dominant in France and other countries
[Continental Europe, which refuses ecclesiastics
privilege of having a voice in public affairs.
No,
a Liberal of the English school, which has all
g claimed that it is the privilege of all subjects,
jther high or low, whether rich or poor, whether
bsiastic or layman, to participate in the adstration of public affairs, to discuss, to influence,
persuade, to convince, but which has always
pd, even to the highest, the right to dictate even
I am here representing not Roman
be lowest.
olics alone but Protestants as well, and I must
!

an account

am

of

my

stewardship to

all

classes,

a Roman Catholic of French extraction,
usted with the confidence of the men who sit
nd me, with great and important duties under our
titutional system of government.
I to be
occupying such a position that I am to be
b

I,

—

Am

as to the course I am to take in this House
basons that can appeal to the consciences of my
^-Catholic members, but which do not appeal
ell to the consciences of my Protestant colleagues ?
So long as I have a seat in this House, so long

ited to
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occupy the position I do now, whenever it s! I
become my duty to take a stand upon any ques S
whatever, that stand I will take, not from the p<
of view of Roman Catholicism, not from the poin
view of Protestantism, but from a point of view wl
can appeal to the consciences of all men, irrespec
of their particular faith, upon grounds which car
occupied by all men who love justice, freedom,
as

I

toleration.

Mr Laurier concluded by moving, not
equivocal amendment, as had been expec
by the Government, but the six months’ ho
or straight negative. A few Catholic Libei
supported the Government, but the party
a whole, aided by a strong band of erstwl
ministerialists, obstructed the measure
vigorously that the Government was cc
pelled to abandon it, in view of the hast
ing end of the legal term of parliame
Sir Charles Tupper dissolved parliament,
organized his Cabinet, and carried the quest
to the country.
A strenuous campaign followed. Mr Laui
took, in Ontario and Quebec alike, the fii
moderate position he had taken in the Hoi
of Commons.
The issue, in his view, \
not whether the constitutional rights of
Catholics of Manitoba had been violate
i
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he believed that they had been. The
sue was, Could these rights be restored by
bercion ?
The Conservatives and the Church

;>r
ieij

Pi

Yes.

lid

True to

his

political

faith,

Mr

Up and down

the province
Quebec he was denounced by the ultraLontane leaders.
Here was sheer, stark
'iberalism of the brand the Church had conbmned. Bishop Lafieche declared that no
atholic could without sin vote for the chief
a party who had formulated publicly such
aurier said No.

and Archbishop Langevin called
every true son of the Church to stand by
lose who stood by it.
In Ontario and the
:her English-speaking provinces, on the conary, the welkin rang with denunciations of
erarchical presumption.
Sir Charles Tupper
ught with the wonderful vigour and fearlessjss that had always marked him, but fought
vain.
His forces, disorganized by internal
rife,
weakened by long years of office,
eighted down by an impossible policy, were
match for the Liberals, strong in their
ader and in a cause which stirred the enlusiasm of a united party. The election
suited in a decisive victory for the Liberals.
:range to say, Manitoba went with the Confrvatives and Ontario gave the Liberals only
error,

berbon

tj
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out of ninety-two seats, thoug
to independents opposed to th
Remedial Bill, while Quebec gave forty-eigl
seats out of its sixty-five to the party which i1
spiritual leaders had denounced.
forty-four

seven

fell

Richard Cartwright, Minister

of

5.

Wilfrid Laurier, Prime Minis

of

6.

H. G. JoLY DE LotbiniI;re, Min

Israel Tarte, Minister of Public

7.

Andrew

8.

William Mulock,

1.

Sir

2.

William

Trade and Commerce
S.

Fielding,

President of the Privy Council
Minister

Finance
3.

J.

Inland Revenue

Works
4.

Sir Oliver

Mowat,

Minister of Justice

G. Blair, Minister of
and Canals

R

Postmaster-Ge

H. Davies, Minister of Marine

13-

W. Borden,
RD

and Defence
\V.
Scott,

Sydney A. Fisher,

Minister of Agricul-

ture

Fisheries

Minister

Secretary

of

15.

Clifford Sifton, Ministerof the Interior
C. A. Geoffrion Minister without Port-

16.

R. R. Dobell, Minister without Portfolio

17.

Charles Fitzpatrick,

14.

of

Paterson, Minister of Customs

folio

Solicitor-General

CHAPTER IX
NEW MEN AT THE HELM
S^E long night of opposition was over. The
itics were to be given the opportunity to
Under the leader who
3 constructive work.
id served so fitting an apprenticeship they
ere to guide the political destinies of

r over fifteen years.

Canada

Th^e were to be years of

Ifange and progress^ years
e gulf

which

w ould bridge

bet^^th^t^nant colony olyester-

I

and the progressive nation oLto-day.
'Mr Laurier gathered r oun d him -the-ablesl\ ^
pup o f administrators ever umted in a single j
inadian Ministr y. To augment his already^
jfwerful parliamentary following he called
>m the provincial administrations four of
e strongest men ^ and took them into his
Ribinet.
The prime minister himself, warned
the experiences of Mackenzie and Machald, did not burden himself with a departmt, but wisely decided to save his strength
ly

*

:

These were Sir Oliver Mowat, William Stevens Fielding-,
lirewG. Blair prime ministers respectively of Ontario, Nova
:

—
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and time for the general oversight and guid
ance of the Government.
The firs^task of the new Ministry was t(
'seek a peaceful settlement of the Manitob*
school question. A compromise was doubt
Scotia,

and

New

Brunswick

general of Manitoba,

months

who

—and

Clifford Sifton, attorney

joined the

Ottawa Ministry a

fe\

later.

Mr

Laurier’s administration was formed as follows
Prime Minister and President of the Council, WiLFRi:

Laurier.
Minister of Finance,

WILLIAM

S.

FIELDING,

of

Nov

Scotia.

Minister of Justice, SiR OLIVER MOWAT, of Ontario.
Minister of Trade and Commerce, SIR RICHARD CART
WRIGHT, of Ontario.
Secretary of State, RICHARD W. SCOTT, of Ontario.
Minister of Public Works, J. ISRAEL Tarte, of Quebec.
Minister of Railways and Canals, ANDREW G. BLAIR,
(

New

Brunswick.

Postmaster-General, WILLIAM MULOCK, of Ontario.
Minister of Agriculture, SYDNEY A. FISHER, of Quebec.
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, LOUIS H. DAVIES,
Prince Edward Island.
Minister of Militia and Defence, Frederick W. Bordei
of Nova Scotia.
Minister of the Interior, CLIFFORD SiFTON, of Manitoba
Minister of Customs, WILLIAM PATERSON, of Ontario.
Minister of Inland Revenue, H. G. Joly de LOTBiNifeR]
of Quebec.
Christophe a. Geoffrio
of Quebec.
Ministers without Portfolio
^

Richard

R.

Dobell,

Quebec.
Solicitor-General,

Charles Fitzpatrick,

of Quebec.
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j

ess facilitated by the fact that the same party
low ruled both in Ottawa and in Winnipeg.
The province would not restore the system of

itate-aided separate schools,

but amendments

the provincial law were effected which
emoved the more serious grievances of the
ninority.
Provision was made for religious
leaching in the last half-hour of the school
lay, when authorized by the trustees or requested by the parents of a specified minimum

10

if

I

Any

pupils.

religious

denomination might

teaching, upon days to be
irranged.
Where the attendance of Roman
iatholic children reached twenty-five in rural
ind forty in urban schools, a Catholic teacher

i»rovide
t

I

such

should be engaged upon petition, and equally
non-Catholic teacher should be engaged
br a Protestant minority similarly situated,
^^here ten pupils spoke French or any other
inguage than English as their native tongue,
4 -lingual
teaching should be provided.
In
,ie ordinary work of the school the children
ere not *to be divided on denominational
nes, and the schools were to remain public
j

'

ihools in

I

every sense.

The settlement was accepted

'

generally in

country as a reasonable ending of the
(rife
^as the best that could be done in the

'le

—
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circumstances. Edward Blake,
the Catholic minority, declared

counsel

for

more

advantageous than any legislation which could
have been secured by coercion. Speaking in
the House of Commons (March 1897) in defence of the settlement, Mr Lauder again
declared his doctrine, ‘ that the smallest
measure of conciliation was far preferable to
any measure of coercion.’ The settlement, he
continued, was not as advantageous to the
minority as he would have desired
still,
after six long years of agitation, when the
passions of men had been roused to the highest
pitch, it was not possible to obtain more, nor
for the Government of Manitoba to concede
more, under present circumstances.’
By the Catholic authorities, however, the
compromise was not accepted. They denounced it as sanctioning a system of mixed
and neutral schools which the Church had
condemned, and as sacrificing to fanaticism
the sacred rights of the minority. Archbishop
Langevin vigorously attacked the settlement
and all the parties to it, and some of his
brother ecclesiastics in Quebec agreed with
him. Voters in by-elections were told that
they had to choose between Christ and SataUj
it

‘

;

between bishop and erring

politician.

The
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eading Liberal newspaper of Quebec City,
'JElecteury was formally interdicted
every
i on of the Church was forbidden to subscribe
under penalty of
to it, sell it, or read it,
[grievous sin and denial of the sacraments.’
So the war went on, until finally a number of
Catholic Liberals, in their private capacity,
[appealed to Rome, and a papal envoy, Mgr
Merry del Val, came to Canada to look into
This step brought to an end a
the matter.
fampaign as dangerous to the permanent welfare of the Church itself as it was to political
[freedom and to national unity.
The other ^sue which had figured in the
[general elections was the tariff.
At the
approach of power the fiscal policy of the
Liberals had moderated, and it was to moderkte still further under the mellowing and con-

—

‘

i

I

'

I

I

I

power itself. The
had de clared _war
to the knifeju^pon- protection.
In 1896, howjiver, it was made plain that changes would

i

I

lervative

influences

of

Liberal platf orm_..of ...i 8.93

!

‘

i

^

effected hastily or without regard to
^ot^
In correspondence withs
established interests.

Mr G. H. Bertram of Toronto, published before \
the election,
free

tra de

Mr

Laurier stated that absolute
of the question and that

was out

the policy of his

,

party was a revenue

tariff,

,
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which would bring stability and permanence,
and would be more satisfactory in the enc
to

all

manufacturers except monopolists.

He

added prophetically that ^ the advent of the
Liberals to power would place political parties
in Canada in the same position as politica
parties in England, who have no tariff issue
distracting the country every general election.
The new Government lost no time in grap
tariff c ommissior
pling with the problem, t
as appointed which sat at different centre;
and heard the views of representative citizens
Then in April 189 7 MxJEield ing brought dowr
the new tariff. It was at once recognized as

A

w

well-considered measure, an honest and a lon^
first step in redeeming platform promises.
Ii
the revision of the old tariff beneficent_cii^iige;
were effected, such as ab olitjonlof-the dutiei
I
on binde r twine , barbe d wi re, and Indian corn
2-sub stantial reducti ons on flour and sugar, th
3 substitution of 3^ valorem for specific duties
V and a pro vision fo i^educing the duty on good
controlled by trusts or combines.
The dutie
^ on iron and steel were reduced, but increasec
bounties were given on their production ii
Canada. More important, however, than sucl
specific changes was the-^d option of th
H a prin ciple of a minimum and masdamm tariff

^
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tw elve and aJialLfier-centy

reducti on of

be Incre ased later to twenty-five per ce nt.
gpods exce£t winea.JLnd_
which on the whole
ranted^
dmltted Canadian products on terms as
This, although
b-vourable as Canada offered.
[ot so nominated in the bond, amounted in
[itention to the B^i^is h prefe re nce which the
iberal party had urged as early as 1892, for,
t-iscept New South Wal^ and possibly one
!jr
two low-tariff states like Holland, Great
((ritain was believed to be the only country
!o

In all

^

j

to the minimum rate.
But the
and German treaties, already menlOned,^ by which Great Britain had bound her
stood in the way. While those
|)lonies,

i

pititled

t

elgian

remained in force, so the law-officers
the Crown advised, Germany and Belgium
lould be entitled to the lower rates, and automatically France, Spain, and other favoured
ations.
If Canada was to be free to carry out
sr policy of tariff reform and imperial condidation, it became essential to end the
ieaties in question.
Sir Charles Tupper, now
lading the Opposition, declared that this
mid not be done.
[eaties

(f

I

i

)

1

See

p. 134,

CHAPTER X
CANADA’S

NEW PLACE

IN

THE WORLD

In 1837 ^ young girl of eighteen had come t
the British throne. Many had wished h(
well, but few had dreamed that, as the be
beloved of British sovereigns, she would pro^
an essential factor in a great imperial mov
ment which was to mark the close of her reig
The extraordinary length of that reign, h
homely virtues, and her statesmanlike prui
ence had made her Queen indeed in all h
vast domains and the one common, person
rallying-point for all her people.
The ye
1897 marked the sixtieth anniversary of h
reign, her Diamond Jubilee, which the whc

Empire now planned to celebrate

in

fittii

fashion.

The prime minister

sailed for

England

ear

in June, accompanied by Madame Lauri(
It was his first voyage across the Atlant
It can be imagined with what interest
looked forward to seeing both the land frc
176
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hich he had imbibed his political ideals and
from which his ancestors had come
New France more than two centuries beire.
But his interest and his mission were
He had great tasks to
lore than personal.

le land
I)

irform.
The most immediate purpose was
secure the denunciation or revision of the
He was to sit
felgian and German treaties.
the third Colonial Conference which had
len summoned for the occasion and in which
1 the self-governing colonies were to be re\

j
^

;

would be his mission to
from overseas the
imperial and national ideals which were

’esented.

There

it

Lerpret to his colleagues

fw
king

shape in Canada. To the general
he desired to make b ett er known the
Ist op portun ities Canada had to offer both
r the veni tuting settler an d for the trader who
^y^’at^ome. Perhaps less purposed, but,
it proved, no less successful, was a desire
bring together more closely the land of his
iblic

Jegiance and the land of his ancestry.
[From the landing in Liverpool in June
itil the sailing from Londonderry in August,
b Canadian prime minister passed through a
(kseless whirl of engagements, official conences and gorgeous state ceremonies, public
He
iners and country-house week-ends.
D.W.L.

M

_
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made many

notable speeches but, more tha
his dignihe^ bearing arid courtl
address, the subtle note d! distinction the
marked his least phrase or gesture ^with th
striking proof which he gave, as the Frencl
Canadian ruler of the greatest of the colonie
of the wisdom, the imperial secret, whic
Brita,in alone of nations had learned
mac
hi
beyond question tj^ lion of the hou
The world, and not least Britain herself, fea
ized with wonder, in the pageant of the Jubil(
ceremonies, how great and how united tl
Empire was and, at this moment, when £
eyes were focussed upon London, the prin
minister of Canada seemed to embody the ne
spirit and the new relationship.
The pre
rang with Canada’s praises.
For the fir
time in my experience,’ declared a shrev
American observer, England and the Englii
are regarding the Dominion with affectiona
enthusiasm.’ When the tumult and the shou
ing died and the Captains and the Kings d
parted. Sir Wilfrid Laurier ^ had a proi
accounting to give his people.
;

any words,

—

—

m

;

*

‘

/

I
[

1

Shortly after arriving in England

Mr Laurier had been mi

a Knight Grand Cross of the Order of St Michael and St Geor
Though on personal grounds sincerely reluctant to accept si
honours, he had bowed to circumstance and the wishes of
friends.

1
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The Belgian and German treaties, so long a
itumbling-block in the path of closer imperial
rade relations, were at last denounced. The
efinite, concrete offer of the Canadian prebrence proved effective, for it was given freely,
no huckstering spirit, with no demand for
iny equivalent or that Britain should reverse
er whole fiscal system for the benefit of a
mall fraction of her trade.
The Colonial Conference was an important
Mr Chamberlain,
icident of the Jubilee year.
le

new

ddress

made the chief
members the pro-

colonial secretary,

and

laid before the

sals for discussion.

He

suggested the de-

up an Imperial Council,
more than advisory power, and bound

rability of setting
ith

develop into something still greater.’ But,
only the prime ministers of New Zealand and
lasmania gave any sympathy, the suggestion
He spoke in laudatory terms
tas not pressed.
the contribution of the Australasian colonies
awards the British navy, and invited the other
blonies to make similar offers.
As to trade
lations, the colonial ministers decided to
insider whether they could follow Canada’s
bample of a free preference. No definite step
/ Great Britain towards zoUverein or protecon and preference was suggested. Fruitful

to
b

I

I

'

i8o
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discussion took place on Asiatic immigration
the Pacific cable, and imperial penny postage
All these discussions, though without imme
diate results, served to outline the problem
which were to face the Colonial Conferenc
after the Boer War had give:
in the future
a new turn and a new insistence to these prob
It was not until then, and not unt
lems.
Australia spoke with one voice rather tha
with six, that the Colonial Conference wa
to come into its own as an established bod
for inter-imperial discussion.
Outside the Conference there was much dis
It was for th
cussion of imperial relations.

—

most part vague and rhetorical, but it showe
clearly the new-born interest which wj
stirring wide circles in the United Kingdon
As yet Imperial Federation was the onl
scheme for closer union which had been at a
clearly formulated, and, though it had bee
discredited
find

by the

failure of its

and agree upon any

phraseology

advocates

feasible plan,

i

i

still held the field.
Sir Wilfri
himself sometimes expressed his vision in i
formulas. In a striking passage in his fir
speech at Liverpool he pictured Macaulay
New Zealander coming not to gaze upon tl
ruins of St Paul’s but to knock for admi
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upon the doors of Westminster. Yet
these earlier speeches forecast the newer
)nception of the Empire as a partnership
A colony,’ he described
i equal states.
lanada,
yet a nation words never before
1 the history of the world associated together.’
^king a dramatic contrast between the retellion and discontent which marked the beginning of the Queen’s reign in Canada, and
lie willing and unquestioned allegiance which
[parked it now, he showed that the secret lay
U the ever-wider freedom and self-govern^ient which had been claimed and granted.
From London Sir Wilfrid passed to Paris,
was before the days of the entente cordiale.
*on

;^en

‘

:

‘

—

I

I

c

Egypt, in Soudan, in Siam, in Newfoundthe interests of Britain and those of
kance were clashing, and there was much
Uk of age-long rivalry and inevitable war.
he reports which had reached Paris of the
rong expressions, uttered by a son of Nev/
ranee, of attachment and loyalty to the
impire and the Queen had made still more
itter the memories of the
few acres of snow
jst in 1763.
There was much wonder as to
hat Laurier would say on French soil. His
[essage there was the same.
The French
knadians, he said, had not forgotten the
1

land,

‘

’
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France of their ancestors
they cherished it
memories and its glories.
In passing throng]
this city, beautiful above all cities, I hav
noted upon many a public building the prou<
:

‘

device that the armies of the Republic carrie
through Europe Liberty, Equality, Fratei
nity.
Very well all that there is of wort
in that device, we possess to-day in Canadc
We have liberty absolute, complete, liberty fc

—
:

our religion, our language, for all the institt
which our ancestors brought from Franc
and which we regard as a sacred heritage. .
If, on becoming subjects of the British Crowi
we have been able to keep our ancient righl
and even acquire new ones, upon the oth(
tions

.

hand we have undertaken obligations whicl
descended as we are from a chivalrous race, v
recognize in full and hold ourselves in honoi
bound to proclaim. May I be permitted
1

personal reference ? I am told th<
here in France there are people surprised
the attachment that I feel for the Crown

make a

f

<

England and which

I

do not conceal.

He
may

that is called loyalisme.
(For my part,
say in passing, I do not like that newly coinc
expression, loyalisme
I much prefer to kee
to the good old French word loyaute.) Ar
certainly, if there is one thing that the stoi
:
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France has taught me to regard as an
French race, it is loyalty, it
I recall, gentlemen,
s the heart’s memory.
hose fine lines which Victor Hugo applied to
>£

Lttribute of the

dmself, as explaining the inspiration of his
Ife

Fidele au double sang qu’ont verse dans ma veine,
Mon pere vieux soldat, ma mere vendeenne.
I

and

fhat double fidelity to ideas

aspirations,

our glory in Canada. We are
^ithful to the great nation which gave us life,
hd we are faithful to the great nation which
given us liberty
A little later to a brilliant gathering he
^tered a prophetic wish
It may be that
^re in France the memories of the ancient
druggies between France and England have
|st nothing of their bitterness, but as for us,
tanadians of whatever origin, the days we
\ >ld glorious are the days when the colours of
ranee and of England, the tricolor and the
oss of St George, waved together in triumph
Ji the banks of Alma, on the heights of
j'ikerman, on the ramparts of Sebastopol.
imes change
other alliances are made, but
I
ay it be permitted to a son of France who
lat the same time a British subject, to salute
lose glorious days with a regret which will
luite distinct, is

p

’

!

:

1

;

‘
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perhaps find an echo in every generous min(
on either side the Channel. Long cheering f ol
lowed these words. Echo, indeed, they hav
found in these later days of new battlefields, c
a nobler cause and of bravery no less than of ole
’

At last this close-pressed summer was ovej
and Sir Wilfrid Laurier returned to a countr
that for a brief time knew no party. Ever
Canadian felt that his country stood high(
than before in the world's regard, and th
welcome given to the prime minister on h
return fittingly marked that nation-wide fee
ing.

Canada's hour at

last

was come.

outbreak of the war with tl
In 1899
Boer republics gave occasion for a new ste
in Canada's national and imperial develoj
ment.
By instituting the British preferem
Canada had made a distinct advance towar(
closer union along the line of trade.
Now, t
sharing for the first time in an imperial w<
overseas, the Dominion made an equal
momentous advance along the line of clos
union for defence.
The conflict in South Africa had been bre\
ing for years.
Over and above the racial a;
tagonism between Boer and Briton there w
the strife unavoidable between a primitiv
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people and a cosmopolitan,

gold-

pastoral

The Transvaal burgher feared
ieeking host.
hat, if the newcomers were admitted freely
and all things that he
herished would be swamped. The Outander was equally determined to have the
ominant voice in the country in which he
^as rapidly gaining the majority.
And what
/ith corruption rife in the little oligarchy that
iirrounded Paul Kruger at Pretoria; what
nth the Anglo-German- Jewish mining magates of Johannesburg in control of a subidized press
what with Rhodes and Jameson
teaming of a solid British South Africa and
inatical Doppers dreaming of the day when the
4st rooinek would be shipped from Table Bay,
hd with the Kaiser in a telegraphing mood
[lere was no lack of tinder for a conflagration.
Iven so, the war might have been averted, for
iere were signs of growth among the Boers
a more reasonable party under Joubert and
otha.
But, whatever might have been, Paul
Auger’s obstinacy and Joseph Chamberlain’s
"mness collided
and when, on October 9,
^99, Kruger issued his ultimatum, demandIg that Great Britain should withdraw her
bops from the Transvaal frontier and submit
le dispute to arbitration, the die was cast.
o the franchise, he

;

[

:

;
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Canada ? She had never befon
in war beyond the Americai
continent.
Yet no sooner was the ultimatun
launched than offers of service from in
dividuals and military units began to pou
into Ottawa, and press and public to deman
of

taken part

that a Canadian contingent should be seni
It was a startling change from the day whe:
Sir John Macdonald had declined to take an
step towards equipping a Canadian contir
gent for the Soudan. It was not becaus
Canada was deeply convinced that in the Boe
War Britain’s cause was more just than in th
Egyptian War. The vast majority, indeec
believed that the cause was just, that Britai
was fighting to free a population sufferir
under intolerable tyranny. When neutr
opinion the world over condemned Britain
policy, Mr Balfour urged in its defence th(
the colonies believed in its justice. True
not because, in Canada, at least, there was
the outset any real knowledge of the tangle
issue, but simply because of the reputatic
which British statesmen had acquired in tl
past for probity and fairness. Nor was
that Canada believed the Empire’s existen
to be at stake. Many a time leaders of bo
parties had spoken fervently of coming
«
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ever she should be in serious
raits.
But few, if any, in Canada believed
In the phrase of
lis to be such an occasion.
fervent Canadian imperialist, it seemed as
a hundred-ton hammer was being used to
ush a hazel-nut. Faith in the greatness
Britain’s naval and military might was
rong,
and, even more than in Britain,
I
ublic opinion in Canada anticipated a
prolenade to Pretoria,’ and was only afraid that
le fighting would be all over before our men
Tived.
It was just another of Britain’s
Britain’s aid

if

‘

i

ittle

wars.’

The

real source of the

iould

i

now

demand that Canada
take a part lay in the new-born

and national consciousness. The
served to precipitate the emotions and
;>inions which had been vaguely floating in
The Jubilee festivities
ie Canadian mind.
Jd the British preference had increased im^rial sentiment
and, with returning proerity and rapid growth, national pride was
itting the better of colonial dependence.
.rious element in this pride was the sense
rivalry with the United States, which had
ibt won more or less glory in a little war
jth Spain.
All these sentiments, fanned by
gorous newspaper appeal, led to the wish to
iperial

\

[•lisis

I

;

A

1

i
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do something tangible to show that the day (
passive loyalty was over and the day of r(
sponsible partnership had begun.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier was faced with a difficu
problem. He had not expected war.
I ha
hoped to the last/ he said later, that thei
that the Uitlande
would be no war
would get their rights from Mr Kruger
Government, not by the use of force bi
simply by the means of reason applied to tl
‘

‘

.

case.’

Now

.

.

he was suddenly called upon

decide one of the most momentous issues th
had ever confronted the Canadian peop]
He had to decide it in the midst of a risii
tide of popular enthusiasm in the Englis
speaking provinces. Equally he had to ta
into account the lukewarmness or hostility
Quebec. The majority of French Canadia
stood where their English-speaking fello
citizens had stood ten or twenty years befo]
They were passively loyal, content to be
protected colony. The instinctive sympath:
of many would be for the Boer minority rati
than for the English Outlanders in the Trai
vaal.
We may read the prime ministe
thoughts on this aspect of the problem fr(
his own words, addressed to an audience

Toronto
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may not
fellow-countrymen of French origin as

thicker than water, and the issue

my

appealed to you.

.

.

.

Still

we

are British subjects,

I

hd claim the rights of British subjects, and we
^sume all the responsibilities this entails. There are
len foolish enough, there are men unpatriotic enough,
blame us and to say that I should have rushed on
fid taken no precautions to guide public opinion
my own province. That is not my way of governI told you a moment ago that I
ig the country.
puld not swim with the current, that I would enf.avour to guide the current, and on this occasion I
ied to do so.
}

i

I

[

oreover,

parliament

was not

in

session,

id British precedent required the consent of

waging war.
an interview given on the 3rd of
btober, a week before the war broke out, Sir
’’ilfrid denied a report that the Government
^d already decided to send a contingent, and
ib-ted that it could not do so without parliaOn the same day a dispatch
ent’s consent.
^s received from Mr Chamberlain expressing
anks for individual offers of service, and
(ating that four units of one hundred and
rrenty-five men each would gladly be acpted, to be equipped and sent to Africa at
leir own or Canada’s cost, and thereafter to
maintained by the Imperial Government.
firliament for
i

In

'
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Ten days later, three days after the declarj
tion of war, the Government at Ottawa issue
an order-in-council providing for a continger
of one thousand men.^
The decision once made, the Governmei
lost no time in equipping and dispatchir
the contingent. On the 30th of October tl
troops sailed from Quebec. A week later tl
Government offered a second continger
Already it was becoming clear that there wou
be no ‘ Christmas dinner in Pretoria. Maf ekin
’

Kimberley, and Ladysmith were besieged, ai
the British were retiring in Natal. Six wee
passed before the British Government accepte
This time the Canadian authorities decid
to send a regiment of Mounted Rifles ai
three batteries of artillery. Later a battali
of infantry was raised to garrison Halifax a;
thus release the Leinster regiment for the froi
^

The

reason for the Government’s action

was

clearly sta

Tl
by Mr David Mills, minister of Justice, as follows
were two things that presented themselves to the minds of
administration. One was to call parliament together and Ob
its sanction for a proposition to send troops to South Afr
The other was to await such a development of public opinio:
would justify them in undertaking to send the contingent
;

‘

the general sanction of the political sovereignty of this cou
from which parliament derives its existence.
there
such an expression of opinion in this country as to justify
government in the course which they took.’ Senate Del

Now

—

February

6, 1900.
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Lord Strathcona provided the funds to
and the Strathcona Horse. In the last year
f the war five regiments of Mounted Rifles
nd a Constabulary Force, which saw active
All told, over seven
ervice, were recruited.
rhile

housand Canadians went to South Africa.
The course of the war was followed with inAlike in the anxious
pnse interest in Canada.
ays of December, the black week of Storm;

Magersfontein, and Tugela, and in the
the relief of Kimberley and
adysmith and Mafeking and the victory of
^ardeberg, Canadians felt themselves a part
the moving scene. Perhaps the part taken
f their own small force was seen out of
^rspective; but with all due discount for
^e patriotic exaggeration of Canadian newsjiper correspondents and for the generosity
Lord Roberts’s high-flown praise, the people
Canada believed that they had good reason
feel more than proud of their representatives
the veldts of Africa. After Zand River and
|)ornkop, Paardeberg and Mafeking, it was
lin that the Canadian soldier could hold his
on the field of battle. In the words of
Wilfrid Laurier, replying to an attack

erg,

>yful reaction of

I

.

•

jide

by Mr Bourassa
we heard

:

that our volunteers had justified
|y the confidence placed in them, that they had

IVhen
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charged like veterans, that their conduct was hero:

and had won

for

them the encomiums

of the

Con

mander-in-Chief and the unstinted admiration of the
comrades, who had faced death upon a hundre
battlefields in all parts of the world, is there

a me

whose bosom

did not swell with pride, the noble
of all pride, that pride of pure patriotism, the pri<
of the consciousness of our rising strength, the

pri(

on that day it had be(
the world that a new power had arisen
Nor is that all. The work of union ai

of the consciousness that

revealed to
the west ?

harmony between the chief races of this country
not yet complete. . . . But there is no bond of uni
so strong as the bond created by common dang
faced in common. To-day there are men in Sou
Africa representing the two branches of the Canadi
family, fighting side by side for the honour of Canac
Already some of them have fallen, giving to t
country the last full measure of devotion. Their
mains have been laid in the same grave, there to lie
the end of time in that last fraternal embrace
we not hope, I ask my honourable friend himself [
Bourassa], that in that grave shall be buried the 1
vestiges of our former antagonism ?
If such st
be the result, if we can indulge that hope, if we
believe that in that grave shall be buried our c
tentions, the sending of the contingent will be
greatest service ever rendered Canada since C
federation.

Meanwhile another war, much less hono|
able than that on the plains of Africa,
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png waged against the Government on the
The general elections
listings of Canada.
1900 gave countless opportunities for
unscrupulous and reckless appeals to
Lcial prejudice and for the charges of dislyalty which have unfortunately marked so
t

le

[any Canadian political contests.
Sir Wilfrid
^urier had to face the attacks of extremists
both Quebec and Ontario. In Ontario he
as denounced for hesitating to send the first
mtingent, and particularly for retaining in
s Cabinet Mr Tarte, who was reported to
Ive made anti-imperial speeches in Paris,
lissfully unaware that before the next general
pction they would be lauding the same Tarte
i

the skies, the chiefs of the Opposition made
war-cry for Ontario, Shall Tarte rule ? ^
^ncurrently in Quebec the prime minister
ks denounced for sending the contingent at
both by Conservatives and by one of the
lest of his former followers, Henri Bourassa,
[10 had broken with his leader on this issue
id on other more personal grounds.
Even
e veteran leader of the Opposition, Sir

I

*

[eir

[,

Sir
Tupper, played a double role.
Laurier is too English for me,* he
[dared in Quebec, and inveighed against
!e prime minister, whom he characterized as

larles

‘

Wilfrid

D.W.L.

'

‘

i

N
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an advocate of imperialism. But at Toron
some time later, he strove to explain aw
these words and to convince his hearers tl
Sir Wilfrid was not half British enough.*
Nevertheless, when polling day came
November, the Government was sustair
by an enlarged majority. In Ontario it 1
‘

fourteen seats, but it gained in the mariti
provinces, while Quebec still further increaj
its overwhelming contingent of Liberals in
House of Commons. The country as a wh
evidently approved the Government’s pol
in the war, and was not unmindful of the lo:
sought prosperity which was coming unde
vigorous administration at Ottawa.
Sir Charles Tupper, now over eighty,
still aggressive and full of enthusiasm, decic
to give up the leadership of the Conservat
party. He was succeeded by a fellow N(
Scotian, Mr Robert Laird Borden of Halif
The new leader had been only four years
parliament, but his ability and straight
wardness had won instant recognition. I
‘

changes had occurred in the ranks of
‘
Ministry of all the Talents
of 1896.
Oliver Mowat and Sir Henri Joly de I
’

biniere had retired to lieutenant-governorsh
their places had been taken respecth

and

SIR

ROBERT BORDEN

f'rom a photograph by Montminy, Quebec
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and Mr M. E. Bernier,
was in strong
ontrast to the incessant changes which had

Mr David

ly

'he

Mills

permanence

[larked

of this Ministry

the last

Liberal

Cabinet,

that

of

873-78.

The questions

of imperial relationship raised

War

y the Boer

lent especial interest to
Colonial Conference of 1902.
Again the
>rmal occasion for inviting the representaves of the Dominions to Great Britain was a
Good Queen Victoria had
>yal ceremony.
le

ed in 1901, and the coronation of Edward
Seventh was to take place in June. The
idden illness of the king postponed the
stivities, but the meetings of the Conference

ie

on as arranged.
iThe United Kingdom

bnt

r

was represented by
Selborne, and Mr
Edmund Barton and Sir John

Chamberlain,
Sir

^odrick.

Lord

now a single
tmmonwealth. To speak for the smaller
lonies appeared
their respective prime
nisters
Mr Richard Seddon for New

Arrest

represented Australia,

—

Gordon Sprigg for Cape Colony,
Albert Hime for Natal, and Sir Robert
ibd for Newfoundland. Sir Wilfrid Laurier
aland, Sir
'

presented

Canada.

He was accompanied
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by Mr

Fielding,

Sir Frederick Borden, Si
Mulock, and Mr Paterson.
Th
sessions were more formal than on previou
Only the prime ministers of th
occasions.
Dominions spoke, except when questions aros
affecting the special department of one of tl

William

other ministers.

The

earlier conferences ha

been in a sense preparatory, and the issu(
raised had not been pressed.
Now the dn
matic pressure of events and the master!
eagerness of Mr Chamberlain alike gave
the meetings a much more serious aspect.
English imperialists were intensely inte
I cannot co
ested and intensely hopeful.
ceal from myself,’ declared Mr Chamberla
in his opening address,
that very gre
anticipations have been formed as to t
results which may accrue from our meetin
The enthusiasm of Canadian and Australi
and New Zealander for the cause of the mott
country in the war had led many to belie
that the time was ripe for a great stride towa
the centralization of the Empire. The poli
of autonomy as the basis of union was attack
as obsolete. According to the new imperi
‘

‘

‘

ism, the control of the Empire should
centralized, should be vested in the Brit
Government, or in an Imperial Council
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sitting at London, in which
umbers and the overwhelming force of enironment and social pressure would give

arliament

treat Britain

unquestioned dominance.

Mr

[hamberlain himself shared these hopes and
limitations.
He was, indeed, more
|iese
lopular in the colonies than any other British
latesman, because he had recognized more
illy than any other their strength and the
(ilue of their support.
Yet he, too, laboured
ider the delusion that Australia and Canada
pre simply England beyond the seas.
He
)t only looked at imperial questions from the
of one who was an Englishman
but expected to find Australians
id Canadians doing the same.
'These expectations were destined to be
)int of

view

and

last,

1 st

'

shattered. The new imperialism did
give scope for the eispirations of the
<[>minions.
Its apostles had failed to regnize that if the war had stimulated imperial
ntiment in the Dominions it had also
imulated national consciousness. The speccular entry upon the world’s stage involved
sending troops half-way across the globe,
e bravery and the steadfastness the troops
Id
displayed, had sent a thrill of pride
trough every Dominion. The achievement
(.dely
)t

:

1
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of federation in Australia and the new-foun(
prosperity of Canada gave added impetu
to the national feeling. And, as a cross
current, opposed alike to the rising nationalisn
and to any kind of imperialism, there wa
still the old colonialism, the survival of way
of thought bred of the days when Englishmei
regarded the colonies as ‘ our possessions an(
colonials acquiesced.
These three currents
colonialism, nationalism, and imperialism, rai
strong in Australian and Canadian life, am
none of them could be disregarded. A fre
imperialism, consonant with and allied t
national ambitions, the Dominions woul
have, had indeed already, but the idea of M
*

Chamberlain and his followers, which

cor

travened both the new nationalism and the ol
colonialism, could not prevail.
As before, the chief subjects dealt with b
the Conference fell into three fields politics
relations, commercial relations, and defence.
In opening the Conference Mr Chamberlai
declared that the problem of future politics
relations had been simplified by the federatio
of the Australian colonies and the comin
The next ste
closer union of South Africa.
would be the federation of the Empire, whic
he believed was within the limits of poss:

—
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This might come by sending colonial
bresentatives to the existing House of
fmmons at Westminster, but perhaps a
|)re practical proposal would be the creation
a real Council of the Empire, which in the
pt instance might be merely advisory but
lity.

time would have executive and perhaps
powers. Elsewhere Mr Chamber11 had made more clear the extent of the
wer which he hoped this central council
uld in time acquire : he had defined it as
new government with large powers of
:ation and legislation over countries separd by thousands of miles.’
The appeal met with little response. The
;islative

I

me ministers seemed in no haste to abandon
policy by which they had already acquired
I

vers so
5

many and

moved

No resolution
Mr Chamberlain

so wide.

in the direction

ed.
Instead, a step was taken towards
king the Conference itself a more organic
providing that it should meet at
fy
^rvals not exceeding four years.
The vital
erence between the Conference and the
lerial Council which Mr Chamberlain ded, was that the Council when full-fiedged

uld be an independent government exercisdirect control over all parts of the Empire,

(
I'
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and with a dominating representation fror
the United Kingdom whereas the Conferenc
was simply a meeting of governments in whic
all the countries met on an equal footing, wit
no power to bind any Dominion or to influent
its action otherwise than by interchange
information and opinion.
As to defence, a determined attempt vn
made to induce the colonies to contribute i
the support of the British army and nay
Mr Chamberlain submitted a memorandui
showing that the United Kingdom spei
annually for military and naval purposi
29s 3d per head
while Canada spent 2
New Zealand 3s 4d, and Australia 4s ar
urged that it was inconsistent with the dignil
of nationhood that the Dominions should tht
leave the mother country to bear the whole
almost the whole cost of defence. He trust(
that no demands would be made which wou
appear excessive, and that something would 1
done to recognize effectually the obligation
Loi
all to contribute to the common weal.
Selborne for the Admiralty followed by urgir
;

<

—

—

<

1

contributions of money as well as of men
the navy. And Mr Brodrick for the
Office proposed that one-fourth of the existii

W

colonial militias should

be specially

trainc
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I

[ind

earmarked

for service overseas in case of

r^ar.

These suggestions met with a limited
leasure of success.
Cape Colony agreed to
rant ;g5o,ooo a year and Natal £35,000 to the

I

maintenance of the navy, while Australia^
hd New Zealand increased their grants for
^e maintenance of the Australasian squadron
jspectively to £200,000 and £60,000 a year,
^nada declined to make any grant or promise
the kind desired. Her representatives
fated that their objections arose, not so much
\om the expense involved, as from a belief
lat acceptance of the proposals would entail
fi important departure from the principles of
plonial self-government, which had proved so
peat a factor in the promotion of imperial
^liity.
They recognized, however, the need
making provision for defence in proportion
f
i the increasing wealth and population of the
mntry. They were prepared, in the developient of their own militia system, to take upon
lanada the services formerly borne by the
nperial Government, and would consider the

I

.

i

\

I

\

I

The

Australian representatives afterwards met with much
in securing^ the consent of the Commonwealth parliamajority of the members who took
fnt to this arrangement.
rt in the debate expressed the opinion that an Australian navy
I ist sooner or later take the place of direct contributions.

I

‘

jficulty

f

,

*

A
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a naval reserve or
the coasts.
Mr Brodrick^s proposal to have a specia
body of troops earmarked for imperial service
was endorsed by the small states, New Zealand
the Cape, and Natal, but strongly rejected bj
the nation-states, Australia and Canada. The
latter countries were of the opinion that the
best course to pursue was to endeavour t(
raise the standard of training for the genera
body of their forces, leaving it to the colony
when the need arose, to determine how anc
to what extent it should render assistance
To establish a special force, set apart foi
general imperial service, and practically undei
the absolute control of the Imperial Govern
ment, was objectionable in principle, as de
rogating from the powers of self-govvejrnmen
enjoyed by them, and would be calculated t(
impede the general improvement in trainini
and organization of their defence forces.’
Thus, so far as the Dominions had awakenec
to the need of greater outlay for defence, thc3
desired to make that outlay as they made al
other expenditure, under the direction am
possibility of organizing

‘

.

,

.

control of their own Governments.
It ma^
then did not Canada, in th
be asked.
succeeding decade, make better progress alon{

Why
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line ?
The reasons were many. One
the engrossment in the tremendous task
opening up and subduing vast continental
ildernesses, a task more costly than outside
pinion often realized, a task which rose to
ich proportions that the per capita burden
taxation on the Canadian became decidedly
reater than that borne by the Englishman
»r navy, army, social reform, and all other
jpenditure.
Then, too, there was the old
^lonialism, the habits of thought acquired
fider different conditions, which, by force of
omentum, persisted after these conditions
id passed away.
Though Canada had ceased
be a possession and was emerging into
Jitionhood, she awoke but slowly to the idea
taking up her own burden of defence,
lere was the lack of any pressing danger,
le British navy was still unchallenged in its
premacy. Canada had only one near neigh»ur
and with that neighbour war was fast
In fact, the United
looming unthinkable.
fates was regarded by some as being as much
protection in case of German or Japanese
ttack as a menace in itself, though doubtless
pst Canadians, if put to the test, would have
hused to accept such patronizing protection
that afforded by the Monroe Doctrine
the
is

fas

I

:

‘

’

;

I

I

;
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day had not yet come, however, when

th(

similar refusal of the South American statei
to be taken under any eagle’s wing, howeve
benevolent, was to lead to the transformatioi
of that relationship into a self-respecting quasi
alliance of pan-American republics.
Then
was the view strongly advanced by Sir Charle
Tupper and others, that if Canada were in
dependent the United Kingdom would requir
not a ship the less to protect its world-wid
trade.
True ; and few Canadians saw th
equal truth that in such a case Canada woul<
require many a ship the more. And if i
seemed probable, or even as certain as reason
ing from the experience of others could mak

that an independent Canada would hav
been involved in wars of her own, it was als
certain, as an actual fact, that through he
connection with Britain she had been involve
in wars that were not her own.
All such idea
and forces not only ran counter to Mr Chan
berlain’s new imperialism, but set a stumbling
block in the path of any rapid progress i

it,

defence upon national lines. The unwilling
ness of the British authorities to sanctio
Dominion fleets equally blocked progress alor
the most promising path.
As to commercial relations, Mr Chamberlai
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free trade within the

mpire/ presumably with a

common customs

foreign countries.
This proosal met with no support. None of the colonies
as prepared to open its markets to the manuriff

against

all

cturers of the United Kingdom.
For the
esent, protection was their universal policy,

was recommended, however, that those
plonies which had not done so should follow
anada’s example in giving a preference to
ritish goods, and that the United Kingdom
ould in turn grant a preference to the
lonies by exemption from or reduction of
then or thereafter imposed.
Mr
ties
amberlain belittled the value of the preferThe Canadian
ice already given by Canada.
inisters had no difficulty in showing the unThe preference,
drness of his conclusion.
hich had been increased to thirty-three and
third per cent, and made to apply specifically
Great Britain and to such other parts of
|ie Empire as would reciprocate, had not only
irrested the previous steady decline in imports
\
iaom Great Britain, but had led to a subantial growth in these imports.
Canada
ould agree, however, to go further, and grant
me increased preference if Britain would
iprocate.
These proposals for reciprocal
(

|j
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upon the fact that, as a Wi
revenue measure, the British Government ha
recently imposed a duty of a shilling a quart(
upon wheat. A few months later the ta

preference turned

was abolished, and reciprocal preference
became merely an academic topic.

agai

Canada, still leading the way in the matti
commercial relations, secured the passing
a resolution favouring cheap postage rates c
newspapers and periodicals between differer
parts of the Empire. Already in 1898, Canac
had lowered the rates on letters to any pa
of the Empire from five to two cents per hal
ounce, and her example had been wide
of

i

followed.

For the much cry there was little woe
Neither in trade nor in political relations ha
Mr Chamberlain’s proposals received any ei
couragement,and in defence matters only sma
and precarious advance had been made t
wards centralization. Mr Chamberlain did n(
In Sir Wilfri
conceal his disappointment.
Laurier he had met a man of equally stror
purposes and beliefs, equally adroit in argi
ment, and

much

better informed than bin

the lessons of the Empire’s past and
the public opinion overseas on questions
the day. He was plainly inclined to attribu"
self in

i

<
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he policy of the Canadian prime minister to
French descent. Divining this, Sir Wilfrid
;uggested that he should invite the other
Canadian ministers to a private conference.
|/Ir Chamberlain accepted the suggestion with
and hours
lacrity
a dinner was arranged
lis

;

f

;

discussion followed.

To

his surprise

Mr

hamberlain soon found that the four responsDle Canadian ministers of the Crown, all of
iritish stock,

two

of

Nova

Scotia and two of

took precisely the same stand that
|ieir French-Canadian leader had maintained,
'they were as loyal to the king as any son of
England, and were all determined to retain
ianada’s connection with the Empire. But,
Canadians first, they believed, as did Mr
mamberlain himself, that the Empire, like
ntario,

iiarity,

began at home.

The outcome was

mat the colonial secretary perceived the hopefcness of endeavour along the lines of politi11 or military centralization, and henceforth
^ncentrated upon commerce. The ChamberJ|n policy of imperial preferential trade, which
jl'entually took shape as a campaign for proifetion, was a direct result of the Conference
1902.
jilt is not without interest to note that the
iflicy of the Canadian prime minister as to

1
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political

and defence relations was not one
by the leader of the Opposi

called in question

when parliament next met. Sir Wilfrid
Laurier had faithfully voiced the prevailin
will of the people of Canada, whether the
willed aright or erringly.
tion

We

must now turn to see what relatior
existed during these years between Canad
and the neighbouring land which Canadiar

knew

so well.

In 1896,

when the Liber

Government took office, there still remaine
the disputes which had long made difficu
friendly intercourse with this neighbour

an
;
as yet there seemed few grounds for hope th
they could be discussed in an amicable temp

In the same year the Republicans came aga

and presently their new tariff ou
M‘Kinleyed the M‘Kinley Act of 1890, raish
the duties, which the Democrats had lowere
Little h
to a higher level than formerly.
yet occurred to change the provincial bum
tiousness of the American attitude towar
other nations though there had been a
action in the country from President Cle^|
land’s fulminations of 1895 on "tbe Venezuel
question—or to arouse towards Great Brit
to power,

—

or

Canada the deeper

1

feelings of friendsl
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I

tongue and common blood
mould have inspired. Moreover, the special
lifhculty that faces all negotiations with the

Which

common

power between
and Congress, remained in full infor President M‘Kinley made the

jJnited States, the division of

^resident
ensity,

iCrupulous observance of the constitutional
imits of his authority the first article in his
lolitical creed.
In Canada a still rankling
intagonism bred of the Venezuelan episode
Yet the
fiade the situation all the worse.
lany issues outstanding between the two
ountries made negotiation imperative.
A Joint High Commission was appointed,
fhich opened its sessions at Quebec in August
Lord Herschell, representing the
898.
Sir
United Kingdom, acted as chairman.
/ilfrid Laurier, Sir Richard Cartwright, Sir
ouis Davies, and John Charlton represented
knada. Sir James Winter sat for NewfoundInd and Senator Fairbanks, Senator Gray,
pngressman Dingley, General Foster, Mr
tasson, and Mr Coolidge for the United States,
he Commission sat at Quebec until October
id adjourned to meet at Washington in
kvember. There it continued its sessions
lid approached a solution of most of the diffiIt seemed possible to give permanilties.
D.W.L.

O
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ence to the existing unstable arrangements foi
shipping goods through in bond, to abolish th<
unneighbourly alien labour laws, to provide
that Canadian sealers should give up theii
rights in Bering Sea for a money payment, anc
to arrange for a measure of reciprocity it
natural products and in a limited list of manu
But the question of the Alaskai
factures.
boundary proved insoluble, and the Com
mission broke up in February 1899.
Step by step the long and often uncertaii
border between Canada and the United State
proper had been defined and accepted. Onh
the boundary between Canada and Alaska re

mained

in dispute.

There was a difference

0

opinion as to the meaning of certain words ii
the treaty of 1825 which defined, or purporte(
to define, the boundary between British an(
Russian America on the Pacific. That treat
gave Russia a panhandle strip of coast half

way down what is now British Columbia
and, when the United States bought Alask
in 1867, the purchase of course included thi
strip of coast.
As British Columbia grew, th
disadvantage of this barrier became serious!

and repeated attempts were made to hav
the boundary defined and, if possible, a poi
awarded to Canada. The discovery of gol
felt,
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the Klondike in 1896 made this all the more
The treaty of 1825 provided that
lorth of Portland Channel the boundary
thould follow the summit of the mountains
Parallel to the coast, and where these mouniains proved to be more than ten marine
bagues from the coast, the line was to be
Irawn parallel to the windings of the coast at

in

urgent.

I

en leagues’ distance.

n interpretation

Canada contended for
wording which would

of this

ive her a harbour at the head of one of the
fords which ran far inland, while the United
tates, following the usual international docine that a disadvantage to your neighbour
LUst be an advantage to yourself, insisted
bat its spite fence should be as high and as
ateless as possible.
The main point of difference between the
^o countries was as to the way of settling the
^spute.
The United States proposed a comission of three representatives from each
de.
Given a desire for fair dealing, such a
mmission is perhaps most satisfactory, at
ast for a permanent body, as the experience
the Waterways Commission has since
But for a temporary purpose, and in
ftown.
le spirit which then existed, the Canadian
^gotiators knew too well that such a board
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could reach a decision only by the weakening
They urged,
of one of the British members.
therefore, that a board of three arbitrators
should be appointed, one of them an international jurist of repute who should act as
umpire. This was the course which the U nited
States had insisted upon in the case oi
Venezuela, but what was sauce for the Venezuelan goose was not sauce for the Alaskan
gander. The United States asserted that the
Canadian case had been trumped up in viev«
of the Klondike discoveries, and would nol
accept any medium of settlement which die
not make it certain beforehand that, right oi
wrong, the claim of Canada would be rejected
The deadlock in this issue proved hopeless
and the Commission’s labours ended withoU
definite result upon any point for the time
Yet the months of conference had done gooc
in giving the statesmen of each country i
better idea of the views and problems of th<
other, and had contributed not a little to th(
final solution or the final forgetting that th<
Later, during Mr, nov
problems existed.
Lord, Bryce’s term of office as ambassador a
Washington, most of the provisional arrange
ments agreed upon were taken up and em
bodied in separate agreements, accepted b^
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both countries. When the new era of neighourliness dawned, a few years later, some of
he difficulties which had long loomed large and
oding ceased to have any more importance
han the yard or two of land once in dispute
etween farmers who have since realized the
oily of line-fence lawsuits.

After the adjournment of the Joint High
[Commission in 1899 the two countries agreed
;ipon a temporary Alaskan boundary-line for
)urposes of administration, and it was not
mtil early in 1903 that a treaty for the settlenent of the dispute was arranged between
jreat Britain and the United States and
iccepted

By

by Canada.

this treaty the

American proposal

of

a

members from each side
The Canadian Government

ommission

of three

adopted.
greed to this plan with the greatest reluctnce, urging to the last that arbitration with
n outside umpire was preferable. Seemingly,
owever, fairness was secured by a clause in
rfhe treaty which provided that the members
jiould be
impartial jurists of repute, who
lliall consider judicially the questions submitted to them, and each of whom shall first
lubscribe an oath that he will impartially
onsider the arguments and evidence subva,s

‘
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mitted to the tribunal and will decide thereupon according to his true judgment.’
Further, the United States now agreed to
abandon its former position, that in any case
territory then settled by Americans should
not be given up. That the United States
risked nothing by withdrawing this safeguard
became clear when the American commisElihu Root, a member
sioners were named
of President Roosevelt’s Cabinet, which had

—

to make any concession. Senator
who had only a few months before

declined

Lodge,

declared the Canadian contention a manufactured and baseless claim, and Senator
Turner from Washington, the state which
was eager to retain a monopoly of the Klondike
trade.
Undoubtedly these were able men,
but not impartial jurists. In the words of ar
American newspaper, the chances of convincing them of the rightfulness of Canada’s clain
are about the same as the prospect of a thav
in Hades.’
The Dominion Government at once proThe
tested against these appointments.
British Government expressed surprise, bui
held that it would be useless to protest, anc
suggested that it was best to follow thii
‘

example and appoint British representative!
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a similar type. Canada, however, declined
the suggestion, and carried out her part
iiionourably by nominating as arbitrators, to sit
With the lord chief justice of England, Lord
\lverstone, Mr Justice Armour of the Canadian
mpreme Court, and Sir Louis Jette, formerly
pf

judge of the Superior Court of Quebec,
on the death of Mr Justice Armour,
^r (now Sir Allen) Aylesworth, K.C., was
ater,

ij),ppointed in his place.

The case was admirably presented by both
and all the evidence clearly marshalled,

jides,

ate in October the decision of the tribunal
announced.
majority, consisting of
Lord Aiverstone and the three American
Members, had decided substantially in favour
yas

A

the United States. Sir Louis Jette and Mr
lylesworth declined to sign the award, and
declared it in part a
grotesque travesty

ijf

‘

[if

justice.’

In Canada the decision met with a storm of
isapproval which was much misunderstood
broad, in Great Britain and still more in the
It was not the petulant out|lf nited States.
urst of a disappointed litigant.
Canada
l^fould have acquiesced without murmur if
Satisfied that her claims had been disproved
h judicial grounds. But of this essential
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point she was not satisfied, and the feeling
ran that once more Canadian interests had
been sacrificed on the altar of American
friendship.
The deep underlying anti-American prejudice now ran counter to pro-British
sentiment, rather than, as usual, in the same
direction.
Had Mr Aylesworth, on his return,
given a lead, a formidable movement for
separation from Great Britain would undoubtedly have resulted. But while repeating strongly, in a speech before the Toronto
Canadian Club, his criticism of the award, and
making it clear that the trouble lay in Lord
Alverstone’s idea that somehow he was intended to act as umpire between Canada and
the United States, Mr Aylesworth concluded
by urging the value j^o Canada of British connection
and the sober ^second thought oi
the country echoed his eloquent exhortation,
;

While Canada had shown unmistakably

at

the Colonial Conference that the Chamberlair
imperialists would have to reckon with the
strong and rising tide of national feeling,
she showed now that, strong as was this tide,
it was destined to find scope and outlet withir
the bounds of the Empire. Now imperia
sentiment, now national aspirations, might b<
uppermost, but consciously or unconsciouslji
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e great mass of Canadians held to an idea
at embraced and reconciled both, the conption of the Empire as a free but indissoluble
ague of equal nation-states.
When the terms of the treaty were first

Mr Borden declared that it should
been made subject to ratification by the
nadian parliament.
After the award Sir
yilfrid Laurier went further, contending that
e lesson was that Canada should have in[Kpendent treaty-making power.
It is imptant,^ he said,
that we should ask the
‘^nounced
,ve

‘

‘

parliament for more extensive powers,
if ever we have to deal with matters
a similar nature again, we shall deal with
in our. own way, in our own fashion,
fording to the best light we have.^ The
i||mand was not pressed.
The change desired,
least in respect to the United States, did
me in fact a few years later, though, as usual
British countries, much of the old forms

^^itish
'

that

m

fiained.

CHAPTER XI
THE COMING OF PROSPERITY

We

have seen that in the early years of th
Laurier regime Canada attained a new intei
national status and came to play no small pai
in the affairs of the Empire.
No less notab]
in the succeeding years was the remarkab!
industrial expansion at home, the sunrise
prosperity which followed the long night
depression.
This expansion touched ever
corner of the far-flung Dominion, and w
based on the exploitation of resources a;
possibilities of the most varied kind.
Yet t
central fact, the development which caus
and conditioned all the rest, was the settl|
ment of the great western plains.
For years
Canada’s unequalled weste
had given many an after-dinnH^l'
heritage
speaker a peroration, but it had given ve
few new settlers a living. The Conservatif
Government had achieved one great task
constructive patriotism, in providing for t
‘

’

'cl

3Hj
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a railway across the vast wilderness
the Pacific. Over thirty million acres of
le choicest lands of the West had been given
this and other railways to encourage settle-

[lilding of

ent.

A

lopted.

liberal

And

homestead policy had been

still

the settlers

came

not, or

they came they did not stay. Barely three
pusand homestead entries a year were made
the early nineties. By 1896 the number
d fallen to eighteen hundred. Canadians
Bmselves seemed to have lost faith in the
pst, for in this year the applicants for homeads included only five hundred and seventy
tiers from the older Canada.
The stock of
railway which had been built with such
j

had fallen to fifty. West of
ke Superior, after thirty years of Confederathere were little more than three
a.
idred thousand people, of whom nearly onerd were Indians.
And, in the phrase of a
stern Conservative newspaper,
the trails
Manitoba to the States were worn bare
brown by the waggon wheels of departing
:ional effort

*

m

tiers.

^

n the remarkable development of the West
ch now began, and which profoundly
nged the whole outlook and temper of
adian life, there were some general factors
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with which statesmen or business men ha
nothing to do. The prices of farm produd
began to rise the world over, due in part 1
the swing of population in every land froi
country to city, and in part to the floodir
supplies of

new

gold.

The

lessening of

tl

supply of fertile free lands in the United Stat<
gave new value to Canada’s untouched acre
Yet these factors alone would not ha^
wrought the transformation. In the pas
when Canada’s West called in vain, low pric
had not prevented millions of settlers swarr
ing to the farms of the United States. Ev(
of the Canadians who had migrated to tlH>
Republic, half, contrary to the general itJl
press! on, had gone on the land.
Nor w|l
Canada now the only country which hJI
vacant spaces to fill. Australia and t|(
Argentine and the limitless plains of Siberll
could absorb millions of settlers. In t®
United States itself the
Great Americll‘
desert was being redeemed, while Americljl
railways still had millions of western acres P
Canada had the goods, indeed, but th
sell.
needed to be advertised.
*

’

The new ministers at Ottawa rose
They were not content

occasion.
^

merely

flies

on the wheel,’ in

to
to

t

Sir Richa

i\
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unlucky phrase of 1876. They
and many-sided policy
fr the development of the West and of all
knada. The preferential tariff and the prime
jiiinister’s European tour admirably prepared
The British people now regarded
fie way.
inada with lively interest, and for the first
me the people of the Continent began to
lalize the potentialities of this new northern
lartwright’s

lopted a vigorous

j

The general impression thus created
followed up by more specific measures,
jning to bring in men and capital, to extend
[d cheapen transportation, and to facilitate

|pd.
IS

Joduction.
call for settlers came first.
Never has
been so systematic, thorough, and sucssful a campaign for immigrants as that
lich was launched and directed by the
jnister of the Interior, Mr, n ow..SirXlifford.

The
re

He knew

the needs and the possiat first hand.
He brought
his office a businesslike efficiency and a con|uctive imagination only too rare at Ottawa,
[ton.

ities of

rough

the

West

Europe, through the
through the United Kingdom,
^h an enthusiasm unparalleled and an in:ence which would not be denied, he sent
Continental

iited States,

th the

summons

for

men and women and

'
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children to come and people the great plair
of the Canadian West.'It was from Continental Europe that the fir!
notable accessions came. Western Europ
which in earlier decades had sent its swam
across the sea, now had few emigrants 1
Falling birth-rates, industrial develo]
give.
ment, or governments’ desire to keep at hon
as much food for powder as might be, h£
But the ea
slackened the outward flow.
held uncounted millions whom state oppre
sion or economic leanness urged forth.
Fro
Russia the Doukhobors or Spirit-Wrestlei
eager to escape from the military servi
their Quakerlike creed forbade, turned
Canada, and by 1899 over seven thousai
of these people were settled in the Wei
Austrian Poland sent forth each year sor
four to six thousand Ruthenians, mo
familiarly known as Galicians.
Both co
tingents brought their problems, but th
brought also notable contributions to t I
western melting-pot. Their clannishness, th
differing social ideals, the influence of religio
leaders who sought to keep them a peoj
apart, created political and educational di:
culties of

undoubted

seriousness.

But

turned to farm production, not to selling

th
r
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and in a few years many came to appreand follow Canadian ways, for good or for
And if Doukhobor communistic practices
religious frenzy had their drawbacks, they

iptate,
ciate

*6

rved to balance the unrestrained individualand the materialism of other sections of
le community, and to add vast potentialities
idealism to the nation’s store.
Much more significant, however, was the
flux of American settl ers, vyhich reached
eat height soon afterwards.
Mr Sifton knew
^t no settlers could be had anywhere with

and practical exthan the farmers
the western and mid-western states. As
5se states became settled, many farmers
enterprise,

5re

capital,

rience of western needs

10

desired larger scope for their energy or

ms

growing sons were in the mood
new. Among
^se Americans, then, the minister prepared
spread his glad tidings of the Canadian
fins.
Agents were appointed for each likely
fte, with sub-agents who were paid a compsion for every settler who came.
The land
promise was pictured in attractive, comking booklets, and in advertisements in:ed in seven or eight thousand farm and
^kly papers.
All inquiries were systematicfor their

listen to tales of pastures

[
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In co-operation with tt
ally followed up.
railways, free trips were arranged for partie
of farmers and for press associations, to gh
the personal touch needed to vitalize the can
paign. State and county fairs were utilized 1
keep Canada to the fore. Every assistance Wi
given to make it easy for the settler to transpo
his effects and to select his new home.
As a result of these aggressive efforts, tl
ranks of incoming Americans, negligible
the earlier years, rose to astounding propo
tions from seven hundred in 1897
thousand in 1900 and one hundred thousai
This influx had a decisive effect
in 19 1 1.
the West. It was not only what these we
to-do, progressive settlers achieved themselv
that counted, but the effect of their examj
upon others. Every American who preferr
Canada to his own land persuaded an Englis
man or a Scotsman that the star of emp
was passing to the north.

—

(

Backed by

this convincing argument,

!

now turned
For many years his

to the United Kingdo
predecessors had direct
Early in t
their chief efforts to this field.
eighties a large influx of British and Ir
Sifton

immigrants had come, but most of them h
quickly passed to the United States. In
1
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I

ten thousand a year crossed
British Isles to Canada,
rhile the United States secured thirty or
^rty thousand.
Now conditions were soon

lineties scarcely

pom the crowded

The immigration campaign was
and dry rot into which

bversed.

Ited out of the routine

Advertisements of a kind new
were inserted in the press,
schools were filled with attractive litera-

had

fallen.

British readers

>

le

ire,

ere

and

patriotic

and philanthropic agencies

brought into service.

ftivity

Typical of this
erection of a great arch of
Strand, London, during the

was the

tieat in the
jronation ceremonies of 1902.
Its visible
unificence and its modest mottoes, Canada
^

granary x^f the-Empire and Canada offers
o acres free to every man, carried a tellmg
^

^

le

*

From nine or ten thouBssage to millions.
nd in the nineties British immigration into
Inada rose to fifty thousand in 1904 and over
hundred and twenty thousand in 1911.
soon followed Canada’s example,
th the result that whereas in 1900 only one
every three emigrants who left the British
ies remained under the flag, a dozen years
er the proportions had grown to four out
every five. This was empire-building of the
ist practical kind.

iistralia

D.W.L,

P
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This incoming of English-speaking peoples
The Americans
also brought its problems.
contributed largely to the rise of the ‘ subdivision expert,’ though in this matter of land
speculation the native sons soon bettered theii
instructors.

The

British immigrants at

first

included too many who had been assisted bj
charitable societies, and always they flocked
more to the towns than to the land. Yet thes(
immigrants were in the main the best of new
citizens.

During the fifteen years of Liberal ad
ministration (1896-1911) the total immigra
tion to Canada exceeded two millions.
Of thi
total about thirty-eight per cent came fron
the British Isles, twenty-six from Continenta
Europe, and thirty-four from the Unite<
This increase was not all net. Ther
States.
was a constant ebb as well as flow, many re
turning to their native land, whether to enjo;
the fortune they had gained or to lament tha
the golden pavements they had heard of wer
nowhere to be seen. The exodus of native
born to the United States did not wholly cease
though it fell off notably and was far more tha
offset by the northward flow.
After all d<
ductions, the population of Canada durin
this period grew from barely over five to sevel
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millions, showing a rate of increase for the last decade (1901-11) unequalled
^Isewhere in the world.

^nd a quarter

Closely

connected with the immigration

ampaign was the Government’s land policy,
rhe old system of giving free homesteads to
11 comers was continued, but with a simplified
rocedure, lower fees, and greater privileges
No more land was tied up in
(fo the settler.
railway grants, and in 1908 the odd sections,
deviously reserved for railway grants and
"ales, were opened to homesteaders.
The premption regulations were revised for the semirid districts where a hundred and sixty acres
Sales of farm lands to
»ras too small a unit.
olonization companies and of timber limits
!

"

fere continued, with occasional excessive
ins to speculators, which the Opposition
tjigorously

denounced.

mained the
/est.

The

Yet the homesteader

chief figure in the opening of the
entries,

as

we have

seen,

were

^hteen hundred in 1896. They were forty»ur thousand in 1911.
Areas of land princely
their vastness were thus given away.
Each
iar the Dominion granted free land exceeding
area and in richness coveted territories for
ose possession European nations stood
In 1908, for
ifady to set the world at war.
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example, a Wales was given away ; in 1909,
five Prince Edward Islands; while in 191c
and 19 1 what with homesteads, pre-emptionSj
and veteran grants, a Belgium, a Holland, a
Luxemburg and a Montenegro passed from th<
,

state to the settler.^

After and with the settler came the capi
The vast expansion of these years was
made possible by borrowing on a scale whicl
neither credit nor ambition had ever befon
made possible. Especially from Britain th
millions poured in as soon as Canadians them
selves had given evidence of the land’s limitles
possibilities.
The yearly borrowings from th
mother country, made chiefly by national an(
local governments and by the railways, ros
Frencl
to a hundred and fifty millions.
Dutch, Belgian, and German investors fo
American capitalists bought fe^
lowed.
bonds but invested freely in mines, timbc
limits, and land companies, and set up man
By the end of the period foreig
factories.
capitalists held a mortgage of about two an
talist.

a half

billions

on Canada, but in most

case

estimated that 1$ per cent of the Scottish, i8 per ce
of the English, 19 per cent of the Irish, 27 per cent of t
Continental, and 30 per cent of the United States immigrar
made entry for homesteads. The proportion of Americans w
bought land was in still greater degree much the largest.
1

It is

RAILWAY EXPANSION
:he

money had

been well applied,

229

and the

esources of the country more than correpondingly developed.
The railways were the chief bidders for this
It was distinctly
f'ast inflow of new capital.
railway era. The railway made possible the
kpid settlement of the West, and the growth
f settlement in turn called for still new roads,
in the fifteen years following 1896 nearly ten
:housand miles were built, two miles a day,
ear in and year out, and the three years
allowing saw another five thousand miles
ibmpleted. Two great transcontinental were
Branch lines innumerable were
instructed.
bng out, crowded sections were doubleracked, grades were lowered, curves straight[led, vast terminals built, steamship con-

E

(fections

formed, and equipment doubled and

ebled.

In this expansion the state, as ever in
hnada, took a leading share. The Dominion
Overnment extended the Intercolonial to
ontreal and began a road from the prairies
Hudson Bay, while the Ontario Governent built and operated a road opening up

The federal policy of aid to
ivate companies was continued, with amendents.
No more land-grants were given, and

ew Ontario.
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when cash

subsidies were bestowed, the companies so aided were required to carry fre(
government mails, materials and men, up tc
three per cent on the subsidy. The trans
continentals were specially favoured. Th(
Grand Trunk system was given large guar
antees and cash subsidies for its westwarc
expansion, and the Government itself con
structed the National Transcontinental t(
ensure the opening up of the north, and t(
prevent the traffic of the west being carrie(
to United States rather than to Canadiai
Atlantic ports. The Canadian Northern wa
assisted in its prairie construction by bot
federal and
Th
provincial guarantees.
Laurier Government aided the dubious pro
ject of building a third line north of Lak
Superior, but refused to take any share in th
responsibility or cost of building the muc
more expensive and premature section throug
the Rockies. The Borden Government an
the province of British Columbia, howevei
gave the aid desired for this latter venture
Another important development was the ei
tablishment, in 1903, with the happiest r<
suits, of the Dominion Railway Commissioi
to mediate between railway and shipper (
traveller.
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The railway

policy of this period is still
jnatter for dispute.
On the economic side,
It is clear^that the greater part of the construction was essential in order to open up the
^est, with all that this implied for both West
pd East. Yet there were many evils to set
the stimulus to unhealthy
^gainst this gain
peculation, the excessive building in settled
listricts, the construction of roads ahead of
pimediate needs or possible traffic. The fact
? that the railway policy was part and parcel
the whole business policy of the period,
i>jf
he outcome of the same new-born optimism
Ij^hich induced many a municipality to build
avements and sewers before the population
warranted, or manufacturers to extend their
ijlants too rapidly, or banks to open branches
Progress comes in zigzag
hat did not pay.

—

1

p

i

i

.

^hion

;

nother

.

tie

now one need

To

defects of

jbtion

each ji me

its

its qualities.

is
stressed, now
own task, to e ach +ec^vt/ct.
And if in the re-

from unexampled prosperity some of

expansion seemed to have come before
is time,
most Canadians were confident of
i^hat the future would bring, and did not
l^gret that in Canada’s growing time leaders
hd people persevered in putting through
ireat and for the most part needful works
tie

I

twc
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which only courage could suggest and
w

^

'

only

prosperity could achieve.
On the political side, also, there were entries
on both sides of the ledger. Campaign-func
contributions and political intrigue were th(
Yet there were heav3
chief debit entries.
credit entries which should not be forgotten
No other country has made the effort and th<
sacrifice Canada has made to bind its far
distant and isolated provinces in links o;
steel.
The Intercolonial made the union o
east and centre a reality, the Canadian Pacifi<
bound east and centre and west, and th<
National Transcontinental added the nortl
to the Dominion, gave the needed breadtl
to the perilously narrow fringe of settlemen
that lined the United States border. Th
national ends which Sir John Macdonald an(
Sir Wilfrid Laurier steadfastly held in viev
were so great and vital as to warrant risk, t
compel faith, to justify courage.

In Canada the state, without

much

dis

cussion as to the theory involved, has en
deavoured to foster production in counties

ways. The encouragement and sifting of iir
migration and the building or aiding of railway
and canals are perhaps the most importan
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has taken but they
Single forms
jre far from the only ones.
Farmer, miner,
(isherman, manufacturer, artisan, all have
)een aided by policies more or less effective.
Under previoias administrations the department of agriculture had done good work
,nd had raised the standard of farm proThat work was now extended and
^luction.
For the first time a farmer, Mr
e- vitalized.
Sydney A. Fisher, took charge of the departBetter farming and better marketing
Ihent.
ike were sought.
On experimental farms
this stimulus

;

!

I

were carried on
to the best stock or plants, the best fertif^ers or the best feeding-stuffs, to suit the
aried soils and climates of the wide Dominion.
jy bulletins and demonstrations farmers were
Ijiistructed in such matters as the selection of
id in laboratories, studies

f|s

f

!

1

ed, the cool curing of cheese, the improveent of stock, the vigilant guarding against
sease in herd and flock. Marketing reived equal attention.
For the fruit and
dry industries refrigerator-car services and
ild-storage facilities on ocean ships were
fovided.
In these and other ways the effort
p made to help the Canadian farmer to
^ure full value for his toil.

The miner received

less direct aid.

Rail-
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ways built into mining areas, bounties on leac
and petroleum, bounties on iron ore and stee
products, laboratory studies in metallurgy
reduction of the duties on mininj
machinery, all played a part in the grea
development of the mines of Canada whic]

and

marked this era.
None too soon, an important

step

was

takei

1909 to ensure the perpetuation or th
prudent use of the country’s natural resourcej
In the early, lavish days men had believe
in

these resources inexhaustible, or had recklessl
ignored the claims of the future in their hast
to snatch a fortune to-day.
The Unite
States had gone furthest on this path, and wa
the first to come to its senses. A conferenc
held at Washington, in 1909, attended by r<
presentatives of the United States, Canad?
Newfoundland, and Mexico notable also a
one of the first instances of Canada’s recogn
tion of the fact that she was an America
power recommended the establishment of
conservation commission in each countr
Canada was the only country that acted upc
the advice. The Conservation Commissic
was established that very year, with wi(
duties of investigation and recommendatioi
Under Sir Clifford Sift on as chairman and ^

—

—
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I

l^ames White as secretary it has performed
raluable and varied service.
The sea was given thought as well as the
iknd.
The fishing bounties already estabExperts were brought
lished were continued.
rom Europe to improve the methods of curing
ish.
Co-operative cold-storage warehouses for

were set up, and a fast refrigerator-car seron both coasts brought fish fresh to the
iterior.
Laboratories for the study of marine

>ait
fice

ife and fish hatcheries came into being.
Unbrtunately, disputes arose as to jurisdiction
etween Dominion and provinces and between
[anada and the United States, and the fisheries
lid not grow at the rate of other industries,
The manufacturer, however, continued to
b the chief object of attention. An increase
|)ok place in the service of trade commisloners for Canada in other countries, whose
hties are similar to those of a foreign consular
irvice.
The bounties on iron and steel prohction, amounting in all to twenty millions,
ilidoubtedly did much to stimulate that iniistry.
The protective tariff, as we have
ien, remained in a modified form.
After the
btable step of 1897 towards a purely revenue
In
iriff, there came a halt for some years.
ict, it seemed for a time that the pendulum
I

i

i

!
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would swing towards

still

higher duties.

L

1902 the manufacturers began a strong cam
paign in that direction, which was givei
aggressive support by the minister of Publii
Works, J. Israel Tarte, often termed bj
opponents of the Government the Master c
the Administration.’ This breach of minis
terial solidarity Sir Wilfrid Laurier met, o
his return from the Colonial Conference, b
‘

an instant demand for Mr Tarte’s resignatior
It was made clear that the compromise whic
had been adopted in 1897 would not be rashl
abandoned. Yet the movement for a tari
high as Haman’s gallows
continued, an
produced some effect. It led (1904) to a n
duction of the British preference on wooller
aimed agains
and to an anti-dumping act
slaughter or bargain sales by foreign prc
ducers ^providing for a special duty whe
articles were sold in Canada for less than th
‘

’

‘

’

—

—

prevailing price in the country of origin. I
the same year Mr Fielding foreshadowed th
introduction of a minimum and maximui
tariff, with the existing duties as the minimun
and with maximum duties to be applied t
countries which levied especially high rat<
on Canadian products. Only the vigoroi
opposition set up by the farmers of Ontar
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West checked the agitation for still
The new tariff of 1907 made
ligher duties.
nany careful revisions upward as well as

ind the

iownward, but on the whole the existing level
Below the maximum or general
retained.
^te, but higher than the British preference,
^ere was set up an intermediate tariff, for
argaining with foreign states. This comIromise tariff of 1907 remained in force with
jttle change or strong agitation for change
ntil three years later, when negotiations for
^ciprocity with the United States once more
rought the issue to the front.
vsis

I

The
any

which so
have been made
other lands, in Canada falls for the most
Within its limited
rt to the provinces.
field of social legislation, in

radical experiments

risdiction the Laurier Government achieved
?me notable results. Early in its career it
Lit down sweating and made compulsory the
lyment of fair wages by government conactors.
It set up a department of Labour,

iaking

it

possible to secure

much

useful in-

rmation hitherto inaccessible and to guard
prkmen’s interests in many relations. Late
the Laurier regime a commission was apinted to study the question of technical
ucation, important alike for manufacturer
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and

for artisan.

The most

distinctive innovj

however, was the Lemieux Act, draw
up by W. L. Mackenzie King, the first deput
minister of Labour. This provided for con
pulsory investigation into labour disputes
It proved a lor
quasi-public industries.
step towards industrial peace, and was or
of the few Canadian legislative experimeni
which have awakened world-wide interest an
tion,

i

investigation.

The growth of the West made it necessar
to face the question of granting full provincii
powers to the North-West Territories. Origii
ally under the direct rule of the Dominio
parliament, step by step they had approache
self-government.
In 1886 they had bee
given representation at Ottawa; in 1888

local legislature was created, with limite
and i
powers, later somewhat enlarged
1897 the Executive Council was made respor
Now, with half
sible to the legislature.
million people between Manitoba and Britis
Columbia, the time had come to take th
And so in 1905 the Autonomy Billj
last step.
establishing the provinces of Alberta an
Saskatchewan, were brought before the Hous
of Commons by the prime minister.
;
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many
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controversial issues in-

How many

provinces should be
decided upon, to comprise the area south of the sixtieth parallel
:he area to the north was left in the terriWhat should be the capitals ?
torial status.
volved.

created

Two were

?

Provisionally

Edmonton and Regina were

the provinces be given
crown lands ? Notwithstanding
ome opposition, it was decided to maintain
he policy, in force from the first acquisition

Should

elected.
fontrol

of

the West, of keeping the lands in control
the Dominion, which also had control
immigration. What financial aid should
if
Liberal grants were provided,
given ?
|e
ccepted by all parties as fair and adequate,
^hat legislative powers should the provinces
le given, particularly on the subject of educa\
This proved a thorny question. It
[on ?
^ovoked a storm of heated controversy which
)r a brief time recalled the days of the Jesuits*
[states and Manitoba school questions.
A clause in the bills, which Sir Wilfrid
^urier introduced in February 1905, provided:"*
jrst,
that Section 93 of the British North
merica Act, safeguarding minority privileges,
Lould apply ; secondly, to make it clearer
nat these privileges were, it stipulated thatj^

tf

ff

I

j
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the majority of the ratepayers in any distric
might establish such schools as they though
fit, and that the minority, whether Protestan
or Catholic, might also do so, being in that cas
liable only for one set of school rates
an
thirdly, that legislative appropriations shoul
be divided equitably between public an
separate schools.
Three main questions arose. Were separat
schools desirable in themselves ? Was thei
any obligation, legal or moral, to establis
If so, what form shoul
or maintain them ?
they take ?
Introducing the bills, Sir Wilfrid stated th
he never could understand what objectio
there could be to a system of schools whereii
after secular matters had been attended
the tenets of the religion of Christ, even wit
the divisions which exist among His follower
are allowed to be taught.’ He went on
contrast the schools of Canada, where:
Christian dogmas and morals were taugh
with those of the United States, where th
were not taught, and to point out tl
resulting difference in moral standards
witnessed by lynching, murder, and divor
;

M

^

‘

1

statistics.

The great majority

of

Catholics

and
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minority of Protestants, or their ecclesiastical
spokesmen, regarded the school as a means of
teaching religion as well as secular subjects,

and wished secular subjects, where possible, to
be taught from a distinctly religious point of
view. A small minority were in favour of
complete secularization of all schools. The
majority of Protestants would probably have
favoured some non-denominational recogni|tion of religion in the schools, and would judge
denominational teaching by the test of how
far this would involve herding the children
apart and putting obstacles in the path of
educational efficiency and of national unity.
But was parliament free to grant the prollvinces the liberty to decide the question solely
in accord with what the majority might now
Dr hereafter think expedient ?
On the one
hand, it was vigorously contended that it was
free, and that any attempt to limit the power
jf the province was uncalled for, was an
attempt to petrify its laws, and to revive the
oercion which Sir Wilfrid Laurier himself had
ienounced and defeated in 1896. The recognition of separate schools in the British
^orth America Act, the critics continued,
pplied only to the four original provinces,
),nd there was probably no power, and ceri

I

D.W.L.

Q
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tainly no legal obligation, to extend the principle to the West.
On the other hand, it was
argued that Section 93 of the British North
America Act ^introduced at the instance
of the Protestant minority of Quebec, and
designed to protect the interest of all minori-

—

—morally

and legally bound the whole
that the Manitoba Act of 1870
confirmed the principle that the Dominion
could give a new province only such powers as
the constitution provided, which meant control over education subject to the minority's
privilege ; and that parliament, by unanimously establishing separate schools in the
ties

Dominion

;

North-West
further

Territories

bound

in

1875,

had

its successors, or at least

shown how the Fathers

of Confederation

still

hac
in-

terpreted the constitution.
To many, however, the abstract questions
of separate schools and the constitution were
less important than the practical question
What kind of schools were to be guaranteec
by these bills ? Sir Wilfrid Laurier declarec
that the school system to be continued was
that actually in force in the North-West
which had been established under the clause
respecting schools of the Dominion Act of 1875
which the present bills repeated word for wor
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This system worked very satisfactorily, if^
gave Catholic and Protestant minorities the
right to establish separate schools, and to pay
taxes only for such schools. In all other rethere
spects the school system was uniform
[was only one department of education, one
pourse of study, one set of books, one staff of
inspectors.
No religious teaching or religious
emblems were permitted during school hours ;
pnly in the half-hour after the close of
ichool might such teaching be provided.
The separate schools were really national
chools with the minimum of ecclesiastical
;

1

s

:ontrol.

j

soon became apparent, however, that the
then existing in the North-West,
^^ough based on the Act of 1875, were much
iss ecclesiastical in character than the act
iiermitted, and less ecclesiastical in fact than
pe schools which had formerly existed in the
5rritories.
In 1884 the Quebec system had
een set up, providing for two boards of
It

!

ichools

two courses of study, two staffs of
and separate administrations. But
1892 this dual system had been abolished
ui?^ the territorial legislature, and in 1901 the
dsting system had been definitely established
}i||/ a series of ordinances.
To meet the objeclucation,

ispectors,

)i
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tions urged, the

make

it

new

clear that

it

bills were amended to
was the limited separate

school system established in 1901 that was
to be continued, and not a complete separate
system as authorized in 1875. The bills as
originally drafted virtually gave the Churcl
complete control over separate schools, but
as now amended, control over religious educa
tion only.
The measure was hotly debated, inside ane
Particularly in Ontari
outside parliament.

the original

bills

were denounced by

man

Liberals as well as Conservatives as oppressive
reactionary, and a concession to the hierarchy
The West itself was not disturbed, and th
Protestants of Quebec acquiesced in the recog
Mr Sifton mad
nition of separate schools.
the measure the occasion for resigning froi
the Ministry. The controversy was a gre.
\surprise to Sir Wilfrid, who had considere
Ithat he was simply carrying out the agre
/

ment reached unanimously in 1875. T1
amendment satisfied all the malcontents

but the controver
continued outside. The more extreme opp^
nents of separate schools would see no di
I
ference between the new clause and the ol
LArchbishop Langevin strongly denounced tl
his party in parliament,

I

j
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amendment; but the

fire

soon cooled.

day fewer than one school in a hundred
two provinces is a separate school.

i
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Throughout this period of rapid growth the
Liberal party maintained its place in power.

The country was prosperous and content and
the party chieftain invincible. The general
1904 turned chiefly on railway
The criticisms of the Opposition,
many of them well grounded, proved unavailThe contest ended in a victory for the
ling.
Government with a majority of sixty seats in
the House and of fifty thousand votes in the
bountry. The results presented the usual
discrepancies between electoral votes and
parliamentary representation. Though the
Liberals had only 54,000 votes in Nova Scotia,
elections of

issues.

^

!

'

against 46,000 for the Conservatives, they
:aptured all the eighteen seats. Prince Edward
Island, giving the Liberals a popular majority,
eturned three Conservatives to one Liberal.
Ontario cast 217,000 Conservative and 213,000
-iberal votes and returned forty-eight Conservatives and thirty-eight Liberals.
An unioward incident of the elections was the defeat
)f Mr R. L. Borden in Halifax.
The leader
bf the Opposition had won universal respect,
IS

•

-
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and it was to the satisfaction of opponents ai
well as followers that another seat was shortl3
found for him.
In the general elections of four years late
no single issue was dominant. Th<
Opposition alleged
graft
and corruption
and charged ministers and ex-ministers witl
breach of the eighth and neighbouring com
(1908)

*

mandments.
said,

Government

’

officials, too, the]

were guilty of extravagance and fraud

Timber

limits, contracts,

land deals, figure(

further scandals. The ministeria
forces replied in the usual way, claiming ii
some cases that there was no ground for th
allegations, and in others that they them
selves had intervened to put a stop to th
practices inherited from previous administra
tions.
They carried the war into Africa b;
counter-charges against leading members 0
the Opposition. The air was full of scandal
and personalities ; but none of the charge
were of sufficient magnitude or sufficien
certainty to weigh heavily against the pro
sperity of the country and the personalit;
of the prime minister.
The parliamentar
majority, however, fell from sixty- two t
forty-seven, and the popular majority fror
fifty to twenty thousand.
in

still
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The years had brought many changes in the
Ministry. Mr Sifton had retired, Mr Tarte’s
resignation had been accepted, and Mr FitzPatrick had gone to the Supreme Court. Mr
Oliver had succeeded Mr Sifton, Mr Aylesworth had come from a distinguished place at
the bar to the portfolio of Justice, Mr Pugsley
fwas in charge of Public Works, Mr Graham
had left the leadership of the Ontario Opposition for the portfolio of Railways, Mr

I

»

I

I

Mackenzie King had jumped from the
service

to

the

Cabinet,

civil

and Mr Lemieux

and Mr Brodeur were the prime minister’s
chief colleagues from Quebec.
The Opposition
[benches showed almost as many changes.
Of the former Conservative ministers, Mr
Foster and Mr Haggart only remained in
jactive service, while Mr Doherty, Mr Ames,
the more
find Mr Meighen were among
notable accessions.
Some rumbles of discontent were heard against Mr Borden’s
eadership, but the party as a whole rallied
jtrongly to him, and his position both in the
party and in the country grew increasingly
fllrm.

Through all the changes the prime minister
krew in strength and prestige. Each year that
>assed gave proofs of his masterful leadership.
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The old cry that he was too weak to rule now
gave way to the cry that he was too strong.
There was no question that for all his suavity
he insisted upon being first minister in fact
In Canada he had a hold
as well as in form.
upon the popular imagination which had
been equalled only by Sir John Macdonald,
while abroad he was the one Canadian, or in
fact the one colonial statesman, known to
fame,

the

Britain.

outstanding

figure

of

Greater

CHAPTER

XII

CANADA AND FOREIGN POWERS
The early years

of the Laurier regime brought
Canada into the visual range of the outside
yorld.
During the middle years the business
:)f the country’s internal development overshadowed everything else. Then in the later
f^ears the relations of Canada with other
Countries came to occupy an increasingly im«>ortant place on the political stage,
At last, Canada’s rising star compelled the
attention of foreign countries beyond the seas,
[fome of these countries sent capital, and no
Canadian objected. Some sent goods, and
aanufacturers and producers raised the questlons of protection and reciprocal tariff priviOthers, as we have seen, sent men.
liges.
i|ome of these immigrants Canada welcomed
fidiscriminately, some she took with qualms,
j

>

i

1

:

against others she erected high barriers,
mind to make them still higher.
First, as to trade and tariffs, which were the

N^hile
<

^ith

half a
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of discussion with Europea
governments. The original Fielding tariff (
1897 had adopted the minimum and maximui
principle, with the intention that a few lov
tariff
countries should share with Gres
Britain the advantages of the lower ratei
Treaty complications made this impossibl
and the lower rates were confined to tli
Empire. Then in 1907 came the intermedial
tariff as a basis for bargaining.
The Goveri
ment turned first to France. Mr Fielding an
Mr Brodeur, associated with the Britis
ambassador at Paris, negotiated a treat]
giving France the intermediate and in son
cases still lower rates, and receiving advai
chief subjects

The treaty, though made
Owing 1
1907, was not ratified until 1910.
existing British treaties with most-favourec
nation clauses which bound the colonies, tl
concessions given France had to be extende
to Austria, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Spaii
and Switzerland. Belgium and Holland, bot
low-tariff countries, received many of the san
concessions, and in the same year (1910)
special convention was made with Italy.
A
the latter negotiations were carried on dire<
tages in return.

between the Canadian Government and
foreign consuls-general in Canada.
In

i

tl
tl
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agreement with Italy the parties were termed
the Royal Consul of Italy for Canada, representing the government of the Kingdom of
Italy, and the Minister of Finance of Canada,
representing His Excellency the GovernorGeneral acting in conjunction with the King’s
Privy Council for Canada.’
Meanwhile less friendly relations had arisen
with Germany. Angry at the action of Canada
in giving British goods a preference, Germany in 1899 withdrew her minimum rates on
Canadian products, imposing the much higher
‘

The Laurier Government prowas a family
iffair, and that so long as Germany was given
che same rates as other foreign countries she
|iad no excuse for retaliation.
But this soft
inswer did not turn away Teutonic wrath ;
lo in 1903 Canada retorted in kind, by levying
surtax of one-third on German goods. The

general rates.

tested that the British preference

|ii

l^ar of tariffs lasted seven years.

While

it

tampered the trade of both countries, German
Germany
I fxports were much the hardest hit.
look the initiative in seeking a truce, and
1 1910 an agreement was reached between
Ir Fielding and the German consul-general,
rermany dropped her protest against the
Iritish preference, and gave the Dominion the
K

i
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minimum

rates on the most important dutiable exports in return for, not the intermediate, but the general tariff rates. Sc
ended one of the few instances of successfu
retaliation in all the chequered annals o
tariff history.

Secondly, as to men. This was the issu<
Asiatic powers.
The opposition t(
Asiatic immigration, so strong in Australii
and South Africa as well as in the Unitec
Work
States, prevailed in Western Canada.
ing men demanded protection against th
too cheap and too efficient labour of th
Asiatic as validly as manufacturers objecte*
to the importation of the products of Eure
pauper labour.* Stronger, perhaps
pean
was the cry for a White Canada based on th
difficulty of assimilation and the dange
to national unity of huge colonies of Asiatic
in the thinly peopled province beyond th
mountains.
Chinese navvies first came to Canada to ai
in building the government sections of th
Canadian Pacific Railway. An immediat
outcry followed, and in 1885 a head-tax of $5
was imposed on all Chinese immigrants nc
of the official, merchant, or scholar classe
During the nineties slightly over two thousan

with

—

‘

—
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a year paid the price of admission to the
[Promised Land. Then growing prosperity
Doubling the tax
attracted greater swarms.
in 1901 only slightly checked the flow, but
Iwhen it was raised to $500 in 1904 the number
jwilling to pay the impost next year fell to
jeight.
But higher wages, or the chance of
slipping over the United States border, soon
urged many to face even this barrier, and the
number paying head-tax rose to sixteen
[hundred (1910) and later to seven thousand
These rising numbers led British
1^1913).

Columbia to demand total exclusion;

but,

I

.thanks to the diffusion of the Chinese through^ut the Dominion, their lack of assertiveness

<

,

and their employment for the most part in
[industries which did not compete with union

I

I

men

or the smaller merchants, the agitation
not reach great proportions.
It was otherwise with the newcomers from
Japan. Their competition was more serious.
A^ggressive and enterprising, filled with a due
sense of the greatness of Japan, aspiring to not
merely menial but controlling posts, they took
irmer root in the country than did the migraipry Chinaman. At the same time Japan’s
losing power, her obvious sensitiveness, and
iier alliance with Great Britain made it ex-

I

ifiid
I

I

I

I
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pedient to treat her subjects more warily thar
those of quiescent China. There was practically no Japanese immigration until 1904-5
when three hundred entered. In 1905 th(
Dominion Government decided to adhere tc
the Anglo- Japanese treaty in order to secure
favourable terms in Japan’s market. A clause
of this treaty provided for the free entrance
of each country’s subjects into the othei
country. When asked by the colonial secretary whether they wished to reserve the righ1
to restrict immigration, as Queensland hac
done, the Dominion authorities declared tha
they would accept the treaty as it stood, rely
ing upon semi-official Japanese assurances 0
willingness to stop the flow in Japan itself
Then suddenly, in 1906 and 1907, a larg<
influx began, amounting to seven thousanc
This immigration, whicl
in a single year.

was prompted by Canadian mining and

way companies

rail

acting in co-operation witl
Japanese societies, came via the Hawaiiai
Islands.
Alarm rose rapidly in British Col
umbia, and was encouraged by agitators fron
the United States. The climax came in Sep
tember 1907, when mobs attacked first thi
Chinese and later the Japanese quarters ii
Vancouver, doing much damage for a time, bu
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routed by Banzai-shouting bands
angry Japanese. The Dominion Govern;nt at once expressed its regret and in due
le compensated the sufferers from the riot,
ing at last

solve the larger question, Mr Lemieux was
to Japan as a special envoy. Cordially
pported by the British ambassador at Tokio,
succeeded in reaching a very satisfactory
reement. The Japanese Government itself
reed to restrict immigration direct from
pan, and to raise no objection to Canadian
jhibition of immigration by way of Hawaii,
is method was much more acceptable to
pan’s pride than direct Canadian restrictions
uld have been, and proved equally effective,
the number of Japanese entering Canada
eraged only six hundred in the following
it

The Dominion Government’s course
open to criticism in some points, but its
nest endeavour to safeguard imperial as

krs.
js

U as national interests, and the success of
Lemieux’s diplomacy, were indications
it the Dominion was rising to the demands
I

|ts

new international position.

Incidentally

the Government’s unwillingness to agree
complete Japanese exclusion that in 1908
ught the loss of every seat, save one, in
tish Columbia.

^as
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the Alaskan boundary had bee
no critical issue arose between th
two North American democracies for severe
There were still questions outstandir
years.
which in earlier days would have given oj
After

settled,

portunity for tail-twisting or eagle-pluckir
politicians to make trouble, but in the new ei
of neighbourliness which now dawned the
were settled amicably or allowed to fall in
blessed oblivion.

A remarkable change in the spirit in whi<
the two peoples regarded each other can
about in this period.

The abandonment

the United States of its traditional policy
isolation, its occupation of the Philippine
its policy of the open door for China, its pe
ticipation in the Morocco dispute, effected
wonderful transformation in the Americ
attitude towards questions of foreign poli
and compelled a diplomacy more responsit
and with more of give and take. This led
incidents such as that in Manila Bay, wh
a British admiral lined up alongside
American fleet against a threatening Germ
squadron ^which made it clear that Gre
Britain was the one trustworthy friend t
United States possessed. The steady grow
of democratic feeling in Britain, her darifl

—

—
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experiments in social betterment, her sympathetic treatment of the Irish and South
'African questions, increased the friendliness
and the interest which the majority of
[Americans felt at bottom for what was their
motherland. Canada’s prosperity awakened
{respectful interest.
A country which fifty or
a hundred thousand good Americans every
year preferred to their own must be more than
the negligible northern fringe it once was
thought to be.
i

I

j

i

I

Canada reciprocated this more friendly feelProsperity mended her querulous mood
and made her too busy to remember the
grievances of earlier days.
Her international
horizon, too, had widened
the United States
ivas no longer the sole foreign power with
|Vhich she had to deal, though still the most
Important. Yet this friendlier feeling did not

ing.

;

ead to a general desire for freer trade relations.
Juite the contrary ; confident in her own
lewly realized resources and in the possibility
I

)f

1

finding markets elsewhere, dominated

by

sentiment and by the growing
ities, Canada became on the whole indifferent
i|o what had once appeared an essential goal,
n Sir Wilfrid Laurier’s phrase, the pilgrimges from Ottawa to Washington had ceeised
D.W.L.
R

I

>rotectionist

:
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the pilgrimages must come,

if

at

all,

fron

Washington to Ottawa.
Washington did come to Ottawa. NotabI
was the visit of Secretary Root in 1907, t(
Notable too, ii
another direction, was the increased interes
of the British ambassador at Washington h
Canadian affairs. This was particularly tru
of Mr Bryce, who made it a point to visi
Ottawa every year of his term, and declare
that he was really more the Canadian than th
His skilful diplomac
British ambassador.
and his intimate knowledge of America
politics served Canada in good stead, an
quieted the demand which had frequentl
been voiced for a separate Canadian repn
sentative at Washington.
Among the fruits of the new friendliness an
the more direct diplomatic discussion was tf
settlement of two long-standing fishery di
putes.
The much discussed Convention
1818, in respect to the Atlantic fisheries, vn
referred to the Hague Tribunal in 1910, whei
it was finally set at rest.
The controversy
to fur-sealing on the Pacific was settled t
international agreement in 1911.
Less su
cess was met in dealing with the fisheries
the Great Lakes. A comprehensive treai

discuss outstanding issues.

<

i
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and development of these
in 1908, was not ratified
the opposition of some private

for the protection
fisheries,

drawn up

because of

United States.
achievement of these
years, however, was a broad provision for the

interests in the

;

The most

1

significant

settlement of all disputes as to boundary
waters. The pressure for the use of boundary

1

development of power, with all
the difficult questions arising as to division
of the power or obstruction to navigation,
;;jmade necessary such a provision.
In accordiJance with a suggestion from the United States
rivers for the

i

i

1^ temporary Waterways Commission was set
and in 1910 a treaty was ratified
[up (1905)
providing for a permanent International Joint
Commission, to consist of three Canadians
and three Americans. The treaty provided,
further, that any matter whatever in dispute
!
between the two countries, quite aside from
boundary-water issues, might be referred to
the commission for settlement, with the, consent on the one hand of the United States
! Senate, and on the other of the Governorbeneral in Council ^the Dominion Cabinet.
Quietly, with little public discussion, the
two countries concerned thus took one of
the most advanced steps yet made towards
;

^

!'

—

ei

I
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the peaceful settlement of

all

possible sources

of conflict.

The revival of the tariff issue was the most
spectacular and most important episode in
the new relationship. The revival started in
the Republic. For some years a steadily
growing agitation in favour of reciprocity with
Canada had been carried on in the New England and Northwest states. Nothing might
have come of the agitation, however, had not
the Payne- Aldrich tariff of 1909 compelled
official negotiation and opened up the whole
broad issue. Under that tariff the system
of maximum and minimum schedules was
adopted, the maximum designed to serve as
a club to compel other nations to yield theii
lowest rates. The president was directed tc
enforce these higher duties against all countries
which had not agreed by April 1910 to grani
the concessions demanded. The proposal partook of the highwayman’s methods and ethici
even more than is usual in protectionist war
fare ; and it was with wry faces that one b]
one the nations with maximum and minimun
tariffs consented to give the United States thei
lower rates. France and Germany were th
Canad
last of European nations to accept.
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alone remained. It was admitted that the
preference granted other parts of the Empire
did not constitute discrimination against the
United States, but it was contended that the
concessions made to France should be given
to the United States.
Canada resented this demand, in view of the
fact that the minimum tariff of the United
States stood much higher than the maximum
of Canada, and it was proposed to retaliate
by a surtax on American goods. In the
United States there was wide sympathy with
this attitude ; but under the act the president
had no option but to enforce the higher duties
Fortunif the concessions were not given.
ately he was left to decide as to the adequacy
of such concessions, and this made agreement
possible at the eleventh hour.
President Taft
proposed a conference at Albany; the Dominion Government accepted, and an agreement
was reached on the 30th of March, the last
day of grace but one. Canada conceded to
the United States its intermediate rates on a

few articles of minor importance-—china-ware,
window-glass, feathers, nuts, prunes, and other
goods and the United States accepted these
as equivalent to the French concessions. Then,
to complete the comedy, Canada at once made

—

I

I

i

?

I,

f
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these lower rates part of its general tariff,
applying to any country, so that the United
States in the end was where it started enjoying no special concessions whatever. Canada
had gone through the motions of making a
concession, and that sufficed.
This agreement, however, was only the beginning.
President Taft, who recognized too
late that he had antagonized the growing lowtariff sentiment in the United States by his
support of the Payne-Aldrich tariff, decided
to attempt a stroke for freer trade.
He proposed a broad revision of trade relations with
Canada. In negotiations which began at
Ottawa a nd were concluded at Washington

—

in

January 1911, an agreement

measure

of reciprocal fre e trade

for

a wide

was effect^

It~v^ nearly as broad a^The treatyofi§54.
Grain, fruit and vegetables, dairy products,
live stock, fish, hewn lumber and sawn
boards, and many minerals were put on the
free list.
Meats, flour, coal and other articles
free in the earlier agreement were subjected to
reduced rates, a limited number of manufactured articles were included, some of them
Canadian and some of them American specialThe agreement was to be effected, not
by treaty but by concurrent legislation for an
ties.
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The Canadian Government
indefinite period.
announced that the same terms would be
granted all parts of the British Empire.
j
I

j

After the cabinets, the legislatures. PreTaft had great difficulty in securing the
Farmers and fishermen,
'consent of Congress.
Ijstand-pat Republicans and anti-administra-

,!

Ijsident

opposed this sudden reversal
a traditional policy. Only by the aid of
Democratic votes in a special session of
[Congress was the measure adopted, late in
Meanwhile the Opposition in the CanaJuly.

Ition insurgents,

of

I

ij

dian parliament, after some

!

I

initial hesitation,

with growing force. They
resorted to the obstruction which the Liberals
had practised in 1896, and compelled the
Government to appeal to the country, a week
after Congress had accepted the agreement.
After parliament, the people. Apparently
the Government anticipated that the bargain
would be welcomed by nearly all Canadians.
[That expectation w as not w ithou t war rant.
It was such a treaty a s Can^a had sought
time and a gain dmmg the lasF fifty years, and
such as both parties ^ould have ~acc^ted
jvithout question twenty years beforeT~~"EVery
important leader ot the Conservative party
ivas on record as favouring such an arrange-

had attacked

it
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Yet it was received first with hesitathen more and more freely denounced,
and finally overwhelmed.
On the economic issues concerned the
advocates of the agreement apparently had i
good case. The farmer, the miner, the fisher
man stood to gain from it, not so notably aj
they would have done twenty years before, bu
yet undoubtedly to gain. It was contende(
that the United States was itself a rival pro
ducer of most of the commodities in question
and that Canada would be exposed to the com
petition of the British Dominions and th(
most-favoured nations. These arguments hac
force, but could not balance the advantage
of the arrangement, especially to the westerr
farmer. Tbaj: this gain would accrue and
large trade north and south be created^toTKi
ment.

tion,

i

destruction of trade east and west, was in fac
the opponents of the treaty the chie
corner-stone of their economic argument.
I
was held, too, that the ra produc ts of farn
and sea and forest and mi ne ought not to b
shipped but b
ebunt^^but ought to b
kept~~g
abThe basis of manufactur
ing"mdustri^.
And tlmugh the arrangemen
scarcely touched the Ihanufacturers, the thii
e nd~br th e^g[^^^
had much eigh

made by

w

^ome

w
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them and t heir w orkmen. It w ould l ead,
bhe^th ought« to a still wid er measure of trade
reedom which would ^-expose them to the
with
f

co mpetition of

But

American manufacturers^

was the

political aspect of the pact
the Conservatives most emphasized.
Dnce more, as in 1891, they declared Canadian
lationality and British connection to be at
{take.
Re ciprpcity would prove the first long
>te p towards annexation.
Such was the in:ention, they urged, of its American uplolders, a claim given some colour by President
raft’s maladroit parting of the ways speech
ind by Speaker Clark’s misplacedly humorous
emark, we are preparing to annex Canada.’
\nd wh i le in Canad a t here
i g ht be as yet
ew annexati on ists^ tho tf>nHpiicy of a vast and
itiHmate trad^ north and south wouTdn5F"to
^ ake many. Where the treasure was, there
^uld the heart be also. The movement for
imperial preferential trade, then strong in the
Jnited Kingdom, would be for ever defeated
f the American offer
should be accepted,
uanada must not sell her birthright for a mess
•f Yankee pottage.
The advocates of reciprocity denounced
hese arguments as the sheerest buncombe,
^mil^atio n sentiment in the United States
it

:hat

*

’

‘

m
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they declared to be rapidly disappearing, an<
in any case it was Canada’s views, not thos
of the United States, that mattered.
Re
ciprocity from 1854 to 1866 had killed, no
fostered, annexation sentiment in Canada
And, if the doubling and trebling of import
from the United States in recent years had no
kept national and imperial sentiment fron
rising to flood-tide, why now should an in
Canadiai
crease of exports breed disloyalty ?
financiers and railway operators were entering
into ever closer relations with the Unitec
why should the farmer be denied th
States
same right ? The reciprocity proposed ii
19 1 1, unlike the programme of twenty year
earlier, did not involve discrimination agains
Great Britain, but in fact went along with
still greater preference to the mother country
The claim that reciprocity would kill imperia
preference was meaningless in face of thi
actual fact. Moreover, the British tariff re
formers proclaimed their intention, if M
Chamberlain’s policy prevailed, of making re
ciprocity treaties with foreign countries a
well as preferential arrangements with th<
Dominions, so why should not Canada exercis*
the same freedom ?
But elections are not won merely by sucl
;

i
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The energy with which they are
pught, or the weight of the interests vitally
oncerned, may prove more decisive than
argument. And in this contest the Opposition
^ad the far more effective fighting force and
Mr Borden’s
[lade the far stronger appeal.
Dllowers fought with the eager enthusiasm
rhich is bred of long exclusion from office,
rhile
the ministerialists
save only the
eteran prime minister himself aijd a small
and of his supporters fought feebly, as if
iulled by the satiety which comes of long
Outside
lossession of the loaves and fishes.
le party bounds the situation was the same,
he western farmers were the only organized
id ar^cuTate bo^
side of reciprocity,
hile opposed t o it were..the_ powerful and
fell-eq uipped forces of the manufac turers and
e close ly allied t ransportation an d fin ancial
terests.
Thr^ugh^^ t^^^
press and from a
pusa nd platforms these forces"appea^^ to
dominant beliefs and feelings of the people
[rite effective was the appeal founde d on
;e docTr i ne of prote@oh7
fh twenty years
inada had become a city-dominated land,
d the average city-dweller had come to
lieve that his interests were bound up with
lotection a belief not unnatural in the
debate.

—

—

I

|.e

,

—
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absence for a decade of any radical discussic
of the issue, and not to be overcome at tl
eleventh hour. But the patriotic appeal
still more effective
Here was a chance
expre ss the accumulated resentment of half
century ag ains FThe unneighbourly policy

w

.

The chance could safely be seized, for Canac
was prosperous beyond alljprecedent. *L
well enou^
was in itself a vote-cor
pelling

cry.

In fact,

*

Laurier prosperity

proved its own Nemesis. Jeshurun Ontari
having waxed fat, kicked. An Americj
philosopher, Artemus Ward, has recorded th

was so worked up during t]
that he consented to send all 1
apy an Ontat
wife’s relations to the front.
patriot in 19 ii was prepared to sacrifice tl
i nterests of his fellow-Canadians to prove 1
i ndeoendbace of the United States.
And
his patriotism
Civil

War

M

1
’

1

^uebec^tKelvorking arrangement between t
Conservatives and Mr Henri Bourassa and 1
party told heavily against the Government.
The re sult of the-jelections^^hick^ w^
on t he 2ist of September, was the overwheh
ing defeat of Sir Wilfrid Laurier’s Ministi
In Ontario the Liberals saved only thirte
In the rest of t
seats out of eighty-six.
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feountry they had a majority, but not sufficient
^o reduce substantially this adverse Ontario
The complete returns gave 133 Con:e.
vatives to 88 Liberals. As usual, the
mlar vote was more equally divided than
parliamentary seats, for the Liberals
ured 625,000 and the Conservatives 669,000
The Liberal majority of only 5000 in
:es.
ebec, 3000 in the maritime provinces, and
000 in the prairie provinces was overcome
the Conservative majority of 63,000 in
I

A

and 9000 in British Columbia.
tnight later Sir Wilfrid Laurier tendered
resignation to the governor-general and
tario

|
:

^r

Borden formed

his

Government.

CHAPTER

XIII

NATION AND EMPIRE

Neither new relations with foreign lane
across the sea nor new-old relations with tl
United States bulked as large in these lat<
years as relations with the other parts of tl
British Empire. The question of the Empire
future was a constant theme. It was a tin
of unparalleled progress in each and all tl
Great Britain’s vast strid<
British states.
towards social justice, Canada’s growth an
economic activity, the similar, if lesser, e:
pansion of Australia and New Zealand, tl
unification of South Africa, all bespoke tl
strength and soundness of each of the Fh
Nations. The steady growth of communit
of feeling and of practical co-operation
many fields bore witness that progress did n<
mean disunion.
Yet there were many at home, and in Gret
Britain and the other lands overseas, who wei
far from content with the trend of events, wl
i
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were convinced that the Empire was drifting
to eternal smash unless some change in policyshould be effected. To some it was Britain’s
free-trade policy that was the danger
to
others it was the steady growth of selfgovernment in the Dominions. Imperial pre;

i

I

iferential

trade, political federation, colonial

contributions to a central army and navy,
Not
iwere all vigorously urged as remedies.
one of these things came to pass in the years
under survey, and yet when the testing-time
jjarrived the Empire proved one in heart and
boul.

Great Britain’s free-trade policy was first
Scarcely ended were the
Boer War and the disappointing Conference of
1902 when Mr Chamberlain, fresh from a tour
through South Africa, launched his great cam-

balled in question.

,

Though
ipaign for imperial preferential trade.
protection and retaliation later became more
mportant phases

of the tariff-reform

move-

nent, at the outset it was its imperial side
vhich was emphasized. The colonies and the
nother country, it was urged, were certain to
iprift apart unless bound by links of material
Give the colonies a preference on
Interest.
heir wheat or wool in Britain, give British
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manufacturers a real preference in colonia
markets, and the Empire would cease to be
merely a sentiment.

Once committed to
tariff in

order to

setting

make

up a

protective

reductions in favour

such colonies as would reciprocate, Mr
Chamberlain and his followers went on tc
find in it other great advantages.
It would
of

aid British agriculture and British industry,
would protect both farmer and manufacturer
from the competition they were increasingly
unable to bear, and would give a weapon for
forcing foreign countries to tear down their
tariff barriers.
The colonial market, the home
market, and the foreign market would thus al
be gained, and none too soon, if the complete
decay of British industry and the triumph 0
‘
have
its rivals were to be averted.
reached our highest point,* declared M:
Chamberlain. * Our fate will be the fate 0
the empires and the kingdoms of the past
Sugar has gone, silk has gone, iron
.
.
.
threatened, wool is threatened, cotton wil
are no longer first.
ar
come. . . .
shall be fifth or sixth if things g<
third.
on as they are at present. . . . The trade 0

We

ii

We

We

We

this country, as

foreign countries

measured by the exports t<
and to British possessions
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twenty or thirty years been

practically stationary ; our export trade to
all these foreign countries which have arranged
tariffs

against us has enormously diminished,
their exports to us have

and at the same time

enormously increased.*
For a time it seemed that the tariff reformers
would sweep all before them. Their chief was
the most skilful and popular leader of his time,
The inevitable growth of other countries in
manufacturing had excited the alarm of the

i

1

S

I

I
!

British manufacturer, and protectionist sentiment among the landowners, though scotched,
had not been killed. The almost universal
reign of protection in foreign countries and

other colonies appeared to prove obsolete
doctrines of Cobden and Bright.
It
liseemed that fifty years of unquestioned
'triumph in England itself had left free trade
a traditional dogma, not a living belief. To
^he poor, tariff reform promised work ; to the
Hch, a shifting of heavy taxation from their
Ij^houlders ; to the imperialist, the indissoluble

lithe

ithe

ipire of his

dreams.

rYet the pendulum soon swung against Mr
Investigation showed that his
were largely unfounded, and gave

'hamberlain.
Seremiads

ijiew life

to the principles of free trade.

They
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were shown not to be obsolete dogmas, but
reasoned deductions from the actual situation
Imperial preference
of the United Kingdom.
meant a crippling tax on food and on raw
materials for no adequate return. The share
of colonial markets which British manufacturers did not have, for which they could
compete, and which colonial producers did not
desire to keep themselves, was very small.
Mr Chamberlain was stricken soon after with
lingering illness, and of the younger men of
capacity
all

who came upon

were on the side

the scene practically

of free trade.

The

stars

in their courses fought against him, for, from
1903 onward, British trade began to flourish as

In the elections
never, or rarely ever, before.
of 1906, though other issues were also factors
in the result, the sweeping victory of the
Liberals was mainly a triumph for free trade.
In Canada, also, at the outset, Mr Chamberlain^s proposals were widely welcomed.
He
was personally popular. The majority of
Canadians believed in protection. Some of
those who did not were ready to recognize the
value of a preference in the British market.
Yet as the full implications of the proposal
became clear, and as the British free-trader
made good his case, opinion in Canada became
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as divided as in Great Britain. It was realized
that it was one thing for Canada to give a
reduced tariff, leaving the fiscal system protective still, and quite another for Great
Britain to abandon entirely her free-trade
policy in order to be able to give preferential
rates to colonies or to low-tariff foreign states,
Canadian manufacturers gave the movement

a warm but vague welcome it soon became
clear that Mr Chamberlain was much mistaken
in supposing they were prepared to relinquish
any corner of the Canadian market to British
;

manufacturers. They declared officially that
they would not favour an increase in the
British preference even on articles not made
in Canada :
we were not prepared to admit
that there was any article that could not at
'some point in Canada, and in time, be successThey were, however,
fully manufactured.’ ^
fully prepared to give British manufacturers
Jower rates than American, provided that both
mtes were high enough. The farmer, who
chiefly was to profit, did not appear eager for
fhe boon of a preference in the British market,
so far as farm journals and farmers’ organiza|:ions represented his view.
He would be glad
*

^

Report of Annual Meeting, Canadian Manufacturers’ Associa-

ion, in Industrial Canada, 1912, p. 334.
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to have higher prices for his wheat or stock,
but did not want the British workman to pay
a halfpenny a loaf to bribe him to remain in the

Empire.

To some extent opinion followed party lines.
The Conservative party had consistently supported reciprocal preference and opposed the
Laurier-Fielding free

gift.

The

Liberals

had

defended that preference as in itself a benefit
to the Canadian consumer, and had deprecated
higgling with Great Britain. They would be
glad to receive a preference in Great Britain
Convinced
if Britain felt it in her own interest.
believers in self-government for themselves,
however, they were willing that the United
Kingdom should have the same privilege, and
declined to intervene in the British campaign. Mr Borden took the same stand as to
intervention ; but many of his followers were
not hampered by such scruples, and Mr Foster
made eloquent speeches in England on Mr

Chamberlain^s behalf.
The Conference of 1907 was essentially an
appendix to the Chamberlain campaign. Imperial preference found vigorous advocates
among colonial prime ministers, notably
Dr Jameson of the Cape, Mr Ward of New
Zealand, and especieilly Mr Deakin of Australia,
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of the chief

of the Conference.
All expressed
themselves as not wanting the United King-

features

dom to set up a protective and preferential
system unless convinced it was for her own
good but with more persistence than success
they sought to prove that it would be for
her good, and especially to show that prices
to the English consumer would not be increased, and yet that colonial producers would
gain.
The representatives for the United
Kingdom, ministers in the British Government, fresh from a three-year discussion of the
whole issue and backed by the largest parliamentary majority on record, were equally
frank in their rebuttal of the arguments
advanced and their refusal to lead Britain to
commit what they considered commercial
suicide.
Mr Asquith and Mr Churchill were
especially uncompromising
Mr Lloyd George
showed more temperamental sympathy with
protection in the abstract, but was equally
clear that free trade had been proved best for
Great Britain beyond question.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier was the doyen of the
Conference, the only member present for a
third time.
He took a less vigorous part than
in the previous meetings, letting the younger
;

;
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lions roar.
He had opened the debate by
announcing his intention to move again the
preference resolutions of 1902, and did so in a

making his position
Canada had given a free preference to
British goods deliberately, and had not repented.
If it had not done for the British
manufacturer all that he would like, more
could be done by a system of mutual preference.
Yet this is a matter,* he continued,
that is altogether in the hands of the British
people, and if they think on the whole that
their interests are better served by adhering
to their present system than by yielding ever
so little, it is a matter for the British electorate.
brief speech at the close,
clear.

‘

‘

I

think the best

way

of serving the

whole

is

by allowing every part to serve and recognize
its own immediate interests.*
On his motion
the resolutions of 1902

—recognizing the value

trade, declaring free trade
between the different parts of the Empire
impracticable, urging the colonies to follow
Canada’s example in giving a preference to the
of

preferential

United

Kingdom,

and urging the United

Kingdom to consider the expediency of granting a preference to colonial products, either
by an exemption from or reduction of duties
now or hereafter imposed ^were adopted by

—

U
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all

the Dominions, the United

senting.

Sir Wilfrid laid

more
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Kingdom
stress

dis-

upon the

proposal for an All-Red line of steamers for
faster and better service on the Atlantic and
on the Pacific, with joint subsidies, urging that
the best way to bind the Empire together was
to facilitate intercourse. The proposal was
received with enthusiasm
yet, though its
advocacy was continued by Lord Strathcona
and Mr Sifton, little progress was made towards its adoption.
After the Conference of 1907 preferential
trade ceased for a time to be a living issue.
Social reform, the budget controversy, the
struggles with the House of Lords, Home Rule,
foreign affairs, in turn took the leading place
on the stage. Four years later, at the Conference of 19 1 1, the subject was not even
mentioned. The Unionist party was now
definitely pledged to protection on manufactures, but the tax on food, essential to
;

had been thrown
overboard by a large section of the party.
The British farmer was promised land reform

effective colonial preferences,

instead

of

protection on foodstuffs.

Mr Bonar Law,

Even

speaking in 1912, declared
that he did not wish to impose food duties,
and would impose them only if, in a conference
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to be called, the colonies declared them to be
This endeavour to throw on the
essential.
colonies the onus and responsibility of making
the Englishman pay food taxes was denounced
on every side, and after much shuffling a compromise was reached to the effect that if
when a Unionist Government has been returned to power it proves desirable, after consultation with the Dominions, to impose new
duties upon any articles of food, in order to
secure the most effective system of preference,
such duties should not be imposed until they
have been submitted to the people of this
country at a general election/
Thus, after ten years of ardent agitation
for tariff reform, one great party in the state
was as resolutely opposed to the scheme as
ever, and, while the other was committed to
it,
the duty on foodstuffs, once declared
essential to save the Empire, was made conditional and given second place to protection
of manufacturers.
It was by no means improbable that the whirligig of time would once
more bring to the front food taxes and imperial
preference. Yet as far as the early years of
the century went, the years within which Mr
Chamberlain declared that the decision had
to be made, no step towards preference had
*

[MPERIAL PREFERENTIAL TRADE
seen taken

by Great

Britain,

and

still
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the

Empire drew closer together instead of drifting apart.
As a matter of fact, the empirebinding value of tariff preference was greatly
ixaggerated by its advocates. The LaurierFielding preference was a real bond of imperial

mity simply because it was a free-will offering,
jiven from motives of sentiment, not of profit.
\ system of preferences such as Mr Cham>erlain advocated might possibly be a good
arrangement for one or all of the
but it could have little
orce as empire-cement.
It would be a matter
»f cold-blooded bargain,
on a par with the
limilar reciprocal or preferential arrangements
vhich the protectionists proposed to make with
oreign countries. There would be nothing
about it,
ijooq came of the agitation. It compelled

business

;ountries concerned,

I

bed-rock consideration of British business
conditions, and proved that if free
rade had made possible the production of
ifeat wealth, it had not been enough to ensure
;s fair distribution.
This searching inquest
as largely responsible for the great series of
:emocratic and social reforms adopted by the
hsquith Government, reforms which gave the
nited Kingdom the world’s leadership in

^

S|nd social

*
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democracy and won fresh sympathy and loy£
emulation in the Dominions. In undyin
words Mr Asquith gave (1909) a definition c
Liberalism which awoke immediate sympath
It expressed in concer
in every Dominion.
trated form ideals which more and more woul
be the common heritage of all the Empire
particularly in those Dominions, such 3
Australia and Canada, where all parties ai
almost equally democratic and progressive :
As regards the Empire, to secure full unity by allov
ing the greatest diversity and the fullest liberty of sel
government in

As
it

all its parts.

regards property, to

from

make

it

secure by divestir

injustice.

As regards
by resting

it

political authority, to

on the broadest

make

it

stab

possible basis of popub

responsibility.

As regards religion, to remove it from the odiu:
of alliance with political disabilities.
As regards trade, to make it world- wide by openir
our own markets here at home to everybody.
And, finally, as regards the liberty of the individu
citizen, to make it a reality instead of a sham, I
universal education and by an ever-rising standai
of humane conditions both in the factory and tl
home.

We

have now to review briefly the di
went on during these years

cussions which

;
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respect to the political relations of the different

Broadly speaking, two
One favoured
:he retention of the powers of self-govern™
nent already acquired by the Dominions and
states of

the Empire.

schools or tendencies existed.

taking up of still further duties, while at
same time aiming at full co-operation and
larmony in matters of essential common
nterest.
The other, declaring that the tendincy towards self-government had already
pne too far and would if continued lead to
:he
:he

disruption of the Empire, advocated setting
some central council or parliament with
bgislative and executive control over the
yhole Empire, within limitations more or less
^ide.
One stood for a free alliance and cooperation, the other for organic or federal
mion and centralization. These two theories
f empire did not, in Canada, become party
reeds ; but, on the whole, Liberals were
ympathetic with free alliance, while cenjhe

ip

drew most of its support from
On some issues, howConservative ranks.
ler, there was an approach to unanimity,
nd on others the division cut across party

talization
]

nes.

In domestic affairs
Almost entirely won.

self-government

Some

was

survivals of the
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old colonial subordination remained in tl
formal inability of Canadians to amend the
own constitution and in the appeal from tl
decisions of Canadian courts to the Judici
Committee of the Privy Council—limitatioi
which had been wholly or mainly remove
in the case of the newer Commonwealth
Australia.
But the long-contested contr
over copyright was finally conceded, and tl
<

Hutton and Dundonald incidents

led to tl
imperial office
entered the military service of the Dominic
they were, precisely as in the United Kingdor
under the control of the responsible ci\
ministers. The provision that the command
of the militia must be a British officer w;
dropped in the revision of the Militia Act

clearer recognition

that

if

:

1904.

now

In the words of Mr,

Sir

Robei

Borden in 1902, words which became increa
ingly true as years went by: Step by step tl
colonies have advanced towards the position
virtual independence so far as their intern
affairs are concerned, and in all the importai
instances the claim has been made by Canad
has been resisted at first by the imperi
‘

statesmen, and finally has been conceded, ai
has proved of advantage both to the Moth
Country and to the colonies.*
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foreign affairs self-government came
lore slowly, in the face of greater opposition,
ut still steadily and surely.
Its coming was
lore imperceptible ; in fact, many Canadians
antinued to believe that they had no voice
i the control of foreign policy, and made on
lis very ground a strong plea either for setting
p some central authority in which they would
ave representation, or else for declining to
ike any part in imperial wars because they
^d not and could not have a real voice in

In

(iperial policy.

This belief was well founded, so far as conof the field of foreign affairs, but
failed to recognize the striking advance
other areas. We were like M.
ijade in
ourdain of Moliere’s comedy, who was surifised to find that he had been talking prose
We had been
il his life without knowing it.
i^irrying on a steadily increasing part of our
ijreign affairs without consciously labelling
For to-day foreign affairs are
liem as such.
l^gely commercial affairs, questions of trade
tariff, of immigration and transportation,
And
H fishery or power or navigation rights.
nis largely with contiguous countries that the
Now, as has
lost important questions arise.
«ten seen from the review of relations with
I

^ned part
I
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the United States and other foreign countrie

an earlier chapter, Canada had come t
have all but complete control of such affairs

in

In

1909,

following

Australia’s

examph

Canada established a department of Externc
Affairs for the conduct and management c
‘

international or intercolonial negotiations, s
far as they may appertain to the governmen
of Canada.’
In introducing this measure Si
Wilfrid declared
All governments hav
found it necessary to have a department whos
only business will be to deal with relation
with foreign countries. . . .
have no^
reached a standard as a nation which neces
:

‘

We

sitates the establishment of

External

Affairs.’

On

Sir

a Department c
Robert Borden’

accession to power one of his first steps wa
to increase the importance of this departmen
by giving it a minister as well as a deputy
attaching the portfolio to the office of th
prime minister. For other purposes specis
envoys were sent, as when Mr Fielding negoti
ated trade relations in France and in th
United States, or Mr Lemieux arranged a com
promise with the government of Japan upo
the immigration issue. In these cases th
British ambassador was nominally associate
with the Canadian envoy. Even this forms
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limitation

was lacking
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in the case of the con-

France, Germany,
Holland, Belgium, and Italy in 1909-10, by
iiegotiation with their consuls in Ottawa,
f'inally, in the Waterways Treaty with the
[Jnited States, the international status of
Panada was for the first time formally reognized in the provision that the decision to
ubmit to arbitration matters other than
hose regarding boundary waters should be
j^iade on the one hand by the President and
ijenate of the United States, and on the
ther by the Governor-General in Council, the
^labinet of the Dominion.
At the close of this period, then, every
base of our foreign relations so far as they
jncerned the United States, and an increasigly large share of our foreign relations with
(:her powers, were under Canadian control.
remained true, however, that Canada had
voice in determining peace and war.
p
1 other words, it was with Britain’s neighpurs, rather than with Canada’s neighbours,
^at any serious war was most likely to come,
liplomatic policy and the momentous issue
peace or war in Europe or Asia were deirmined by the British Cabinet. In this
sld alone equality was as yet to seek.
The

Irentions

j

(

^

I

;

(

<

:

I

effected

with
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consistent upholder of Dominion autonomy
contended that here, too, power and responsill
bility would come in the same measure all
military and naval preparation and participall
tion in British wars. Just as Canada secured fli
voice in her foreign commercial relations a I
soon as her trade interests and industrial de
velopment gave her commercial weight, so
share in the last word of diplomacy might b
expected to come almost automatically a
Dominion and Commonwealth built up militar
and naval forces, or took part in oversea warj

In this conception the Crown became tjh
Autonomist
link of Empire.
believed that
His Majesty *s Government||L
We aft(
should remain a manifold power.
claim to be His Majesty’s Government,’ d«m
dared Sir Wilfrid at the Conference of 190%
chief visible

‘

‘

at Sydney was as much H
Majesty’s as the Government at Westminste
The Canadian Privy Council was as much H
Majesty’s as the Privy Council of the Unite
Kingdom. The tendency in the Dominioi
had been to magnify the powers of the kin|
who was equally their king, and to lessen tl
powers of the parliament elected in the Unite
Kingdom. In fact the Crown became, if tl
metaphor is not too homely for such grej

The Government
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a siphon which transferred power from
His Majesty’s Government in the old land to
His Majesty’s Governments in the Dominions.
It was, however, not enough to have independent control. It was equally necessary,
as the other half of the policy of co-operation,
to provide means for securing united and
These were provided in
effective action.
many forms. High commissioners and agentsgeneral became increasingly important as ambassadors to London. Departments of External Affairs ensured more constant and
affairs,

tl(

9C

E
iSt!

lE

systematic intercourse. Special conferences.
Such as the Naval Conference of 1909 in
London, or the several exchanges of visits
between the Australian and the New Zealand
biinisters, kept the different states in touch
But by far the most imivith each other.
3 ortant agency was the Colonial or Imperial
Conference, now a definitely established body,

n which Dominions and Kingdom met on
exchanged views, and received
lew light on each other’s problems. Thus

l.qual footing,

he question of co-operation between the Five

became much like the problem which
any allies, such as those of the Triple

flations
Inifpces

§i

entente, save that in the case of the British
the alliance is not transitory and a

41 i)mpire
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common

king gives a central rallying-point
this free form of unity, as uniqu
in political annals as the British Empire itself
received clearer expression than in the words
of Edward Blake in the British House ol
Commons in 1900

Nowhere has

my

part have looked to conFor many years I for
ference, to delegation, to correspondence, to negotiation, to quasi-diplomatic methods, subject always
to the action of free parliaments here and elsewhere
as the only feasible way of working the quasi-federa

union between the Empire and the sister nations o
Canada and Australia. A quarter of a century past
dreamed the dream of imperial parliamentary federa
tion, but many years ago I came to the conclusioi
that we had passed the turning that could lead to tha
terminus, if evei indeed, there was a practicable road
We have too long and too extensively gone on th
lines of separate action here and elsewhere to go
,

now.

Never forget

local

—

have the lesson here to-da;
on which you depend is due t
freedom, and would not survive its limitatior

—that the good

^you

will

But to many this trend of affairs was far fron
They urged that Canada shouli
retrace her steps and take the turning that lei
satisfactory.

to imperial parliamentary federation. Thi
agitation was carried on chiefly in privat
circles and through the press.
One organiza
tion after another British Empire Leagut

—

i
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Pollock Committee,

{earnest

which,
j

—undertook

Round Table

and devoted campaigns
if
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of education,

they did not attain precisely the end
made towards clearer thinking

iUght, at least

Occasionally
question was raised in parliament. Typi.1 of such debates was that of March 13, 1905,
hen Colonel, now General Sir Sam, Hughes
oved a resolution in favour of parliamentary
id against passive colonialism.
le

Mr Borden refrained from either
)posing or approving the motion, but, as did
1i her members of his party, made it a startingpoint for a speech in favour of imperial
deration.

preference.
I

Sir Wilfrid Laurier declared

do not think that

it

would be

iny of the self-governing colonies

possible to find in

any

desire or

any

htention to part with any of the powers which they
lave at the present time.
At present we are proud
p say and to believe that the relations of the British
impire, within all its parts, are absolutely satisactory. ... It is not in accordance with the tradions of British history, it is not in accordance with
tie traditions of the Anglo-Saxon race, to make any
ange in their institutions until these institutions
ave been proved insufficient or defective in some
ay. . . . The British Empire to-day is composed of
Vitiations, all bearing allegiance to the same sovereign.

At the Conference

of 1907

it

was proposed
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that the Colonial Conference be changed into
an Imperial Council. This suggestion met
support from various quarters, but was
blocked by Sir Wilfrid’s firm opposition. He
agreed heartily that the Conference should be
styled Imperial rather than Colonial, but,

backed by all his colleagues, opposed any
attempt to turn the Conference into a Council,
with independent powers and an overwhelming
representation from the United Kingdom.
Ir
fact the Conference was established mor(
firmly than ever on a basis of equality. The
prime minister of the United Kingdom, rathei
than the colonial secretary, became the specia
representative of his country, and the Con
ference was declared to be
between Hij
Majesty’s Government and His Government!
of the self-governing Dominions overseas.’
At this Conference, perhaps more significan
than anything that was said or done was th^
presence of General Botha as prime ministe

r

of the self-governing colony of the Transvaal

{

‘

It was only five years since Botha, as com
mander-in-chief of the Boers who had hel<
out to the last, had laid down his arms. Nov
he sat in the highest councils of the Empire
saying little, studying his fellow-ministers an<
the common problems, and impressing all b;

i

1

'c

li
;

ci

a
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his strong common sense and his frank loyalty.
His presence there was due to the courage
and confidence which had been displayed by
Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman.
One of the
first steps taken by Campbell-Bannerman's
Ministry in 1906 had been to grant to the
Transvaal full and immediate self-government
without any intervening period of half-freedom. The policy had been a bold one. To
a German empire-framer it would have appeared incredible folly. The king had re-

monstrated against it, the leader of the
Opposition had termed it dangerous and

Mr

Kipling had hurled sonnets
But the Government had stood
rm, with the result nere seen, and with still
reater justification to follow.
In this and
the following Conference General Botha maniested a special regard for his Canadian coleague, like himself a leader from a minority
ace. Undoubtedly Wilfrid Laurier’s example,
anada’s example, counted much in making
lear to Louis Botha the path which led to
oyal and lasting co-operation.
The centralization policy found a new
bhampion at the Conference of 1911.
Sir Joseph Ward, Mr Seddon's successor

jreckless,

against

as

it.

prime minister of

New

Zealand,

sub-
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II

mitted some months in advance a proposaH
for an Imperial Council of State advisory tJI
the British Government, and then, having
meantime been persuaded to go the whoh
road, made a speech in favour of a centra
parliament. The proposal met with still lesj
favour than before. British, Australian, Soutl
African, Newfoundland, and Canadian prim(
ministers joined in pronouncing it unwork
*
The proposal seemj
able and undesirable.
to me to be absolutely impracticable,^ declarec
*
Sir Wilfrid Laurier.
It is not a practica
scheme ; our present system of responsibh
government has not broken down,’ agreec
Premier Fisher of Australia.
The creatiot
of some body with centralized authority ovei
the whole Empire would be a step entirely an
tagonistic to the policy of Great Britain whicl
has been so successful in the past, and whicl
has undoubtedly made the Empire what it i?
to-day.
It is the policy of decentralizatior
which has made the Empire the powe
granted to its various peoples to govern them
selves,’ added Premier Botha of South Africa
‘
Any scheme of representation no mattei
what you may call it, parliament or council—
of the overseas Dominions must [give them;
so very small a representation that it would b<
‘

—

—

Ward

Joseph

Sir

1911
Asquith,

Mr
ENGLAND,

Laurier,

IN

Wilfrid

LAURIER

Sir

Botha,

WILFRID

Louis

SIR

General

—

right

to
Left
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no value/ said Premier Morris
Newfoundland. Mr Asquith summed up :

practically of
of

We

cannot, with the traditions and history of the
Empire behind us, either from the point of
view of the United Kingdom, or from the point of
view of our self-governing Dominions, assent for a
moment to proposals which are so fatal to the very
fundamental conditions on which our empire has
been built up and carried on. ... It would impair,
if not altogether destroy, the authority of the United
Kingdom in such grave matters as the conduct of
foreign policy, the conclusion of treaties, the maintenance of peace, or the declaration of war, and,
indeed, all those relations with foreign powers,
necessarily of the most delicate character, which are
now in the hands of the Imperial Government, subject
to its responsibility to the Imperial Parliament.
That
authority cannot be shared, and the co-existence side
by side with the Cabinet of the United Kingdom of this
proposed body it does not matter by what name you
call it for the moment
clothed with the functions
and the jurisdiction which Sir Joseph Ward proposed
to invest it with, would, in our judgment, be absolutely
fatal to our present system of responsible government. ... So far as the Dominions are concerned,
this new machine could impose upon the Dominions
by the voice of a body in which they would be in a
standing minority (that is part of the case), in a small
minority, indeed, a policy of which they might all
disapprove, a policy which in most cases would involve
expenditure, and an expenditure which would have to
British

—

—
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be met by the imposition on a dissentient community
of taxation by its own government.

Mr Asquith’s statement that

that authority
has sometimes been taken
to mean that the United Kingdom could not
and "would not admit the Dominions to a share
in the control of foreign policy.
As the context and later action showed, however, it was
to sharing control with a new super-parliament
that the prime minister of the United Kingdom, in common with the prime ministers of
every Dominion except New Zealand, expressed his opposition. Later in the Conference a further, if far from final, step was taken
towards sharing control with the Dominions.
Upon Mr Fisher’s demand that the Dominions
should be consulted in international agreements such as the Declaration of London and
the conventions of the Hague Conference, it
was agreed unanimously that, at further
Hague Conferences and elsewhere when time
and subject-matter permitted, this would
be done. Sir Wilfrid Laurier agreed with
this proposal, though stating his view that
in such negotiations the United Kingdom
should be given a free hand. Some greater
share in foreign policy, most nationalists and

cannot be shared

’

*
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imperialists alike agreed, the Dominions must
possess.
The real question was, whether they
should seek it through a central body in which

they would have a minority representation,

I

and whose functions it was impossible to define

:

without serious infringement of the existing
'powers of the Dominions, or whether they
were to secure it along the line so long
pursued, of independence in what was overwhelmingly the prime concern of each separate

I

state, plus co-operation in
^)f

common

what was

distinctly

interest.

Hardly had preferential trade as a mooted
receded into the background when the
uestion of Canada’s share in the defence of
he Empire came to the front and took on a
lew urgency and a new interest.
The forces of Canada for land defence had
:opic

made much more

effective since the
began. The permanent
[nilitia had been largely increased
engineer,
ledical, army-service, and ordnance corps
ad been organized or extended rifle associations and cadet corps had been encouraged;
^iew artillery armament had been provided
*een

wentieth

century

;

;

;

eserves of
|»een

built

ammunition and equipment had
up; a central training-camp had
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been established
the period and disciplin
of the annual drill had been increased
th
administration had been thoroughly reorgan
;

;

ized.
In 19 ii over six times as much wa
spent upon the militia as in 1896. Thoug!
the service was still very far from ideal effici
ency, there was no question that it had bee:
greatly improved.
In Canada as in the other Dominions th
problem of bringing the military forces int
relation with the forces of other parts of th
Empire was solved without any sacrifice of th
principle of self-government in command c
administration. After 1902 little was hear
of the proposal to give the British War Offic
control over a section of the troops of eac
Dominion. Matters moved rather in th
direction of co-operative action.
In 1907
was arranged that each of the larger Don
inions should organize a General Staff t
act in close touch and to exchange officei
with the newly reorganized Imperial Genen
Staff.
It followed that equipment and ac
I
ministration became largely uniform.
1909, and again in 1911, further steps wei
taken to secure effective co-operation betwee
the General Staffs.
Naval defence proved a harder problem i
:
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A

beginning was made. The fisherycruiser service was extended.
In 1905 the
Dominion took over the garrisons at the naval
bases of Halifax and Esquimalt. The minister
of Marine, Mr Prefontaine, took some steps
towards the organization of a Naval Reserve,
but with his death (1905) the movement
ceased.
The belief in Britain’s unquestioned
supremacy, a reluctance to enter the vortex
of European militarism,’ the survival of
passive colonialism, kept the vast majority of
Canadians indifferent. And, though a persistent minority of enthusiasts called on the
icountry to awake, the unwillingness of the
(British
authorities to sanction Dominion
action along national lines blocked the most
promising path.
By much effort all the self-governing
polonies except Canada had been induced to
send annual cheques to the Admiralty. But
solve.

‘

;

the total

manent

amount was negligible, and no perhad been achieved. After

results

years of contribution not a single
Australian had been trained as a sailor. At
ast, opinion in the Commonwealth took decided shape and demanded immediate national
iction
demanded the creation of a Royal

fifteen

—

f\.ustralian

Navy.
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Heretofore Canada had blazed the tra
that led from colonialism to nationhooc
Now Australia took the lead. The reason

were clear. Canada’s chief neighbour wa
the United States on the whole, not a mil
tarist country
and there was little fear (
military aggression. But commercial intei
course with this neighbour, along a frontier c
three thousand miles, was close and constan
making it necessary for Canada to take int
her own hands the control of commercii
relations.
Australia had no such overshado'W
ing commercial relations with any power, bi
had neighbours in the Pacific the colonies (
aggressive European states, first France an
later Germany, and the teeming and awakei
ing powers of Asia ^which gave urgency to th
question of defence. A Commonwealth whic
ruled a dependency of its own, in Papua, an
shared dominion of the world’s second greatej
island with imperial Germany (nowhere excej
in this anomalous, precedent-defying Britis
Empire could any one have dreamt of * tt
colony of a colony ’), could not long remai
indifferent to naval defence.
For twent
years discussion of the issue had gone on i

—

—

—

—

Australia, clarifying and precipitating opinioi
It was no wonder that Canada, which tried t

DEFENCE
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concentrate the same discussion into four or
years of great economic pressure,
proved more confused in opinion and less

i

Ifive years,

;

i

-

unanimous in action.
At the Conference
modified

its

of 1907 the Admiralty
former policy and suggested that

a money contribution any Dominion
provide for local service in the imperial squadrons the smaller vessels that are
'useful for defence against possible raids or for
co-operation with a squadron.’ The prime
ijminister of Australia, Mr Deakin, welcomed
Ijthe proposal as a step forward, but on his
return to Australia it was still found impos«^sible to reconcile the national aspirations of
Commonwealth and the desire of the
jrtthe
fiAdmiralty to control all ships, however pro•instead of

.might

‘

i

!,

;

and

no definite action followed.
the present remained content,
having extended the fishery service and
garrisoned with her own troops Halifax and
iEsquimalt. Both parties in Canada agreed
in giving no attention to the question.
Durthe general elections which followed
j ing
shortly after the Conference of 1907, neither
Sir Wilfrid Laurier nor Mr Borden said one
word about naval defence. Nothing but a
dramatic crisis would rouse the people to give
[ivided,

;i

i

[I

;

•

Canada

for
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the support necessary to enable either leadei
to take a decided stand.
The Kaiser provided the crisis. During
1908 and 1909 cries of alarm over the growtl
of the German navy awoke the Unitec
Kingdom and found echoes in Canada. I
appeared that Britain’s margin of safety wa:
being dangerously lessened, that the Mistresj
The Britisi
of the Seas had been challenged.
House of Commons voted eight additiona
Dreadnoughts and the Admiralty continuec
to withdraw ships from the ends of the eartl
and to concentrate the fleet in the Nortl
Sea.
Since the eighties international affairs hac
shown increasing tension. In Europe th<
struggle for national freedom, which markec
the previous era, had in many cases been peril
verted into an endeavour to impose onij
nation’s will upon another.
Not only dicU
France cherish the memory of Alsace-Lorraine B
not only did Italy dream of her lost provinces
||
not only did the Balkan states plot to comll
plete the half-done task of driving out th
Turk ; but the German Austrian sought t
dominate the Magyar and the Magyar th
Slav, while Italy swelled with visions of th

Eastern Mediterranean once more a Romai
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and Pan-German and Pan-Slav drew and
re-drew the map of Europe to their liking.
But it was not in Europe alone that these
{nations sought expansion. The belief that
empire overseas was necessary to national
greatness, and that sea-power was the means
lake,

I

i

that end, spread through Continental
Europe. During the thirty years following
11880 France added three and a half million
{square miles to her colonial possessions, Ger|many a million, and Italy a quarter-million.
jlEven the United States was carried away by
][the current, and Great Britain, already the
(greatest of colonial powers, picked up nearly
j;four million square miles more.
Europe’s
I

to

|i

aggression stirred sleeping Asia, and

Japan

^gave promise of beating her teachers at their
r.own game. This hasty parcelling out of the
non-white world brought friction and often
threatened war. For years a conflict with
Russia was believed inevitable in England.
Then France became the inevitable foe.
Next Germany took up the role. Though
felt at fewer points, her rivalry was more
A state with the ideals of mediaeval
serious.
feudalism and the might of a modern industrial
aation with all the wealth and organizing
power of industry and science at the disposal
i

—
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divine right,* anc
of a monarchy based on
a military aristocracy which moulded anc
mastered the nation through control of schoo
and press and army ^was a constant dange
to its neighbours. Germany’s aims were mon
aggressive than those of the western demo
cracies, and its methods were more efficien
than those of other European states of n<
higher ideals. True, the democratic and anti
militarist forces were gaining ground ii
‘

—

Germany

while elsewhere the folly anc
militarism were rousing unprece
efforts towards peace. But no way ou
was found. It was clearly impossible for on
state to disarm while its neighbours armed t(
few fitful efforts, in which Grea
the teeth.
Britain took an honourable part, to brinj
about a concerted halt came to nothing, Thi
world appeared convinced that the onh
statesmanlike way to avert war was for eacl
state or group of states to make itself stronge
than every other state or group. The war o

waste
dented

itself,

of

A

armaments went on unchecked.

Europe

slep

on a powder-mine.
In every Dominion the
stirred instant response.

new
If

sense of peri

Britain’s rival

had counted on the Dominions holding aloo
had held thei

in the hour of her need, or
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they were speedily
negligible,
awakened. In Australia, in New Zealand, in
South Africa, and in Canada, press and parliament voiced the new realization of danger
and the new determination to face it more
resources

I

i

j

\

I

effectively.
j

At first the prospect in Canada of speedy
and harmonious action was of the brightest.
Mr Foster gave notice in the House of
Commons of a resolution in favour of Canadian
naval preparations, and the leaders of both
parties met in private conference and agreed
upon the general course to be followed. Late
in March 1909 Mr Foster moved his resolution
and supported it with powerful and kindling
He dwelt on the burden which
eloquence.
Britain bore alone and the urgent need that
Canada should take a more adequate part

i

;

I
i

.

He opposed strongly the
policy of a fixed annual contribution. The
certainty of constant friction over the amount,
jthe smack of tribute, the radical defect that
it meant hiring somebody else to do what
Canadians themselves ought to do, the failure
of such a plan to strike any roots, were fatal
objections.
Canadian Naval Service was
the only possible solution, though for himself he would agree to vote a Dreadnought as
in naval defence.

i

A
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a preliminary step. Mr Borden emphasized
the need of action, and advocated a Canadian
naval force of our own.* Sir Wilfrid Laurier
declared that Canada must realize to the full
both the rights and the obligations of a
daughter nation by rising to any sacrifice that
might be needed to maintain unimpaired the
power of the British Empire, essential as it
was not only for Canada’s safety but for the
civilization of the world.
As to the form of
action, he opposed being stampeded into any
spectacular policy inconsistent with the principle of self-government, and closed by moving
a series of resolutions, which, with some
changes suggested by Mr Borden, were unanimously accepted by the House. The resolutions recognized the duty of Canada tc
assume larger responsibilities with growth it
strength, declared that under existing con
‘

money payments to th(
British Treasury would not be the most satis
factory solution, and expressed cordial ap

stitutional relations

proval of any expenditure necessary to pro
mote a Canadian Naval Service to co-operatft
in close relation with the British Navy.
During the summer a special Conference waM,
held in London, attended by ministers fronB,,
Mr M‘Kenna, while rett'
all the Dominions.

L
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peating the orthodox Admiralty view that
considerations of strategy favoured a single
navy, now recognized that other considerations had to be taken into account, and that
room must be found for the expression of
national sentiment, . . . While laying the
foundation of future Dominion navies to be
maintained in different parts of the Empire,
these forces would contribute immediately and
materially to the requirements of Imperial
[defence.’
No wonder that the London Times
{congratulated Australia and Canada on their
Ijachievement in having at last educated the
^Admiralty up to their own point of view.’
Unfortunately the convert was soon to backslide, but for the present hearty and ready
lid was given in establishing the Dominion
Australia agreed to form a disbiaval policy.
inct fleet unit, consisting of a large armoured
iruiser, three unarmoured cruisers, six desroyers and three submarines, with auxiliary
ift^ips.
Canada, not an island like Australia or
<rreat Britain, had two seaboards to protect,
‘

I

;

I

5

‘

thousand miles apart. The Canadian reresentatives, therefore, while agreeing that a,

^S';en

unit in the Pacific would be deTable in the future, requested suggestions,
Ihich were given, for the expenditure, first, of

j^ilfecond fleet
lict

ief
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an equivalent and, second, of a lesser amount
on two squadrons.
When the Canadian parliament met ir
January 1910 Sir Wilfrid Laurier submitted
the Naval Service Bill, which provided for th<
establishment of

fleets

according to the plat

approved by the Admiralty. The ship
were to be under the control of the Dominioi
Government, which might, in case of emer
finally

gency, place them at the disposal of th
Admiralty, summoning parliament to ratif;
such action. The bill was passed in March
In the autumn the cruiser Niobe (11,000 tons
and the Rainbow (3600 tons), purchased fror
the Admiralty, reached Canadian waterj
where they were to serve as training-shipj
Recruiting for these ships was begun an<
while not speedy, was reported by the d<
partment as satisfactory. The Halifax an
Esquimalt dockyards were taken over. Earl
in 1911 a Naval College was opened at Halifas
and in May tenders were received, rangir
from eleven to thirteen millions, from si
British and Canadian firms, for the construB
tion, in Canada, of four Bristol cruisers, or I
Boadicea cruiser, and six destroyers. In Jui
(1911), at the Imperial Conference in Londo
agreement was reached as to the boundari
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of the Australian and Canadian stations.
The
naval services of the two Dominions were to be
‘
exclusively under control of their respective
governments ^ ; but in time of war any fleet
or ships placed at the disposal of the British

Government by the Dominion authorities
would form an integral part of the British
fleet and remain under the control of the
Admiralty during the continuance of the war.’
Training and discipline were to be generally
uniform. Dominion ships were to fly the
white ensign at the stern as the symbol of the
Crown’s authority and the distinctive flag of
the Dominion at the jack-staff. Then came
‘

^

,

I

I

the reciprocity fight, the blocking of supplies
by the Conservatives, and the general elections
of September, all intervening before any tender
had been finally accepted.
Long before this time, however, the issue
had given rise to bitter party controversy.
The unanimity of parliament in 1909 had not
truly reflected the diversity of public opinion.
Mr Borden was not able to carry his party
with him. In the English-speaking provinces
many Conservatives denounced a Canadian
a tinpot navy,’ useless, expensive,
fleet as
‘

and

separatist,

noughts.

and

called for

a

gift of

Dread-

Mr Borden’s lieutenant from Quebec,
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Mr

F. D. Monk, came out strongly against
either Canadian navy or contribution, unless

approved by popular vote. So, after a loyal
attempt to defend the agreement of 1909,
Mr Borden found it necessary to change his
position.
By attacking the Laurier navy as
inadequate, and at the same time declaring
that no permanent policy should be adopted
without an appeal to the people, he endeavoured to keep both wings of his party in
line.
The opposition in Quebec was strength-

following
ened by Mr Henri Bourassa and
—
Nationalists
some respects perhaps,
his

‘

^

in

but more rightly labelled Colonialists or ProThey dealt a shrewd blow in
defeating the Government candidate at a
by-election held in November 1910 for Drummond -Arthabaska, Sir Wilfrid’s old seat.
And, though in all the other provinces the
general elections of 19 ii were fought on the

vincialists.

navy was made the
Conservatives formed
a close working alliance with the Nationalists,
who attacked the prime minister as a tool of
the English imperialists, and pictured to the
habitants the horrors of the mariney of conscription and the press-gang.
A little over a year after his accession to
issue of reciprocity, the

chief issue in Quebec.
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Borden brought
a gift
or loan to Great Britain of three Dreadnoughts
to meet the current emergency, and promised
to submit later on his permanent policy to
the electorate. What that permanent policy
would be he did not reveal. It was stated
that the Government had not definitely decided against a Canadian navy, but the insistence upon the difficulty of building up a
naval organization in Canada, and other remarks, made it appear that some plan of
permanent contribution, with a share in
the central controlling body, was under conpower

down

in

1911, Sir Robert

his naval proposals, providing for

templation.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier vigorously
opposed the proposals and adhered to the
policy of a Canadian navy. And, not to be

outdone in bigness, he now advocated two
After a prolonged discussion and
determined obstruction by the Opposition, the

fleet units.

Government introduced the closure and forced
bill through the Commons, only to see it
rejected by the Senate on the motion of Sir
George Ross, that this House is not justified

the

*

in giving its assent to this bill until it is submitted to the judgment of the country.’
The Government’s abrupt change of policy
was in part due to the activity of the first
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lord of the Admiralty, Mr Winston Churchill.
Whether moved by his own impetuous temperament or by the advice of others, Mr
Churchill threw overboard the M'Kenna memorandum, and endeavoured once more to revive
the contribution policy. He was not content
with laying before the Canadian prime minister the opinion of experts on the strategic
questions involved, and advising on means
to reach the desired end, but sought to influence public opinion in the Dominions by
word and act. The memoranda sent at Sir
Robert Borden’s request in January 1913,
emphasizing the difficulty of building battleships in Canada ^which was not proposed by
the Opposition and the difficulty of helping
to man the two Canadian fleet units though J
at the same time men were declared to be I
available for as many as five Dreadnoughts, if I
contributed ^were preceded by pressure on I
the Malay States to contribute a battleship, I
and were followed by Mr Churchill’s announce- I
ment of his intention to establish at Gibraltarll

—
—

—

—

an Imperial Squadron composed

of

Dominion

under the Admiralty’s control. When
Australia suggested that a special Dominion
Conference to discuss the matter should be
held in Canada, New Zealand, or Australia,
ships,

I
|

1
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I

the United Kingdom would not consent. It
was made emphatically clear that Mr Churchill
was in favour of contribution, not as an
emergency but as a permanent policy. It
was his doubtless well-meant—and invited
intervention in the dispute, ignoring the

1

principles

I
I

^

by which imperial harmony had
been secured in the past, which more than
anything else stirred up resentment in Canada.
The dispute in Canada turned partly on
constitutional, and partly on technical, naval
considerations.
A Canadian navy was opposed by some as tending to separation
from the Empire, and by others as involving Canada in a share in war without any

I
I
I

ji|

ij

corresponding share in foreign policy.
It
logical extension of the
policy of self-government, which, in actual
practice as opposed to pessimistic prophecy,
had proved the enduring basis of imperial
ji union.
The considerations involved have
iibeen briefly reviewed in an earlier section,
It need only be noted here that the constitutional problem was no more acute in December
1912 than in March 1909. Whatever the
difficulties, they had been faced and accepted
by all the other Dominions. Australia was
irretrievably and proudly committed to her

was defended as the

'

I

1

1

1

i
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—

own navy
His Majesty’s Royal Australian
Navy
New Zealand announced her dissatis’

*

;

faction with the original contribution policy ;
General Botha declared that South Africa
would prefer a navy of our own/ Not contribution therefore, but local navies, afforded
the only basis of uniformity throughout the
Empire. Given this attitude on the part of
all the Dominions, there was little question
that forms would soon follow facts, and each
of the Five Nations be given its due place
and weight in settling common issues of
‘

policy.

On the more technical issues there was
equally wide divergence.
Canadian navy
was attacked by some as useless even in the
long run. Canada could not build up an
adequate naval administration in half a
century.
Inefficiency and jobbery would
mark the navy’s management. The sea was
one and the navy should be one ; concentration at the supreme danger point, defence
by attack, were the latest maxims of naval
strategy.
On the other hand, it was urged
that what Australia had done Canada could
do, and that the German navy itself had been
The sea was one,
built up in twenty years.
but it was tens of thousands of miles in width

A

;
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the trade routes required protection, and the
coasts must be guarded against sudden raids.
Greater stress, however, was laid on the
short-run arguments. That there was only
one possible enemy, Germany that war with
her in a few years was inevitable
that when
it came Great Britain’s fleet would be overmatched, or perilously equalled, were the insistent contentions of one party.
That the
Pacific required watching as well as the North
Sea
that relations with Germany, on Sir
Edward Grey’s testimony, were improving
and war unlikely that if war came in a few
years the naval power of Britain, to say
nothing of that of France and Russia, would
be overwhelming, was the other party’s oftreiterated answer.
It was urged, also, that
the Canadian Government’s belief in the
seriousness of the emergency must be judged
by its acts, not its words. Had it believed
war imminent and the naval situation so
dangerous that its three Dreadnoughts were
required, it would unquestionably have been
too patriotic to think for a moment of any
other course but to bring on a general election
in 1913 to override the Senate.
That is now ancient history. The outbreak
of the Great War threw the Canadian naval
*

*

;

;

I

I

I

;

I

;

I

!

‘I

I

i

I

I

i

I

1

I
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question, along with so

many

tions, into the melting pot.

greater ques-

The temporary

easing of the international situation after 1912
was followed by acute tension again, and this
time the restraining forces gave way. The
rivalry of Teuton and Slav in the Balkans,
where of late the balance had tilted against
the Central Powers because of the defeat of
their quasi-ally, Turkey, provided the setting.
The murder of an Austrian prince by a Servian
subject gave the occasion, and Germany set
the fatal drama in motion. What part was
played in her decision by dreams of world
conquest or dread of being hemmed in by
ever-stronger foes, what part by the desire of
a challenged autocracy to turn the people from
internal reform to external policy, will not be
certain until the chancelleries of Europe have
given up their secrets, if certain then ; but,
whatever the motive, all the world outside
Germany has agreed that had she willed she
could have averted the fatal ending of those
tense days of July 1914.
When the intervention of the United Kingdom was made inevitable and practically unanimous by the brutal attack on Belgium,
Canada never hesitated for a moment as to her
attitude. The rights of the immediate issue
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the whole world
liberty was
;
plainly at stake
the struggle promised to
task, if not to overtask, every resource of the
mother country. Sir Robert Borden acted
promptly and effectively, and parliament

were clear

;

when

called in special session

unanimously

In a few weeks the largest
force that had ever crossed the Atlantic sailed
to England, and throughout the war ten
thousand upon ten thousand followed. The
Dominions surprised the world, and not least
themselves, by the greatness and effectiveness of the efforts made in the common cause.
At first, distance or over-confidence prevented
a full grasp of the crisis by the general public,
and even by the leaders of opinion but, as
time went on, the sense of the greatness of
the issue deepened, resolution hardened, and
the only measures of effort were what the crisis
called for and what Canada could give.
The country was united as on few occasions.
Here and there undigested groups of immigrants from the enemy lands stood out from
the common enthusiasm, but gave little overt
trouble.
In Quebec some, but not all, of the
Nationalists opposed Canada’s participation
in the war, taking either the belated colonial
view that it was Britain’s part to fight the

backed

his actions.

;
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Empire^s wars, or the more logical but inopportune view that Canada should not fight in a
war when she had had no part in shaping the
policy that went before it.
They claimed to
stand where practically all Canadians had
stood a generation before. They forgot that
meanwhile the world, and Canada, had moved
forward.
The ordeal of battle put to the test the facts
and the theories of empire which had been
shaping in the years which have been reviewed.
The splendid response of the whole Empire to
the call of need proved that it was not the
weak and crumbling structure that enemies
had hoped and zealous friends had feared.
Of their own free will the Dominions and even
India poured out their treasures of men and
money in measure far beyond what any central authority could have ordained.
Freedom
was justified of her children, and the British
Empire proved its right to exist by its very
When
difference from the Prussian Empire.
General Botha and General Smuts, after
crushing with ease a rebellion which under a
different imperial policy would have been
triumphant, led the army of the Crown in
triumph against the German dominions to
which it had once been proposed to banish
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them, they gave a most dramatic proof of the
power of the unseen bonds of confidence and

i:

\

liberty.

Yet, as the war proved, the Empire had
not yet reached its final stage. Now that the
Dominions helped to pay the piper, henceforth they would insist on a share in calling
the tune. That the decision as to peace and
war must no longer rest solely with the governU ment of Great Britain, however wisely that
f power had been used in this instance, became
the conviction of the many instead of the few.
It was still matter for serious debate how that
greater voice could be attained, and the conjlflict between the policy of consultation between existing governments and the policy of
I cr -lating a new central over-government, which
!

^

ji

ll

ji

had marked the years before, bade fair to mark
the years after the war as well.
The subsidiary question of naval defence

! had

also its after-lights.

Those

in

who had urged

^

f

j

jj

j

I

*

j

i,

Canada

the contribution policy had
[the gloomy satisfaction of seeing their proIphecy of speedy war with Germany fulfilled,
[Those who had urged the policy of a Canadian
mavy had the more cheerful satisfaction of
emergency was that
seeing that the only
which faced the Kaiser’s fleet, bottled up by
*
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the vastly superior allied forces. The battle
of the Falkland Islands, redeeming the defeal
at Coronel, proved the wide range of action o;
fast cruisers based on European waters, while
on the other hand the raids of the Emder
proved the need of cruisers for defence or
every sea
and the exploits of the Sydney
sister ship of Canada’s unbuilt Bristols, endec
;

talk of tin-pot navies. The lessons of th<
to ships and weapons and strateg]
were all important for the reconsideration o
the question. Still more vital for the decisior
as to this and weightier matters were th
secrets the future held as to the outcome of th
war, as to the future alignment of nations
and, above all, as to the possibility of building
up some barrier against the madness, th
all

war as

unspeakable sufferings, and the blind, chaotic
wastes of war, more adequate than the secre
diplomacy, the competitive armaments, an<
the shifting alliances of the past.

CHAPTER XIV
FIFTY Yv^ARS OF UNION
j

[The Dominion of Canada’s first fifty years
[liave been years of momentous change.
The
[four provinces have grown into nine, coverThe three
ing the whole half-continent.
million people have grown to eight, and the
vest of the wandering Indian holds cities
‘greater than the largest of the east at ConFrom a people overwhelmingly
jederation.
;igricultural they have become a people almost
iqually divided between town and country.
The straggling two thousand miles of railways
multiplied fifteen-fold, forming
lave been
reat transcontinental systems unmatched in
he United States. An average wheat crop
ields more than ten times the total at Conideration, and the output of the mine has
Great
jcreased at even a more rapid rate.
manufacturing plants have developed, emtoying half a million men, and with capital
id annual products exceeding a thousand
D.VV.L,
X
i

'

I

^

I
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million dollars.
to eight times

Foreign trade has mountec
height of fifty years ago

its

The whole financial and commercial structure
has become complex and intricate beyon(
earlier imagining.
The changes, even on th
material side, have not been all gain. Ther
is many a case of reckless waste of resource
to lament, many an instance of half-develope

opportunity and even of slipping backward;
millionaire came the slum, and th|
advantages of great corporations were ofte
balanced by the frenzied finance and the u
healthy political influence of those in contro
Yet, on the whole, progress, especially in t
last twenty years, has been unquestioned an|

With the

‘

’

rarely paralleled.
Political has kept pace with
change. The far-flung Dominion
being welded into one, and a

econom
at
Canadif

is

1,

nationality is arising of a distinct characte
and with conscious unity. The average mi
thinks of himself no longer as first a citize
of Nova Scotia, Ontario, or Manitoba,
Englishman, a Scotsman, or an Irishman, bi
Provincial and racij
as first a Canadian.
jealousy, though not passed away, are lej
intense and less critical than in the days
There is less bitterness in party coi
old.
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flicts, less personal abuse, and more of the
broader patriotism. Of jobbery and corruption and low political ideals there are unfortunately no less, but there is more conscious
endeavour to grapple with and overthrow
these foes. The Dominion has found its place
lin the family of nations, and has taken its
full share in the transforming and upbuildling of the British Empire.
Fifty years ago,
^erely colonies of Britain, looked upon by
^ost men in the mother country as being
Sabout to break from the Empire to which they
vere now profitless, and to the rest of Europe
To-day, sending hundreds
Ecarcely a name
bf thousands of men across the seas to
fight shoulder to shoulder with Britain to
{maintain the unity of the Empire, the freedom
|)f Europe and the world
History has fev/
bore striking transformations than this to
!

!

1

»how.

Even more

but less within the
were the changes in
:he life and thought, in the manners and the
liocial texture of the nation.
The growth of
uxury and of restless change; the quicken(ng pace of business and the accompanying
shortening of the work-day and the work7eek
the transformation effected by railway

'!

striking,

icope of this brief survey,

1

;
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and steamship, by telephone and typewriter,
electric light and skyscraper
the coming
of the motor-car, of bridge, and of society
columns the passing of cricket, the rise anc
fall of lacrosse, the triumph of baseball anc
hockey and golf and bowling, the professional-

by

;

;

izing of nearly all sport
of

women

;

the increasing share

and education
the
fashion, the waxing anc

in industry

;

constant shift of
waning of hats and skirts the readjustmeni
of theological creeds and the trend towardj
church unity the progress of medical science
the widening of university interests, the de
velopment of advertising and the transforma
tion of the newspaper
all these and man3
more phases of the changing times bulkec
larger in the daily life of the people than th(
constitutional and political issues with whicl
statesmen and politicians had to deal anc
;

;

;

—

which historians have to describe.
Even in the political and economic chang(
no man and no party had a dominating share
The Canada of to-day is the creation o
millions of hands, of the known or unknowi
few who toiled primarily for their country’
advancement, and of the many who sough
their own private ends and made nationa
progress as a by-product. Yet if statesmei
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on the one hand, not directly responsible
good harvests or bad, on the other, they
,re not
flies on the wheel.^
The powers conided to them are great for good or ill.
They
aay hasten or retard material progress, and
;uide, if they cannot create, the current of
lational destiny.
It is impossible to imagine
/hat different course the Dominion would
lave taken had there been no Macdonald and
xe,

or

‘

Laurier at the helm.
In Sir Wilfrid Laurier^s career four guiding
irinciples, four ^kls of endeavour, have been
tTadily kept in view
individual liberty, col-^
active prosperity" facial and religious harj
lony, and growth to nationhood. The end
a view was not always reached.
The path
ollov7ed"~was nSt""l[s" ruXer-strai
as the
jhilosopher or the crilic”3'^
have prepribed.
The leader of a party of many shades
f opinion, the ruler of a country of widely
10

—

interests and prejudices and tramust often do not what is ideally
bst but what is the most practicable aproach to the ideal. Yet with~ rare, consist|icy and steadfast courage J^iese ends were
fld in view.
Ever ah "^portunist as to^
iff erent

itions,

)

eans, Wilfrid" Laurier has never been
)portunist as to ends.

an
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—

The historic task of Liberalism the pro
motion, by negative and positive means alike
of j ndiv idual freedom with full opportunit
for self-dreveiopment—has been less urgen
in Canada than in many other lands.
Civ:
liberty Canadians inherited from their father
overseas.
P olitic al liberty was the achieve
ment of the generation before the Dominio
was formed. S<)cialjiberty, the assuring fo
each man genuine equality of opportunity
has in great measure been ensured by the wid
spaces of a virgin continent. What legish
tion is required to guarantee it further fat
for the most part within the scope of th
provincial legislatures though one most in
portant factor in securing equality and keei
ing open the door of opportunity, the fre
gift of farm lands to all who will, has been
federal policy.
But in one important fielc
liberty of thought and discussion, the batt!
has had to be fought in our own day, and he
been fought valiantly and well. In standin
fprjtl^ elementary rights of freedom of speec
andj^qliticSriHjp^
brave
th e wrath of TKiwerful forces in the ChurchJ
He did not deny an
lov ed and honoured.
church or any churchman the right to tai
a full part in political discussion. But 1
;
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did deny any religious teachers the right to\
brandish for a political purpose the weapons/
of their spiritual armoury ; and he urged the
inexpediency, in the Church’s own interest, of
endeavouring to build up a clerical party.
The promotion of the country’s economic
welfare has been the chief task of every
Canadian Government, and the one most in

i
I

j

!

I
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I

!

!

I

A tariff marked by stability and'
by moderate advances towards freedom of
discussion.

1

I

a r ailway policy reflecting the newfound faith of Canada in its future, an ii^
that opened up the West
migratimi^am^
land laid the foundation for mounting prosperity, and for a new place in the world’s
[regard, aid to farmer and fisherman and
miner the se were the outstanding featur es
of the Can adian administration after i8q6
Mistakes were made, errors of omission and
commission, due now to lack of vision, now
to over-confidence, but the accounting was
inot to be feared.
When I am Premier,’
trade,

I

—

I

.

‘

Mr

Laurier in the early nineties,
referring to some dubious statistics used to
prove that all was well with the country,
you will not have to look up figures to find
out whether you are prosperous: you will

[declared

i*

know by

feeling in

your pockets.*
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No need of Canada has been greater, none
has lain nearer Sir Wilfrid Laurier’s heart,
than the lesse ning of misunderstanding and
hostility between the men of the different
ra ces and tongues a nd cfeedsThat ^ake up
It IsaTtaslr^wd^
the Dominion
been
the~mdfe ^fficult because not merely was
there a difference of races, but one race
was of the same blood as the people of the
United Kingdom and the other of its heredi
tary foe. It was always easy for politicians
of the baser sort, or for well-meaning but
rigid and doctrinaire extremists on either side,
\to stir up prejudice and passion.
It was a
statesman's task to endeavour to bridge the
gulf, to work for better feeling between
Britain and France, to emphasize the future
which all Canadians hold in common, to urge
the men of each race to seek that knowledge
of the other which is the first and longest step
towards harmony. ^ In training and temperament Sir Wilfrid Laurier was uniquely fitted
ifor the task of interpreting each race to the
other, and though it was a task that was never
completed, he had the satisfaction of achiev'ing a marked advance.
The share of Canadian statesmen in working out the unique political achievement which
I
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the British Empire has not yet been
When the history of its
fully recognized.
upbuilding comes to be written, it may well be
that the names of Baldwin and LaFontaine
call

and Howe, of Brown and Galt, of Tupper and
Blake, of Macdonald and Laurier, will stand,
in this regard, higher than those of Peel
and Disraeli, Gladstone and Salisbury, and
even Durham and Elgin, Some in England
opposed the grant of self-government, beit led to separation.
Some, reconciled to separation, urged it.
Canadians,
though not always seeing the path clear, both
lieving that

demanded self-government and

trusted it
the firmer. It fell to
Sir Wilfrid Laurier’s lot to carry out this
traditional Canadian policy through an exceptionally critical era of development.
He
steadfastly asserted Canada’s right to full
nationhood, and as steadily faced each new
responsibility that came with added rights.
lHe_ oftgn—incurred the hostility _jo£ ultraimper ialist and of colonialis t .aHke. going too
islovrTor the o ne and too fast for the other.

would make union

i

I

all

i

[Many autono^sts^ |a^^^
how
imanfully and how eff ectiv ely he Jhad stood at
the London Conferences for self-government,
until at last pr acticall y ”all th e Dominions
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Many imperialists failed to
into line.
recognize how hard he had struggled to bring
Quebec into harmony with the rest of the
Dominion on imperial issues and particularly
on the naval question. A wise opportunism,
that met each issue as it arose and dealt with
it in the light of long-held principles, kept
the nation advancing steadily and advancing
abreast.

swung
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